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Abstract 

A Finite-Volume discretisation of the Navier-Stokes equations is used to study various 

aspects of the physics and ecology of the the riverine thermal bar. The classical thermal 

bar is a downwelling plume which is formed twice a year in temperate lakes when the 

shallows warm or cool through the temperature of maximum density (Tmd ). The riverine 

thermal bar is a similar sinking plume arising at the confluence of river and lake waters 

which are on either side of the Tmd . The dynamics of this poorly understood riverine 

case may be considerably more complex due to the additional effects of river salinity 

and velocity on the downwelling plume. 

A series of deep-lake simulations forms the initial study of the riverine thermal bar 

in the Selenga River delta in Lake Baikal, Siberia. While the decrease in the Tmd with 

depth (pressure) prevents the classical thermal bar from sinking far, this study shows 

that a saline riverine thermal bar may be able to sink to greater depths and thus take 

part in Baikal's vigorous deep-water renewal. 

Attention then focusses on a model of the smaller Kamloops Lake in British Columbia, 

which is used to reproduce the only field observations of a riverine thermal bar and test 

the effects of coriolis forces, bathymetry, and surface heating on the resulting flow field. 

Plankton ecosystem models are then coupled to these validated dynamics, and results 

are presented which extend and test the findings of a previous modelling study on the 

effects of the classical thermal bar on plankton populations. 
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Chapter 1 

Introd uction 

The constant decrease in the cost of computer power has transformed many areas of 

science and generated several new fields of study which are disciplines in their own 

right. One of the sciences which has been directly affected is the classical study of 

fluid mechanics, which is rich in problems involving the partial differential equations 

and nonlinearity which prove so challenging to traditional mathematical analysis. The 

inception of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) as a mainstream research tool has 

radically broadened the scope of the modern study of fluid phenomena. 

The versatility of CFD means that, unlike classical fluid mechanics which tends to 

address simplified general problems, it may be successfully applied to complex individual 

engineering applications such as turbomachinery, missile and aircraft design. Large-scale 

environmental flows may also be addressed, allowing the development of many sizeable 

operational atmosphere and ocean models which are dedicated solely to predicting the 

general circulations and climatological conditions of the Earth. 

While these General Circulation Models are still under active development due to the 

need for ever-improving predictions and fears over our changing climate, progressively 

more powerful computers have precipitated an important increase in the modelling of the 

relatively small-scale phenomena which produce and interact with these large motions. 

This includes a vast increase in the use of desktop machines rather than supercomputers 

to perform CFD modelling of environmental flows in smaller domains, such as lakes, 

rivers, urban air spaces, etc. 
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A relatively small and important mechanism which is extremely well suited to CFD 

modelling is the thermal bar. The essential nonlinearity in the equation of state makes 

mathematical analysis of the thermal bar problematic, particularly when haline effects 

are involved, while laboratory experiments cannot achieve the high-Reynolds-number 

regime present in nature and flows are generally too slow and widespread to be measured 

accurately in the field. The classical thermal bar has been the subject of sophisticated 

CFD treatment by many authors (see section 1.3), but to my knowledge the riverine 

thermal bar has never previously been modelled in any way. In this thesis, the limited 

computational resources available to this study are applied to a numerical model of the 

riverine thermal bar. 

1.1 The Thermal Bar 

Fresh water is unusual in that it has a nonlinear dependance of density on temperature 

over the fulllimnological range of temperature, pressure, and salinity. Figure 1.1 shows 

the non linear form of the equation of state given by Chen & Millero (1986) (displayed 

at atmospheric pressure), and the increase in density due to salinity. This nonlinearity 

leads to the cabbeling instability, which in turn causes the thermal bar phenomenon, as 

described below. 

At atmospheric pressure and zero salinity, thermal increases after ice melt (in the 

range 0° - 3.98°C) result in increased molecular agitation which causes the hydrogen 

bonding of H20 to rupture, filling the voids in the ice lattice structure (Wetzel 1983). 

This causes an increase in density with temperature. As the temperature progresses 

above 3.98°C. the amplitude of the inter-molecular vibrations increases, and so do the 

inter-atomic distances, increasing the volume of the water and thus decreasing the den

sity (Wetzel 1983). It is the interaction of these processes which causes the nonlinear 

form of the equation of state. The temperature at which these two effects combine to 

give the minimum specific volume for water (and therefore the maximum density) is 

called the temperature of maximum density (Tmd). 

These processes are affected by salinity and pressure, so that the T md varies spatially 

within lakes. Figure 1.2 shows the effect of salinity and pressure on the Tmd ; note that 
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the pressures found in deep lakes have a particularly drastic effect. T his influence of 

pressure on the thermal expansion of water, termed thermobaricity, results in a decrease 

in the T",,{ of roughly 1 °C per 500 m depth (Eklund 1963). 

Density (kgm-3) 
1000.05 

1000.04 

Salinity (mgkg I) 
I 

Temperature (OC) 5 

6 

Figure 1.1: The eq uat ion of state at atmospheric pressure over the range of 

temperature and sali ni ty considered in this work. 

4 @~1 
3 

Tmd( OC) 2 
I 

o 

Pressure (bar) 
Salinity (mgkg l) 

180 0 

Figure 1.2: Variation of the T md over all pressures and salinities for which 

the Chen & Millero (1986) equation of state is valid . 
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When water masses wilh temperatures on eilher side of the T,nd meet, the mixed 

water at the in terface will be closer to t he T,,,,l , and thus denser , t han eit her of t he 

com ponent bod ies. Density inc rease upon isobaric mix ing of two d issimila r water types 

is genera lly referred to as cabbeling (Witte 1902, Foster 1972). In lakes , t his area of 

maximall y dense, cabbeling water fo rms a descending plume which d raws in surrounding 

waters, causing a sharp t hermal front a bont the surface signature of the T = Tmd 

contour. Such a front was first obse rved by Forel (1880) in Lake Geneva, who ca ll ed 

il t he bane thennique (ther·mal bar) as it forms a barri er between wate rs warmer and 

cooler t han t he T,,,d. The first measurements showing the ex istence of a t hermal bar 

we re made in Lake Ladoga by Tikhom irov (1963). 

P revious analytical and numerical stud ies of the thermal bar have mainly been lim

ited to the 'classical' case where a surface heat flux causes d ifle rent ia.l warming of the 

lake water due to bottom topography, e.g. Shi maraev et at. (1993), tvla lm (1995 ), a nd 

Far row (1995b). For example, moderately-sloping sha ll ow regions near t he shores of 

a lake will warm [aster than lho deeper cent re in spring due to t heir sma ller vo lume 

and addi t ional radiat ion absorbtion by t he la ke bed (St . .John et a l. 1976) . IT the ini t ia l 

tem perature of t he lake was cooler t han the local Tmd then eventua lly t he sha llow region 

wi 11 be warmer than the Tu"l and t he deep region cooler. A thennal bar wi 11 t hen fo rm 

between these waters as the mixture is at t he loca l Tmd and t hus de nser t han eitlw r of 

the two component bodies (sce figu re 1.3). 

As the whole lake gradua lly wa rms, the thermal bar propagates out iu to t he lake 

un t il the surface temperature is above the T,,,d everywhere. T he la ke t hen becomes 

stflbly stratifi ed as Wflrmer wflte r overli es cooler dense water (Z ili t inkevich et a l. 1992) . 

As the flir cools in the autumn the reverse of t his process occurs, wit h the shfl llow flreflS 

cooling thro ugh the Tmd more quickly than the deep wflters. In this way a ll te mperate 

Iflkes Imve fl tw ice-yeflrly vent il fltio n of lower waters from these downll'elling episodes. 

However, t he flut umnal thermal bfll" is less well-defined due to the genera lly stronger 

wind-mixing flnd weaker te mperflt ure gmdients present at t hat t ime of yea r (U lIl11 fln et 

a!. 1998). 

Under a geos trophic balflnce, t he converging pressure gradients on ei ther s ide of 
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t he surface Tmd will generate 'thermal wind ' flows in t he alongshore direct'ion, parallel 

to the thermal front. T hese fl ows consist of a strong cyclonic circulation inshore of 

the thermal bar (as a resul t of the relatively steep temperature gradients there) and 

a weaker anticyclonic circulat ion offshore. The thermal bar therefore acts as a barrier 

between parallel horizontal fl ows in exactly opposing direc tions. As an illustration of this 

circulation, if the section of fi gure l.3 were in the northern hemisphere then hori zontal 

flows would be directed 'out of t,he page ' inshore of the thermal bar and 'into the page' 

offshore, with a surface stagnation poin t in between. 

( 

Figure l.3: Schematic of the 'classical' spring thermal bar dri ven by a surface 

heat input. T he in ternal arrowed lines a re streamlines. 

Water wi thin the thermal bar plume sinks until it reaches a depth where it is no 

longer denser than the surrounding fluid . This may happen for several reasons, such as 

entrainment of lower' density water into the plume or varying thermal characteristics of 

the surrounding water. Importantly, t he decrease of the T md with depth (pressure) may 

also suppress the downwelling motion of the thermal bar (Carmack & Weiss 1991). If 

the subsurface temperature profile decreases slowly with depth, as is usually the case in 

deep temperate lakes, then any water sinking at the surfac'e Tmd will no longer be densest 

at great depths, where slightly 'colder (and thus denser) water will form a barrier to free 

convection (figure, 1.4). This provides a theoretical maximum penetration depth for the 

thermal bar phenomenon, so that the plume will only reach the bottom of the lake if it 

is shallow enough for the decrease in Tmd to be negligible. It is t herefore believed that 
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some external mechanism is required to trigger convection to the bed of the deepest 

lakes (Farmer & Carmack 1981). 

Depth (m) 
o 

200 

400 

2.0 3.0 4 .0 

Figure 1.4 : A typical temperature profil e from the South Basin of Lake 

Baikal. Water sinking at the surface Tmrl is less dense than the 

waters below and will therefore be unable to descend past a cer

tain depth. 

1.2 Riverine Effects 

T he ri verine thermal bar is formed at the mouth of a ri ver where the temperatures of the 

river and lake are on opposite sides of the T md (Carmack 1979). In theory this produces 

a downwelling plume of a similar form to the classical thermal bar, but the river 's 

characteristics other than temperature will complicate the buoyancy forces governing 

the thermal bar circulation (Holland et al. 2001 a) . 

As a river-lake system is warmed in spring, t he ri ver will heat up faster than the 

lake because the heat influx acts upon a shallower, well-mixed volume and extra radiant 

energy is absorbed by. t he river bed .eSt.John et al. 1976). In temperate regions both 

river and lake are cooler than the T mrl over the winter, so the warmed river is densest 

and therefore enters t he lake as a sinking gravi ty current which flows towards the lake 

bed (Carmack et al. 1979). As the warming cont inues the ri ver 's temperature passes 

through the Tmd before the lake, and a thermal bar plume will form (figure 1.5) . In a 

similar manner to the -Classical case, this plume moves away from the inflow as warmer 
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and wanner water is fed in to the lake by the ri ver. Eventua lly t he whole lake is warmed 

to above the T,nd and the buoyant ri ver enters as a surface overflow on. the denser, 

stratified lake water (Carmack et al. 1979). 

In aut umn the analogous case happens with a surface cooling, as t he ri ver generally 

responds to external forcing more quickl y t han the lake. In this way the twice-yearly 

mixing of temperate lakes call .be dominated by ri verine effects rather than differential 

heat ing of t he shallow and deep areas , so that even a steep-s ided la ke can be ventilated 

by thermal bars (Carmack 1979). 

T he main difference between the classical and riverine thermal bars is caused by the 

influx of salini ty from t he river. T hroughout t his study the term 'salinity' is taken to 

mean total milligrams of dissolved so lids per kilogram of saline water. The in troduction 

of saline effects on density provides a contrast between the unusual buoyancy forcing of 

the pure thermal bar and the straightforward sinking associated with salinity gradients, 

revealing the differing influences of near-linear and nonlinear components of t he equation 

of state. Also the effects of a ri ver inflow velocity on the propagation of ·the t hermal 

bar may be apparent as a high velocity will increase advection of heat into the lake a nd 

potentially cause a warming rate which is not possible in the classical scenario. 

T=T,nd 

Figure 1.5: Schematic of the spring riverine thermal bar. 

Elucidating the differences between the classical and ri verine thermal ba rs is the aim 
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of t his study. Of part icular interest is the question of whether a sal ine ri verine thermal 

bar may overcome the ' thermobar ic barrier' to sink ing and t herefore penet rate deep 

waters despite the signifi cant decrease in t he T,,,cI which is found in very large lakes. 

1.3 Previous Studies of Thermal Bar Dynamics 

Observat ions of t he class ical therm al bar have been made in most tem perate Great 

Lakes and several sma ller lakes since t he first st ud ies of Lake Ladoga by T ikhomirov 

(1963) and the Laurent ian Great Lakes by Rodgcrs (1965). For example, Lakes Baikal 

(Shimaraev et a!. 1993, Parfenova et a!. 2000), Superior (Hubbard & Spain 19(3), Huron 

(Mo ll et a!. 1980), Michigan (Huang 1972, Bolgrien & Brooks 1992, Moll et a!. 1993), 

Ontario (Csanady 1971 , Gbah & lv[u rt hy 1998) , and Ladoga a nd Onega (Naumenko 

1994 , Avinsky et a!. 1999) have a ll been t he subject of detailed studies. Also, laboratory

scale models of the la minar therma l bar in a non-rotat ing frame have been stud ied 

(Elliott & E lIiott 1969 , ElI iott & ElI iott 1970, Kreiman 1989) , and small-scale idealised 

t a.nk ex periments have increased our understand ing of the basic process('s involved In 

the cabbeli ng instabili ty (Marmoush et a!. 1984, Inaba & Fukuda 1986, La nkford & 

Bejan 1986, lvey & Hamblin 1989). 

A review of the work referenced above highlights the strong sensit idty of t he thermal 

bar circula tion to the part icular bathy met ry, wi nd st ress, and s urface heat flux of the 

lake under consideration. T he thermal bar is generally a large, long-li ved density front 

which emerges at some point in lvlay o r June a nd persists for one to two months. T he 

fro ntal propagation rate flu ctu ates in addi t ion to decreas ing wit h t ime, a nd may even 

become negat ive under ce rta in cond it ions (Hubbard & Spain 1973, Gba h & Mur t hy 

1998). T his flu ct uation is due to t he effects of wind , which may totally outweigh the 

buoyancy-dri ven circulation in t h short term. However , t he t hermal bar is usua ll y 

significa nt in t he presence of a wind-dri ven circulation due to t he persistence of the 

buoyancy forcing (Csanady 1971 , Scavia & Bennett 1980). 

T he thermal front is at least 1 km wide and a.1I reference . how t hat t he cabbeling 

water within it sinks at a rate of 1 - 30 x 10- 4 ms- I. F lows converging a t the thermal 

bar suppress most cross-frontal exchange so that it forms a barri er to horizontal mixing 
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despite t he lateral shear in longshore Hows (G bah & Mur thy 1998). Flows perpend icular 

to the shoreline a re of order 10- 2 ms- I, y ielding mid-latitude Rossby numbers of 0(10- 1) 

based upon a minimum length scale of 1 km. T he strongest motion in the thermal bar 

circu lat ion is therefore t he therma l wi nd which runs parallel to the thermal front (Hu ang 

1971, Buang 1972). Many observers agree that t hese fl ows are 0(10- 1
) ms- I, while cross

fron ta l flows are 0(10 - 2) ms- I and t he (relatively s trong) descending fl ows a rc 0(10- 4) 

rn s- 1 • 

While there a re many thermal bar studies i1l which a n infiowing ri ver plays some part 

111 t he spr ing warming of t he sha llows (e.g . Hubbard & Spain (1973), Mo ll & Brahce 

(1986) , Bolgri en et. aJ. (1995)) , detailed obsen 'ations of predom inaut ly- ri verinc thermal 

bars arc onl y ava ilab le for a few Canad ian lakes, o f which t hose of Karnloops Lake are 

by far t he most com prehensive (St. John et a!. 1976, Cannack 1979, Carmack et a!. 

1979, Wiegand & Carmack 1981 , Carmack et a l. 1986). T his limi ted geograp hical lI ud 

bat hYllletri c coverage makes it im possible 1.0 cJritw rigid conclusions abo ut the diff'crences 

in character between ri vc rine and classical I. hennal bars, bu t some general obse rvations 

may be made. 

It se0ms obvious t hat, on any fixed bathYl nclry, the ri \'crine t hermal bar wi ll prop

agate more quickly because t he lake water experiences a riverine heitt flu x in add it ion 

to the surface heat fl ux. However, it is possible for riverine t1l ermal bars to propagate 

more slowly than t heir classical coun ter parts as t hey are ab le to ex ist as a we ll-defined 

phenomenon in la kes with much steeper bathyrnet ri es. This a llows increased advection 

of heat downwards, reducing the hori zontal spread of warmer water which is responsible 

for 1110ving the T = T,nd isotherm and t hus slowing the propagation of the thermal bar. 

Due to a higher spring warming rate, the warm waters inshore of the ri verine thermal 

bar are more li kely to ha\'e the character of a smface gravity-cu rrent t ha n in t he classical 

case. T he wedge-like regions of warm water inshore of the classical thermal bar a rc 

mixed a li ttle more thoroughly as a resul t of its slower warming and propagation rates. 

T he ri verine thermal bar may therefore ex ist as a mixing plume at the nose of a warm 

surface intruSion, rather tha n acting on t he boundary of a completely-warmed stable 

sha llow region. This allows a more significant return current to upwell inshore of the 
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T",(j, prodllcing t he ' arrested t hermocl ine' visible in Cannack (1979) and notably absent 

from t he details of Hubbarcl & Spain (1973), Naumenko (1994) , and Gbah & Mur thy 

(1998). 

All theoretical and numerical studies of the t hermal bar to da te have been limi ted to 

the class ical case. Kill wor tb & Carmack (J979) constructed a onc-dimensional ' fillin g

box' model of Kamloops Lake wi th a ri ver inflow a t a seasonally vary ing temperat ure, 

producing a good agreement wi t h t he observed annual vitri atiou of the I" ke's (ri ver

domi nated) therma l s truct ure. However , there have not been any previous attempts at 

modelling t he effects of a range of ri verine salinity a nd temperature distri but ions on thc 

thermal bar phenomenon or its resul t ing circulation. 

H ua ng (1969) was the first to attempt a mathematical descript ion of t he t hermal bar , 

balancing corio lis and buoyancy forces in steady-state to yield the rclcvant tcmpcrature 

a nd fl ow fields. Csanady (1971) latcr achieved similar resul ts with a two-di mensional 

rtrtlrl cri cal model. Transient features were t hen reso lved by assuming a balance betwecn 

vert ical shear and hori zontal prcssure grad icnts , using a two-dimensional model d ri ve n by 

a one-d itnensional temperature equation in t he absence of hori zontal cOIl'·cctioll (SlIiott 

1970, Elliott & Elliott 1970, E lliott 1971). T his yielded t he t herma l bar posit ion as a 

fnnction of t itHe (agreeing well with fi eld obscrvations (Elliott & Elliott 1969, Elliott & 

Elliott 1970)) and revealed that t he cabbel ing plu ll1e may be incl ined to the ,·clt ica!. 

Rotat iona l effects were in trodu ced in to two-dimensional numerical models by Ben

nett (1971 ), Huang (1971), and Huang (1972) who empl oyed a third , longshore coordi

nate in which no gradients were permi t ted . T hese studies showed tha t t hc therma l wind 

is the dominant fl ow of the t hermal ba r in la rge lakes , a result which is in agreement 

wit h the asymptot ics of Brooks & Lick (1972) , who studied a rotating annulus under a 

horizonta lly-varying surface heat flu x. 

T he first model to incorporate a surface wind stress was t hat of Scavia & Ben nett 

(1980), who concluded that the therma l bar is highly suscept ible to this forcing. Zil

it inkevich et a!. (1992) t hen refined t he hori zontal propagat ion rate estimates of Elliott 

& Elliot t (1970) by elucidating the effects of horizontal heat aclvection. T he numerical 
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a lld asymptot ic results of Farrow (1995a) a lld Farrow (1995b) on thc !loll-rotat illg case 

t hen showed that the downwell ing plu mc may become separated from the therm al fro nt 

due to inertia l effects, a feature not yet noticed in the fi eld. 

In a departure from heat-bala nce or genera l circulat ion models , Kay et a l. (1995) o b

tained plume velocity a nd temperature grad ient predict ions as a funct ion of thc Prand t l 

number by a na lysing the therm a l bar as a free-convection boullda ry laye r. Maim (1995) 

t hen carri ed out a comprehensive numeri cal st ndy of thermal ba rs under a ra nge of 

wind and bathy met ri c condit ions, find ing t hat the wind sens itivity is highly dependent 

upon slope bathymetry, which strongly afl"ects fl ow speeds even in the absence of a wind 

forci ng. 

Gbah et al. (1998) are t he onl y a uthors to adopt a higher-order turbulence closure in 

t i, e study of t he thermal bar , obtaining t urbu lent d iffusiv it ies as pa rt of t he so lu t ion pro

cedure a nd produc ing reasonable est imates or t hc ba r formation and migrat ion t im cscales 

undcr a ra nge of wind fo rcings. Tsvetova (1995) and T sveto\'a (1999) made s igni ncant 

advances with t he first t hcrmoba ri city- reso lving (and full y compress iblc) model of t hc 

t herma l bar app lied to Lake Baikal but ullfort ulla tely fa iled to full y explore the details of 

t hermobari c cont ro l of t he sinking plum e. l'lio re recent ly, Botte & Kay (2000) (hereaftcr 

referred to as BK ) briefl y studied t hcrmoba ricity as pa rt of their pla nkton population 

study in t he vicinity of a spring thcrmal bar ill La ke Baikal, a nd havc a lso cxamined 

t he ba la nce of wind, coriolis, and buoyancy rorcings of t hi s phenomcnon (I3otte & Kay 

2001) 

All of t hcsc works fail to scru tinise two significant aspects of t hc ri vc rinc therm al 

bar circulation, which wi ll t herefore be t hc prima ry objects of t his study. T he first 

is t hennobaricity, which is crucial to the circul ation of La ke Baika l a nd wil l be fu lly 

examined in a dcep domain rep resent ing thc Selenga Ri ver delta (Holla nd et a l. 2001a). 

T he second is t he efrect of a riverille sal ini ty infill x, wh ich will red istribu tc the buoyancy 

forces a nd could provoke somc very in te rest ing dy nam ics, including t he possib ili ty that 

saline plumes will overcome thcrmobaric cfJ"ccts (Holla nd et a l. 2000 , Holla nd et a l. 

2001a). Other subjects add ressed in this t hes is incl ude the in fluence of inflow velocity 

a nd the effects of surface heating, coriolis forces, a nd bathy metry. T he latter three a re 
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tested on a shallower domain which is a nominal fi t to the bathymetry of Kamloops 

La ke (Holland et al. 2001 b). 

1.4 Lake Baikal 

La ke Baikal in Siberia is the deepest la ke in the world with a maximum dept h of 1636 m 

and has a vo lume of approximately 23,015 km3, compri sing ro ughly 20% of the world 's 

fresh surface water (Shimaraev et al. 1993) . It is sit uated between 51:29 - 55:46°N 

and 103:40 - 109:55°E, 456 m a bove sea level in the Baikal Rift Zone which completely 

surrounds the lake. Figure 1.6 shows t he bathymetry of Lake Baikal, which consists 

of three major bas ins divided by the Selenga Delta a nd Academicia n Ridge, which is 

sit uated near the Barguzin Ri ver inflow. T he Central basin is the deepest, followed by 

the South and North basins (fi gure 1.6). 

N 

i 
j I I 

o 100 km 

Lower Angara 
River 

elenga 
River 

Figure 1.6: Lake Baikal bathymetry. Isobaths are given in metres. 

Baikal is of scient ific interest for many reasons, mainly due to its grea.t depth and 

age. T he lake has accumulated sediments over 30 million years (Call ender · & Granina 
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1997), which hold a unique continuous rccord of ancient cl imatic and biological condi

t ions. Improved research on the processes governing t he spatial deposit ion of sedi ments 

will bring a better understanding of both prehisto ric cl imatic cond itions in the area Md 

recent changes to the Baikal ecosystem (Ed lund et a l. 1995 , MacKay et a l. 1998, Kara

banov et a l. 2000). Lake Baikal has many aquatic plants and a nimals fou nd nowhere 

else in t he world , comprising some 87% of t he lake's species , as a res1ll t of the unusual 

penet ration of oxygen to lacust rine depths at which pressures arc ex t remely high and 

light is scarce. T he relative puri ty of Baikal wate rs, which is llI a intained by sevcral 

species of fi ltcring copepod, make it a primary source of drinking water for t he area and 

thus a lso im porta nt in t he local economy. 

Const ruct ion of pulp mills nex t to t he lake and on t he Selenga River has provoked 

strong protest from the local public a nd sc ient ists, as the waste effl nent d ischarges 

d irect ly in to the lake and Selenga respective ly. Waste water from nearby ind1lst ry a lso 

d ischarges in to the Selenga and t he total amount of ind ust ri a l effluent in the Mea exceeds 

300,000 Jll 3 per day (ILEC n.d. ). In tota l Votin tscv {l993) calc ula tes t hat o\·er 800 ,000 

tons of mineral sa lts from wastewate r have been discharged in to Baikal in t he 15 years 

s ince the first mill opencd. Alt hough Voti ntscl' (1993) found t hat t he effect on the 

overa ll water qua lity was small , the localised efrccts of this poll ut ion cO ll ld be much 

greater ncar sources of pollu tants to the lake. Onc such source is t he Selcnga in fl ow, 

whose delta is a major zone of heavy- meta l rctent ion (Grachev 1991). T his is crucial 

to the ecosystem because, among many other species , the delta harbours the largest 

concentrat ions of Acipenser baerii baicaLensis, Baikal's un ique subspecies of t he Siberi an 

Sturgeon (Ruban 1997). 

As shown in table 1.1, which is take n from Gronskaya & Littova (1991) , t he water 

budget of Lake Baikal is absolutely dom inated by ri verine throughput , wit h Voti ntscv 

(1993) calculating that 82. 7% of the annual influx is contributed by rivers . Afte r the 

construction of lrkutsk hydro-power station in 1960 the outflow of the lake came under 

control of t he dam a nd the water budget changed , with Gronskaya & Littova (1991 ) 

calculating a resul ti ng inbalance of 0.46 km3yr- l. 

Lake Baikal is fed by some 300 inflowi ng t ribu tari es and has j ust one out let , the Lower 
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Angara Ri "cr (figurc 1.6). T hc la rgest inflow is the Selenga River, which cont ribu tes 

approximately 49% of the total annu al ri vc rine inflow (Votin tsev et al. 1965) from its 

44 7,000 km2 watershed (Shimaraev et a l. 1993). T he c1imatc of the Baikal a rea is 

scvercly cont inental with long, co ld and d ry win tc rs a nd very short cool summers. T his 

par t ly explains t he domin ance of rive rinc t hroughpu t to the lake, as evaporation and 

precipi tation totals a re simi la r and budget cont ributions a lmost cancel each other out 

when ave ragcd over the year. Thc domi mLnt riverine influx shows a ma rkcd annual 

var iabili ty, with 70-80% of it occurrin g May-September due to incrcascd prcc ipitat ion 

a nd t he spring thaw. 

Inpu t km3yr- 1 

Ri verine inflow 61.1 

Precipi tation 12.36 

Total 7346 

Output km3yr- 1 

Out fl ow (lrku ts k HPS) 59. 16 

Evaporat ion 13.84 

Total 73. 0 

Table 1. 1: \Vater budget of Lake Baika l, 1962-1988, after dalll llling of t he 

Lower Angara Ri"cr (fro m Gronskaya a nd Li ttova (1991)). 

Studics of various t racers in Lake Ba ikal havc shown that it has a n cxt rcmely ac ti ve 

circulation ratc fo r its great dcpt h, wi t h deep waters ranging from 8 - 16 years of age 

(time ela psed since last surface contact ) depending upon location in t he la ke, a nd a ll 

waters exceeding 80% of relative oxygen saturation (Weiss et a l. 1991, r<ill wo rt h et 

a l. 1996). A part icula rl y fascinating observation is that bottom wate rs a re commonly 

yo unger than mid-depth waters (Weiss et a l. 1991), which has led to great scient ific cffort 

in determin ing the relat ive importa ncc of the various la rge-sca le convective mecha nisms 

in t he lake. Alt hough recent studies havc shown that vert ica l diffusion in t he dept hs 

of Ba ikal is much la rger t han previously thought (Ravens et a l. 2000 , Kipfer et a l. 

2000), diffusion cannot be totally responsible for Baikal's vigorous and localised vertical 

transfer. 
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An accepted source of deep-water rellewal in Baika l is ri verine inflow, part icula rly 

the Sclenga, as its plum e call sink to the bottom of t he Sout hern and Central basins 

in April or May and October (Hohmann et al. 1997). The thennobar'ic ins/.ability has 

also been cited as a probab le cause of oxygen penetration to great depths (Weiss et a l. 

1991). Free convection is caused by this instabili ty when a reversely-stratified body of 

water is made condi t ionally unstable as the in terface at the base of the mixed layer is 

lowered to a depth where its temperature matches t hat of maximulII density (Farmer & 

Ca rmack 1981, Carmack & Weiss 1991 , 'Wa lker & Watts 1995). 

T his instabi li ty mechanism is particularly relevant to t his stud y becallse it has been 

observed that the therm al bar can cause t he ve rt ica l displacement of a water mass 

which is necessary to trigger a deep mixing event via thermobaric effects (Shimaraev 

et al. 1993). Also Walker & Watts (1995) found that the therlllobaric instabili ty is 

a lot Inore efl'ective at renewing deep waters when active adjacent to a boundary (o r 

ri ver delta perha ps) rather than in a n open lake. Work is still in progress to determine 

whet her t he t hermal bar a lone is capa blc of ve nt il a.ting the lower waters wit h ass istance 

from wind s t,ress (Botte & Kay 2001), o r sa lini ty grad ients (t his stud y). 

Unsurprisingly t he geochem ist ry of Lake Oaikal is dominated by ri v(?rillc fiu xes , 

mai nly due to the large proportion of t he total water exchange contri bu ted by ri ,·ers. 

T he small input into the lake from ground water sources has not been chrmically charac

terised , but t here is no ev idence to suggest it plays a major role in the chemical balance 

of t he lake (Falkner et a l. 1997). Cont ri butiolls to the ci lelnica l flu xes in and out of 

Baikal due to evaporation and condensation have also been shown to be generall y in

significant (Callender & Gran ina 1997). Hydrothermal vents in the nort h-eastern region 

of Baikal appear to have negligible ef[ect on the ionic balance of the lake when compared 

to t he 330-year t ime scale of ri veri ne residence (volume/discharge) . 

Well-mixed cond it ions with in the la ke lI1ean that the major ions do not genera lly 

display a la rge spatial var iabili ty away from t he shoreline. Thus Falkner et a l. (1991) 

have calculated a single va llle for weight-based salini ty of 96.3±0.6 mgkg- I
, which is 

applicable for use in t he equation of state (2 .8) throughout the lake. 
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While rivcrine effects dominate th e salin ity of 13aikal , most t r ibutar ies do not hal'e 

much influence on the chemist ry as they arc either too small or are of a simila r composi

t ion to the la ke water. The Selenga Ri ver is a notable excep t ion to this rul e. I ts sa lin ity 

is la rge with respect to the lake , at 126.8 mgkg- I , and its influence is accentuated by its 

high d ischarge and the la rge d istances Selenga water travels withi n the lake as a d istinct 

water mass (Vot intsev 1993). 

1.5 Kamloops Lake 

Kamloops Lake in Bri t ish Colurnbia, Canada, is a much smaller la ke located in a reli ct 

glacial valley on t he Thompson Plateau, wit h steep embankments on a ll sides. In la

custrine terms Kamloops Lake is still considered to be large, with a vo lume or 3. 7 km3 

and max imum depth of 143 m (SUolln et a l. 1976). It appea rs to be a widening or t he 

Tholll pson River, as it is ve ry long and narrow, with a length of 25 km and a n average 

wid th of just 2. 1 km (fi gure 1.7). T he lake is situa ted between 50:26 - 50:42°N a nd 

120:03 - 120:32°W , downst ream of l<amloops City at 336 ITI " bol'o s~a I ~ve\. 

Kamloops Lake is im portant as a prim ary rearing ground fo r three spec ies of Pacific 

Salmon; Coho, Chi nook, and Sockeye (Wa rd 196'1). I t is a lso en route for lI\ any ad ult 

Salmon return ing to upstream breeding areas, as well as smolts head ing downstream to 

the Paciric Ocean. T he la ke was included in the recent 7-year Fraser Hiver Act ion Pla n 

(FRAP) as part of t he Thompson River (G ray &, Tuominen 1999) , ,,·hich is a major 

tribu ta ry of the deteriorating Fraser. Serious environmenta l concern over the Fraser 

watershed prompted thi s wide-ra nging ecosys tem study which encompassed effec ts of 

pollu tants on t he T hompson Ri ver's wildlife. 

Just upstream of the la ke the Weyerhauser pulp mill discharges a da ily average of 

182 ,000 m3 of biologically t reated cfHuent into t he South Thompson River (ILEC n.d.) . 

In addition up to 35,000 m 3day- 1 of selVage fro m Kam loops City is d ischarged in to 

the ri ver during October a nd November each yea r (ILEC n.d. ). Im proved t reatment 

and cont rolled release of these ni trogen- a nd phosphorous-rich effluents succeeded in 

reducing nu t ri ent loadings to the T hompson Ri ver, bu t ever-increasing mi ll act ivity has 

a lmost outweighed this saving. 
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Figure l. 7: Kamloops Lake bathymetry. Isobaths are given in metres. 

Surprisingly this huge nu trient loading has not resul ted in eutrophication of Kam

loops Lake. In many ways the circulation of the lake is responsi ble for this, as consider

able pollu t ion problems have been encountered downstream (Carmack et aL 1979) . T he 

high turbidi ty of the upper layers of the lake inhibit algal photosynthesis by blocking 

light , and deep mixing of the ri ver inflow t ransports pollu tants away from the photic 

zone. Also the low residence time of the lake means that any algal buildup is quickly 

transported downriver. 

T he variabili ty of circulation patterns within Kamloops Lake (due to changes III 

inflow density and speed) creates more and less favourable t imes for the release of 

pollu tants into the lake. The concentration of substances entering the lake can be 20 

times higher in winter than in the freshet period due to' these effects (Carmack et al. 

1979) , as explained below. 

The limnology of Kamloops Lake is controlled by the T hompson River, which enters 

at the east end shortly after the North and South T hompson rivers converge .below Kam-
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loops City. Many studies have shown how the d ischarge and thermal characteristics of 

the South T hompson Ri ver govern the thermal stratification, residence t ime, and distri

bution of d isso lved matter within the lake (Wa rd 1964, Carmack et al. 1979, Ki ll worth 

& Carmack 1979). The T hompson Ri ver's di scharge into the la ke has a large annual 

flu ctuation, with over 60% ocurring during t he freshet period in Nlay - July. Peak dis

charge is in June at approximately 3,400 m3s- l while fl ow from t he Thompson is only 

120 m3s- l during February (St. J ohn ct a l. 1976). Residence t imes a re therefore very 

short in Karn loops Lake , with an averftgc of 60 days in a range of 20 - 340 dftys (Cannack 

et a l. 1979). T he out fl ow of t he lake is hydrauli ca lly controlled by the discharge cycle of 

the upper T hompson Ri ver, creating a s ignificant a nnual var iation in the lake vo lu me. 

T he maxim um surface height va ri ation in the year March 1972 - Apri l 1973 was 7.67 m 

corresponding to an increase in la ke volume of approximately 10% (St.John et a!. 1976). 

T he an nu al cycle of flow patterns is well-described in Carmack et al. (1979). T he 

spring circulation begins with the ri ver water warmi ng faster than the lake , so a thermal 

bar is created as t he inflow passes t hro ugh t he Tmd and propagates ou t in to t ile lake 

as wanning cont inues. T he lake t hen becomes stably stratified over the surnm er with 

the lighter river water forlll ing the initial t hennocline a nd t hen fl owing over t he surface, 

providi ng a swift t ransport thro ugh the lake. As the a ir cools in ea rl y a utum n, the 

summer stratification breaks dow n a nd t he ri ver cools so that it becomes denser t han 

t he la ke water and s inks upon entr." to the lake. The equi libriu m depth of t his descending 

f1011" (lI" here its density matches t hat of the a rnbient lake lI"ater) s inks lower and lower 

until the ri ver water is spreading out a long the lake bed , renewing deep waters and 

producing the highest residence t imes. Another therma l bar is generated when t he ri ver 

temperature passes below the T,nd in late aut umn , before the who le la ke cools to be low 

the T,,,,l and the ca lder inflow aga in becomes a surface overfl ow. As the new spring 

ap proaches , the reverse wi nter stratificat ion is broken when the inflow begins to warm 

towards the T,,,d , sink ing to the lake bed before initiating the the rmal bar circul at ion 

once again . 

As the outflow water from Kamloops Lake is always drawn from surface laye rs, the 

depth of inflow determines the residence t ime of water within the lake. T he inflow in 

late spring has the lowest res idence ti me of t he year, fl owing straight across the lake as 
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a sur face overflow while t he So uth T hompson attains its peak discharge. T his spr ing 

runofF a lso has a high turbidi ty, which limits prima ry production in the la ke by reducing 

the depth of light penet ration. The maximum residence t ime occurs in late wi ll ter as the 

lowest d ischarge from the South Thompson combines with deep sinking of the inflow. 

T his yearl y cycle of residence t imes and inflow plume behaviour creates a build-up of 

soluble materia l in the lake during the win ter and a flushing period in spring. This 

is hazardous [or the Thompson dow nst ream of l<amloops, as t he lake's pollll tants a re 

flu shed in to it at exac tly the right time fo r a lgae to thrive. 

The great vari abili ty in ri ver discharge makes t he sa lini ty of Kamloops Lake hard 

to character ise. St.John et a l. (1976) calculated weight-based sali ni ty from specifi c 

conduct ivity to be in the range of 36 - 104 mgkg- 1, with the lower values represent ing 

the freshet peak in late spring and the highest values in win ter after t he gradua l bui ldup 

over t he 10llg residence t ime period . III summer, t he SO ll t h T hompson Ri ver 's salilli ty 

can actually be lower t han that of Karn loops La ke as a resul t of the high inflow di scharge 

(S t.John et a l. 1976). 

1.6 Thermal Bar Interaction with P lankton Ecosys

tems 

As t he thermal bar greatly affects the fl ow characteris ti cs of most temperate lakes (sec 

section 1.3) , it follows that is has a considerable influence on their ecological funct ioning 

(Mo ll & Brahce 1986, Bolgri en et a l. 1995, Bondarenko et al. 1996, Goldma n et a l. 1996, 

Budcl et a l. 1999) . T his influence is ext remely important , since a proper understandi ng 

of a ll ecosystem 's in teraction wit h relevant fluid phenomena is required to correc tly 

determine minimum-impact nu t ri ent loading levels for a lake (Cannack et a l. 1979, Lean 

et a l. 1987, UlI man et al. 1998). A comprehensive view of spatial plan kton behaviour 

could a lso a llow the inference of useful information from sedimentat ion tre nds, especia lly 

in the a ncient, 6 km-thick sediments of t he Selenga delta (Kozhova & [zmest'eva 1998). 

A final motivation for t he investigation of ecosystem eftects is t hat t he presence of 

biomass may inhi bit light penetration, reducing t he surface heat flu x and potent ia lly 

a ltering the regime of the therma.l bar (Franke et a l. 1999). 
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Mauy studies have emphasised the importance of stability cousiderat ions in the 

growth of plankton , as the restriction of vertical mixing by static stab il ity prevents t he 

removal of biomass from the photic zone and thus promotes continued growth (Jasper 

et a l. 1983, Scavia & Fahnenst iel 1987, Bolgrien et a l. 1995, Goldman et a l. 1996, Botte 

& Kay 2000). T he thermal structure of a lake therefore strongly infl uences the produc

tivity of its ecosystem. As a boundary between warm , stable, sha llow waters and cool, 

iso thermal, deep waters, th e theflll al bar forms a barrier between f~lVo urable a nd less 

favo urable condi t ions [or growth. As a result , t he frontal zone of "ten lll arks t he pos ition 

of steep grad ients in pla nk to n biomass and available nu t rients in add it ion to tempera

ture . T he passage of t he thermal bar therefore heralds the spring phytoplankton growth 

which accompan ies the beg inning of summer stratification and the autu mn ecosystem 

slowdown wh ich follows the end of it (Moll et a l. 1993, Avinsky et a l. 1999). 

T he thermal bar 's influence on pla nkton population distribut ion is often not as a 

sin lple bou ndary between regions of high and low biomass. Due to the hori zontal fl ows 

conve rging a t the surface 7~nd signature, t he t hermal bar may accumnlate pla nk ton, 

otllcr orga ni sms and debris at the surf1lCC, fo rllling a local pop ulat ion m<1Xi U1Ulll (Mo l·

t imer 1974, Likhoshwayt a l. 1996, Aviusky et al. 1999, Parfenova et a l. 2000). T his 

loca lised bloom depends upon t he iucoming fl ows of the therma l bar circulat ion to sup

ply nu t rients and avoid feeding limi tat ion. so it lollows t he progression of t he T",,, into 

decpcr waters as the surface heat flu x contiuues. 

Vertical motions associated with the t hermal bar may also be particul a rly important 

to lacust rine plankton populat ions. Certa in types of plankto n (particula rl y diatoms) 

have s ignificant s inking rates and therefore require upwelling mot ions to keep them in 

the photic zone (Reynolds 1994, I< elley 1997), while t he downwards transport of organic 

matter leads to increased micro bia l activity at depth (Parfenova et a l. 2000). Also 

t he upwelling o[ deep nu trient supplies lTl ay be crucia l to the mai ntenance of surrace 

productivity (Lean et a l. 1987). 

BK are currently the only authors to model t he effects of the t herma l bar on a 

plankton ecosystem, as many numeri cal plank ton models still ignore spatia l phenom

ena such as currents, tu rbulence, sinking, a nd light penetrat ion in favo ur of sim ple 
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onc-d illlcllsiona l or box models (Truscott & Brindley 1994). Using a basic Nut rient

Phytop lank to n-Zooplank ton (N- P-Z) model which is conditioned for ni trogen-limi ted 

plank ton in the oceans, BI< produced a good fi t to observations of a phytoplankton 

bloom following t he spring thermal ba r in La ke Baika l (Lik hoshway et a l. 1996). 

Due to t he effects of disso lved a nd suspended matter, the influence of the ri verine 

t hermal ba r on ecosystem fun ctioll is even more important than that of the classical 

case (J as per et a l. 1983, Av insky et a l. 1999). T he di frering propert ies of ri ve r and lake 

water mean t ha t the spring ri verine therma l ba r operates as a barri er between nu t r ient

rich, tur bid , wa rm and stable waters inshore of t he Tmd and relat ively nu t ri ent- poor 

clear, cool a nd isothermal condi t iolls oflshore (U llma n et a l. 1998, Budd et al. 1999). 

Depend ing upon t he exact balance of the ri ver in question, this extra t urbid ity and 

nu t ri ent influx could either increase or dec rease t he favo ured pla nkto n growth inshore 

of ,HI d at the t herma l front. 

Lac ustrine plank to n will a lso be affected by new populat ions wllich a re carri ed by 

a ll illflowing river. For example, these popul ations could seed a new pl ankl;oll bloom 

(Moll et a l. 1993, Likhoshway et a l. 1996) or increase predat ioll (Avinsky ct a l. 1999) , 

depend ing upon t he part icula r species a nd cond it ions in question. However, plank to n 

concentrations in rivers a re generally lower than t hose in lakes , despi te t he difference 

in temperature, because rivers have higher tnrbidities and a re mi xed more thoroughly 

a nd Hushed more rapidly (Soba ll e & Kimme11987, Reynolds 199'1, Akopian et a l. 1999 , 

Welker & Welz 1999) . T his means that, a lthough cond it ions inshore of the T,,,d a re 

favo urable fo r plall kto n growth , t here is generall y a s ignificant infl ux of p lank ton- free 

wate r which may d ilu te or d isplace the in-s itu growth (Soba lle & I< immeI 1987, Avinsky 

et a l. 1999, Welker & Welz 1999). 

O ur lack of understand ing of the riverine therm al bar becomes crit ical whell con

sidering the eco logy of a ri ver-domi nated temperate lake, such as Ka mloops. Although 

there a re no specific observat ions of pla nk ton popu lat ion d istribut ions in t he presence 

of a rive rjne thermal bar , the general di scussion of St. John et a l. (1976) on t he sp ring 

growth in Ka mloops Lake can be used in conju nction with the physical limnology study 

of Carmack (1979) (which was undertaken at t he same time) to form t he basis of a nu-
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merical study of the ecology of a riverine t hermal bar. To this end , thi s thes is presents 

the resul ts of a study which couples t he N-P-Z plankton model of Franks et a l. (1986) 

(as used by BK) to t he Kal11loops Lake dynamical simulation introd uced ill section l.3. 

This work extending the simple resu lts of Bl{ to the riverine case is then scru ti nised 

fur ther by ado pt ion of the more sophist icated Nut ri ents-Phytop lank ton-Zooplankton

Detritus (N-P-Z-D ) model of Parker (1991). 

1. 7 Overview and Objectives 

T hrougho ut t his introduction, several defi ciencies in our understanding of the t herma l 

ba r have been identified , particula rly in t he riverine case. Employing the same numerica l 

modelling techniques t hroughout, this thes is addresses three dist inct questions: 

1. Is it possible for t he riverine t hermal bar to ve ntilate the deep waters of Lake 

13aika l under t he influence of salini ty? 

2. Is it possible to reproduce and test the Aow fi eld responsible for t he ri vc rin ~ Lhennal 

bar observat ions of Carmack et a l. (1979)? 

3. How d oes this riverine t hermal ba r a fl'ect pla nk to n popu lations. in comparison to 

the classica l case? 

T he ri verin e thermal bar in Lake Baika l is modelled in an abstracted rectangu la r 

deep domain which is nomina lly representative of the Selenga delta. !\ seri es of therm al 

and ha li ne scenarios a re studied , el ucidating the ra nge of possible dynamics itvailab le to 

t he ri verine t hermal bar in a deep lake. Parti cular attention is paid to t he infiuence of 

t hermobaricity and salini ty on the vertical motions. 

Compu tational requirements a rc t hen red uced by considering t he mnch smaller do

main which represents Kamloops Lake. This model is more rea li st ic t han t he deep- lake 

study, and is run fo r a longer t imespan in order to include co rio li . effects and qual

itat ively repl'Oduce the resul ts of Carmack t a l. (1979). A ensit ivity study is then 

performed on the ri verine thermal bar dynamics with respect to the variou forcings 

and subtleties of this improved model. 
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T he same physical model is theu used in conjunction with various ecosystem Illodels 

to test t he response of plank ton populat ions to the ri verine thermal bar. Pa rticularly 

riverine phenomena are ident ified by comparison of the N- P- Z model resul ts wit h BI< , 

before the two models chosen [or t his t hesis are compared to assess t he value and appli

cability o[ g reater model sophisticat ion. 

T he s tudy begins with a di scussion of t he model formulat ion a nd numeri cal so lution 

in chapte rs 2 and 3, before a fu ll d iscussion of the chosen t urbulence parameterisat ion 

is presented in chapter 4. Chapte r 5 details t he resul ts of some prel iminary simuh,tions 

in the deep lake sec t ion a nd full results of the deep-lake ri verine thermal bar are then 

presented in chapters 6 (non-sa line) a nd 7 (saline). Attention then turns to the smaller 

Kamloops Lake section, with a ll dynamical resul ts contained in chap ter 8 and results of 

the two plank ton models in chapters 9 (N-P-Z) and 10 (N- P- Z-D). 
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Chapter 2 

Model Formulation 

In this chapter t he characteristics of the mathematical model wh ich is used to study 

the riverine t hermal bar are summa rised. The underlying assumpt ions and governing 

equations are outlined here, whi le a br ief discuss ion of the Navier-Stokes equations is 

g iven in cha pter 4 as par t of the explanation of the eddy-viscosity parallleterisat ion. 

T he choices of lake bathyrnet ry and bounda ry conditions are described seperately for 

the Lake Baikal and Kamloops Lake cases, and t hen the ecosystem models used for the 

plank ton population studies are ex plained. 

2.1 Governing Equations 

\Nhile the thermal bar is clearly a phenomenon which generates significant nows in three 

dimensions, it is simply impossib le to run a cornp lete three-dimensional model with 

the limi ted computat ional resources ava ilable 1;0 thi s st udy. Following the approach of 

many previous authors, a two-dimensional section is adopted on the basis t hat gradients 

norma l to the shore are much larger than those parallel to it , which are neglected 

acco rd ingly (Hua ng 1969, Maim 1995, Tsvetova 1999). 

The model is based on a quasi-incompressible form of the Reynolds-averaged Navier

Stokes equat ions which are deri ved in chapter 4. The x-coordi nate is taken to be per

pendicular to the shoreline and t he z-coordinate represents depth, taken as posit ive 

upward from the model bo ttom (sec fi gures 2.4 and 2.8). For the purpose of calculating 

coriolis forces, the y-coordinate is defined in the Kam loops Lake model ill t he a longshore 

direction (figure 2.2) , or ' in to the page' in fi gure 2.8. 
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As ment ioned above, variat ions in the a longshore d irection a re taken lo be zero (i.e. 

tu = 0) such t hat a ll dyna mics a re driven by the cross-frontal gradients. However, the 

moment um equation of v, the fl ow component in the y direction, is included in the 

model so that corioli s forces may be calculated in the other moment um equations when 

necessary in t he Kamloops Lake study. 
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Figure 2. 1: Approxim ate pos it ion of Baikal sec tion and ori entat ion of ax0s. 
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Figure 2.2: Approxim ate posit ion of I<amloops section and ori entation of 

axes. 
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Under these assumptions the cont inui ty equat ion is wri tten as: 

(2.1) 

where II a nd ware t he velocity components in t he x and z di rections respectively. 

[n the quas i-incompressible moment um formulat ion applied here t he Bouss inesq ap

prox imat ion is adopted , whereby the density is supposed constant , P = Pc> everywhere 

except in the buoyancy term of the equation for w, the vertical ve loc ity com ponent 

(Bouss inesq 1903). Pc is taken to be the max imum density of water at surface pressure 

and zero salini ty, assumed to be Pc = 999.975 kgm- 3 when ]J = S = 0 and T = T,nd . 

As descri bed in cha pter 4 , the Boussinesq (1877) eddy- viscosity concept is adopted 

whereby the Reynolds stress terms arc incorporated in the momentum equat ions via 

eddy-viscosity coeffi cients, which arc ass ulTl ed to be different in t he vert ical and hori 

zontal direct ions. 

Adopt ing t hese hypotheses the three components of th e momentum eqll a tion ca n be 

explicit ly wri tten as: 

Oll Du . ou _ ~ ( ou ) ~ ( DU ) _ ~ o)J ') _ ') . 
O + llO' + Wo - o· A"'D" + 0 Au " O. + _O,v _OyIV I. 1, Z X .I Z u Z Pc x 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

Olll OW OW 0 ( OW ) 0 ( Ow ) 1 op P - +lL- +W - = - A,,- + - Au - - - - - - 9 +20,1l - 20.,'0 ot ox oz ox 0.1: OZ OZ Pc OZ Pc' y . 

(2.4) 

where A" and A.u are eddy-viscosity coe ffi cients in t he hori zontal a nd ver t ica l directions 

respectively, OX, 0Y' and rI. a re t he com ponents of the Eart h 's angular veloc ity vector, 

n, and 9 is the acceleration due to gnu· ity. [t is emphasised here t hat equation (2.3) a nd 

the co ri olis forci ng terms of equations (2.2) a nd (2.4 ) a re not used in the deep do main 

model of Lake Bai ka l. 

The vector n has magni tude: 

1nl 21r _ 1 

= 86 400
s 

, (2 .5) 
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and in cartesian coordinates its components are: 

1nl cos 4> cos 8 (2.6) 

!!z - 1nl sin 4> 

where 4> is the lati tude of the section and J represents the orientation of the section 

relat ive to north. When coriolis is included in the model , a Kamloops lati t ude of 4> = 52° 

is adopted, along with a nominal section angle of J = 85° which is chosen to represent 

the centreline of [(amloops Lake Ilear t he South Thompson inflow. 

Examination of the momentum equation for the transverse velocity (2.3) gives ri se 

to the concern that coriolis forces may produce spurious intert ia l oscillations as a result 

of t he neglect of the pressure terms, which would otherwise balance these acceleratiolls. 

However, closer examination of the terms in this equation shows that t he coriolis forcings 

are genera lly significantly smaller t han the t ransport terms (at 0(10- 7) ms- 2 to 0(10-'1) 

ms- 2 respectively), and the transverse velocity is therefore controlled by forcings wi thin 

the two-dimensional section. This analys is is consistent with the observation tha t inert ial 

oscillations are absent from all of the resul ts. 

The transport of t he scalar quant ities of temperature, T , and salinity, S, which 

create the density variations of interest , is represented here by a simple advection

diffusion balance. The components of each plankton model are also governed by this 

equation and, since density dependance on both temperature and salinity is included 

in the equa tion of state (2.8), a scalar 'tracer ', <p, is introduced which effectively tracks 

the river inflow to the lake for unbiased visuali sation pmposes. This tracer can be used 

to follow substances carried by the fluid which do not affect the flow , such as neutrally

buoyant pollutants, and is used here to assess the general characteristics of transport 

by each thermal bar. The transport equation for a general scalar quant ity, <Ji , is wri t ten 

as: 

a<Ji a<Ji a<Ji _ ~ ( a<Jl ) ~ ( . 8<Ji ) 
a +u a +w a - a J(h a + a J(v 8 t x z x x z z 

(2.7) 

where <Jl = T , S, <p, and plankton components as discussed later. In these equations J(I< 

and K v are eddy diffusion coefficients for scalar properties, which are assumed to be 
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equal to AI> and Av for all 4> as they primari ly quantify transport of information due 

to convective motions on a subgrid scale rather than any part icular rate of molecular 

d iffusion . 

The density calculations employ the equation of state given by Chen & Millero 

(1986) , who claim an accuracy exceed ing 2x 10- 6 gcm- 3 over the range of 0 - 600 

mgkg- I salini ty, 0° - 30°C, and 0 - 180 bar. These values are more tha.n sufficient for 

t he ranges encountered in Lakes Baikal and Kamloops, so the following formulation is 

adopted: 

p(p, S, T) = Po (1 - H(/S, T) ) - 1 

where 

Po = 0.9998395 + 6.791 4 x 1O- 5T - 9.0894 x 1O- 6T 2 + 1 0171 X 1O- 7T 3 

- l. 2846 X 1O- 9T 4 + 1.1592 X 1O- llT5 - 5.0125 X 1O- 14T 6 

(2.8) 

+ (8 .181 X 10- 4 
- 3.85 x 1O- 6T + 4.96 x 1O- 8T 2 )S 

and 

H(p , S, T ) = 19, 652. 17 + 148. 113T - 2.293T2 + 1.256 X lO - 2T 3 - 4. 18 X lO- 5r l 

+ (3 .2726 - 2.147 x 1O- 4T + 1 128 x 1O- 4T2)p 

+ (53.238 - 0 313T + 5.728 x 1O- 3p )S. 

Here P and Po are in kgm- 3
, T is in ac, S is in gkg- I , and p and H are in bars. Note 

that the ent ire formulation of (2.8) must be used as pressures ranging Lip to ",,140 bar 

may be reached in a lake of Baikal's great depth. 

2.2 Boundary Conditions 

The chosen models of the riverine thermal bar include a mass flux from the inflowing 

river into the domain. In order to preserve continui ty there must be an accompanying 

outflow, so boundary condit ions must be set on a 2-dimensional lake cavity with a free 

surface and inflow and outflow regions in the side boundaries. Diagrams of each model 

domain are given in figures 2.4 and 2.8. 
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The rigid lid approximation is used in this model, whereby all vertical displacements 

of the free surface (z = F) are neglected, which is reasonable given the vertical resolution 

of each grid. Apart from the surface heat flux applied to Kamloops Lake (described in 

section 2.4.2), all mechanical forcings and scalar fluxes at the surface are ignored so 

that the fundamental dynamics are buoyancy-driven by riverine sources. This gives the 

conditions on the free surface as: 

Ott I ov I oil> I I - -- -- -w - 0 oz ,,- oz ,,- oz ,,- " - (2.9) 

where <1' = T, S, 'P and all plankton model components. 

On all solid boundaries the velocity components and fluxes of scalar quantities across 

the boundary are set to zero. Thus the conditions on a solid boundary Bare: 

(2.10) 

where no is the co-ordinate direct.ion normaJ t.o the boundary. 

The influx of a scalar variable il> is modelled by assuming the value of illl! to act on 

the cel ls in the first column of the domain which arc adjacent to the open boundary rep

resenting the river mouth. Thus on the open inflow boundary, Bol , the scalar condit ions 

are: 

ill I = illl! ' 
Bol 

(2.11) 

Neumann boundary condi t ions a re set for the scalar quantit ies over the outflow bound

al'y, Boo , so that 

Oill l - -0 ox Boo - . 
(2. 12) 

In every simulation the scalar tracer is initially assigned values of 'PR = 1 in the 

inflow and 'P I, = 0 in the domain such that the concentration of river water everywhere 

in the lake can be viewed as a mixing ratio on a scale of 0 (pure lake water) to 1 (pure 

river water). Explicit values of the init ial and inflow va,lues of salin ity and temperature 

are giv n fo r each case in sections 2.3.2 and 2.4,2, 
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Similar conditions are set for velocity at t he open parts of t he side boundaries , Ba> 

representing the river inflow and outAow. The horizontal velocity in the plane of t he 

section, U , is fixed to the rate of river Aow on both sides, while perpendicular and vertical 

velocities v and ware not constrained by shear effects, giving: 

and 

ul = Un B, 

ow I = ov I = O. ox /3, ox B, 

(2. 13) 

(2. 14 ) 

An horizontal riverine velocity is ascribed to the inflow because it seems more phys

ica lly reasonable to have a mass Aux into the domain than a purely diffusive river fl ow. 

All simulations start from a flow-field consisting of Un attribu ted to t he top rows of cells 

in the domain which are between the inflow and outAow and zero velocity everywhere 

else (e.g. figure 2.3). This initial velocity distribution represents an idealised sit ua.t ion 

in which a river of equa l density to t he lake passes directly across the surface due to a 

lack of any buoyancy forcing. 

Distance (km) 
o 2 3 4 5 6 

, ~~ 
Depth (m) 

Figure 2.3: Initia l velocity field for a Jl Lake Baikal simulat ions shown at half 

of the actual grid resolu t ion 

Under the conditions of these initia l velocity fields (particularly w = 0 everywhere) , 

and zero coriolis force, the vertical momentum equation (2.4) y ields t he hydrostatic 

eq uation: 

op 
oz = - pg. (2.15) 
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Under the condition of pi = 0, t his is used to iteratively calculate the init ial fi elds of 
F 

pressure and density from thermal and haline information, a procedure which is requi red 

due to the explicit dependance of density on pressure which is an important feature of 

t his work. 

, 
Examination of results from thermal bar simulations show that the approach of 

simply fixing velocit ies on t he open boundaries causes inaccuracies in t he predicted 

flows once t he thermal bar has traversed the lake and approaches t he arbi trary outflolV 

condi t ioll. In reality, neither the far boundary (opposite the inflow) nor the fixed velocity 

on the open outflow region exist. Therefore, in order to preserve the applicability of 

model findings , the results are disregarded as soon as the influence of the arbitrarily

fixed outflow rate on the far boundary becomes apparent in the predicted dynamics. 

The stage at which this happens is decided by running test simulations on a wider 

domain and determining the point at which the two sets of results disagree significantly, 

as described in sections 2.3.4 and 2.4.3. 

The obvious solution to t hese problems seems to be a change in outflow velocity 

conditions. Unfortunately, in order to simulate a mass flux through the domain there 

are only two possible choices of condition on the horizontal velocity component at this 

surface outflow, a Ji'i:ed-velocity Dirich let condition as chosen here, or a Neumann con

dit ion: 

ou I = 0, ox B, o 
(2.16) 

such that for each row of cells the horizontal velocity over the outflow region is simply 

assumed identical to the horizontal velocity at the adjacent column of cells in the interior 

of the lake. Unfortunately, however, the rigid-lid condition at the surface implies that 

a Neumann condition , via the assumption of incompressibility, will forbid any vertical 

flow at a ll in the outflow cells of the column immediately adjacent to the right-hand 

boundary. 

This consideration has a severely detrimental effect on the flow-field after relatively 

short periods of t ime, so there is no choice but to proceed with the fixed value of outflow 

velocity UR. Since this condition has little effect on the flow-field until the thermal bar is 

relati veiy close to the outflow (as shown below), results are considered to be valid before 
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this poin t and disregarded afterwards. Lessening the effects of the outflow by divid ing 

Un over t he ent ire fa r boundary is not considered to be a solution to these problems 

because this method may draw inflowing waters downwards and t hus ruin t he delicate 

quantification of vertical t ransport which a primary achievement of this study. 

As this study focuses on density effects, t£n should be kept low so that t he river 

enters t he lal<e as a buoyancy-dominated plume rather t han a jet . However , a purely 

dift"usive inflow (i.e. with U /l = 0) seems somewhat unrealistic in ri vers wi th spring 

discha rge values of the magni tude of the Selenga and South Thompson. Also t he case of 

zero inflow velocity is a rather similar scenario to t he 'classical ' thermal baT generated 

by warming or shallow regions from a surface heat flux , which has been studied in detail 

by many authors (as summarised in chapter 1). In each simulat ion a reasonable value of 

Un is chosen so t hat the horizontal moment um flux has an effect but does not dominate , 
t he propagat ion of the riverine t herma l bar. 

2.3 Lake Baikal Dynamical Model 

2.3.1 Domain and General R emarks 

To enable a fundamental study of the processes governing t he ri verine thermal ba r in 

a deep temperate lake, the domain onto which t hese equations are applied is chosen to 

be a simple rectangular box of depth F = 1 km and width L = 6 km, as shown in 

figurc 2.4. To properly resolve the subt le gradients responsible for t he thermal bar arid 

t hcrmobaric effects, a grid cell in the deep-lake study has the dimensions of hx = 20 i11 

X h, = 5 m, producing a system of 60 ,000 grid nodes. Since the timestep is limited to 

a maximum of /',t = 30 s to ensure convergence of the numerical procedure (and less in 

some of the higher-salinity simulations), the system cannot be solved over long periods 

of model t ime wi th t he computational resources available to t his study. 

Coriolis forces are neglected in t his deep-lake study due to the brevity of each sim

ula tion. Numerical testing has shown that during the first few days of simulation the 

coriolis forces engage in a period of 'spin-up ' whereby they act in the opposite direction 

to their long-term influence in an effor t to initiate the v-velocity (see section 8.2.2). 

In the Baikal simulations, this means that the coriolis force would have a misleading 
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influence throughout the whole period of thermal bar development. In any case, it is a 

worthwhile study to elucidate the buoyancy forcings governing the riverine thermal bar 

in a deep lake in the absence of rotation, which can then be included in future work. 

Boundary conditions (2.11) - (2.14) are fixed on open inflow and outflow regIOns 

which are taken to be 50 m deep in this case. A discussion of the ini tial and boundary 

condi tions for temperature and salinity is given in sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, while the 

rest of t hi s section is concerned with present ing a reasoned basis for the domain choic?s 

outlined above. 

Length (km) 
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Figure 2.4: Chosen Baikal section with positioning of axes and river sources. 

Initially t he shape of this domain may seem to be an oversimplification of the problem 

but t his choice ensures that the underlying buoyancy-driven dynamics , which are t he 

object of this study, are not obscured by effects relating to the topography of any 

particular Baikal section. Most important ly, this choice of domain ensures that the 

results presented in this work could be regarded as generally applicable to any deep 

temperate lake with a riverine forcing. 

A triangular river-delta section in t he style of Maim (1995), or exact Selenga Delta 

bathymetry, seem to be better choices in that they are more realistic than a rectangular 
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box and yet are still fairly generalised sections. In a domain of this type, however, it is 

extremely difficult to assign reasonable boundary condit ions on the open- lake boundary 

opposite the shallow near-shore region. This is solely due to the river inflow, since 

a symmetry condit ion similar to that of Maim (1995) implies a lake wi th an inflow 

at both sides whenever salini ty is introduced. Alternatively, a shallow near-surface 

outflow cond ition similar to that of the chosen section would give an unrealist ic 'wedge' 

geometry, while a completely open bound is not desiwble as t he necessity of setting 

a nominal velocity condition on t he bound would adversely aflect the predictions of 

vertical convect ion, potentially causing water to sink due to mechanical rather than 

buoyancy forcings. 

2.3.2 Boundary and Initial Conditions 

Setting ri ver ine boundary condi tions for t he deep-lake study is particularly t roublesome 

due to a lack of detailed temperature and flow rate data from either the Selenga River 

or any other river flowing into Baikal. Thermal data are virt ually noncxistant in t he 

literature, and personal enquiries at tIle Limnological Institute in Irku tsk revealed only 

monthly data from the 19705, which were taken at a station in the shallow Selenga Ri ver 

upstream of t he ri ver delta. In these data the Selenga River switches from TR "" 3°C 

in early May to TR "'" 19°C in late J une with no intermediate readings (R. Gnatovsk ii , 

personal communication). 

While the ideal model of the riverine t hermal bar would involve a coupled river and 

Ia.ke which are initially cooler than the T md and then subjected to a surface heat fiux, the 

data and long runs requ ired by this approach makes it unfeasible for the purposes of the 

deep-lake study. Warming of t he river and lake is t herefore simulated by two separate 

one-dimensional 'preconditioning' models under a surface heat flux , as described in 

section 2.3.3 below. The results of these models are then used after various simulation 

t imes to provide boundary and initial conditions for the main two-dimensional mixing 

studies. By altering the river salinity in certain scenarios it is t hen possible to complete 

a dynamical study of a range of condi tions present during t he generation of a ri verine 

thermal bar in a deep lake. 

Sa.lini ty is ini t ially assumed to have a homogeneous distri bution in t he river a.nd l al~e , 
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I at the average Baikal value of 5 1_ = 96.3 mgkg- I (Falkner et al. 1991). The salinity of 

t he Selenga River is given at 126.8 mgkg- I by Votintsev (1993) but unfortunately this 

accurate value is again inappropriate for t his study because considerable dilu t ion must 

take place in the shallow delta region between the ri ver mouth (where the reading was 

taken) and the 50 m-deep inflow of our model. Salinity increases of just 1, 2, 5, and 

10 mgkg- I are therefore applied to the river (in each thermal case) while 5L is kept 

constant. 

A nominal river velocity of Un = 0.005 111S- 1 is adopted throughout the deep-lake 

work, a value which is quite difficult to justify in t his somewhat idealised model. Month ly 

discharge rates seem to be the only flow data available for the Selenga river (Shi111araev 

et a!. 1994) , and without any information of the shape or depth of the ri ver delta this is 

of little use when considering a 50 m deep inflow to a two dimensional section. However, 

these data do show that there is a significant aJ1J1Ual variabil ity in Selenga discharge into 

Baikal, and an increase !i·om 7.9 m3s- 1 to 166.9 m3s- 1 occurs over the warm ing period 

of lvlarch to J uly (calculated from Shimaraev et al. (1994)), which a llows some freedom 

in our choice of an exact value. 

To examine t he effect of UR, results are presented in section 6.3 from a comparison 

of predicted velocity vectors fr0111 three T9 simulations, wi th UR = 0, 0.005, and 0.01 

ms- I. The thermal characteristics of tllC basic T9 simulation and an explanation of the 

simulation-naming convention are described in the next section and appendix A. 

2.3. 3 One-dimensional M o dels and Thermal Scenarios 

These studies of cabbeling in a deep lake aIe intended to reveal the part icular forcing 

mechanisms behind the dynamics of the riverine thermal bar at several stages of the 

spring warming process. For this reason the ini tial conditions for the lake and the 

boundary condit ions for the river need to be as realistic as possible given the spring 

warming regime in and around Baikal, and one-dimensional preconditioning models 

are adopted. This is the most realistic alternative to employing simulations ill which 

the river and lake gradually warm through the T,nd, which is not possible with the 

computational resources available to this study. 
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The preconditioning models are based on the unsteady diffusion equation 

(2. 17) 

where formulation (4.15) is adopted for [(v . Radiative heating is simulated through a 

thermal boundary condition at the surface, which is written in terms of the surface heat 

flux Q s as 

(2.18) 

where Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure and Qs is measured in Wm - 2 and is 

considered positive when entering the domain, i. e. directed towards negative z. A val ue 

of Qs = 250 Wm- 2 is used throughout the model, which corresponds to the June value 

given by Shimaraev et aL (1994). A percentage of the sola r radiation is supposed to 

pass through the surface to deeper regions of the lake, and the resulting heat source is 

assumed to have an exponential decay in intensity with dept h. The vertical attenuation 

coeffi cient of t his decay is taken to be 0.3 m- I, the value used by BK. 

The river and lake are both assumed to have an initial temperature of 3.4°C, which 

is a realist ic value for the given region of Lake Baikal immediately prior to the onset 

of cabbel ing, as shown in figure 2.5. The riverine thermal bar is t hen studied in three 

different forms by utilising results of the one-dimensional models after 7, 9, and 11 days 

of simulat ion, when the ri ver is wanner than the Tmd but the lake is still cooler (see 

figure 2.6). This gives an insight into the range of thermal bar circulations which may be 

achieved with different riverine forcings, and the metamorphosis of the riverine thermal 

bar during the spring warming. 

In reality it is impossible to tell whether the one-dimensional river model gives a 

reasonable representation of the river warming in spring. These preconditioning models 

are used primarily to give a qua litative indication of the river and lake temperatures 

relative to the T,,,d at various stages of t he spring warming, and are thought to be slightly 

more reasonable than simply guessing temperatures for the river and lake. Due to the 

lack of data the river temperature is fixed during the actual mixing studies, which is the 

most sensible choice since any warming rate cannot be physically justified. 
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Figure 2.5: Vert ical temperature profiles measured in 1996 at t he centre or 

the South Basin . 
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Figure 2.6: Results or the one-dimensional precondi tioning models: (a) ini

t ia l lake temperatures , (b) ri ver temperatures th roughout t he 

simulation. 
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In order to simplify the discussion, the following nomenclature is adopted to identify 

each of the 12 different t hermal bar simulations in this deep-lake study. A simulation is 

referred to as T T Sa , where T is the number of days of simulation of the one-dimensional 

ri vcr and lake models before mixing and a is the amount of salinity added to the river 

in mgkg- J
• For example, T9S2 is t he case mixed after 9 days with a salinity increase 

of 2 mgkg- 1
, producing an absolute riverine salini ty of 98.3 mgkg- l. 

2.3.4 Validity Timespan of results 

The timespan over which the Lake Baikal simulations are considered reasonable is limited 

by many factors, most of which are t he assumptions which are necessary to cover a lack 

of data or computational resources. For example, the effects of the Earth's rotation are 

neglected on the basis that a short simulation is in a state of spin-up t hroughout, and 

in-situ surface heating of the lake and variation of the river temperature can be neglected 

because on short t imescales these thermal changes are negligible in comparison with the 

underlying temperature difference between the river and lake. Also river inflow velocity 

is held to be constant despite the increasing Selenga discharge noted dur ing spr ing by 

Shimaraev et al. (1994). 

Due to the lack of available data on the variation of these factors , it is impossible to 

comment upon their effects on the rate of degradation of the solut ion validity. However, 

one validi ty- limiting factor which becomes important rather quickly is the presence of 

a solid boundary (with a fixed-velocity river outflow) only 6 km from the source of 

the riverine thermal bar. The effects of this false boundaJ'Y are examined with a test 

Simulat ion, T9D, which is identical to simulation T9 but has a domain width of 10 km. 

Figure 2.7 shows a comparison of vertical velocities with 6 and 10 km domain widths 

after 4 and 8 days of simulation. Figure 2.7(80) reveals that the arbitrary outflow does 

not affect the thermal bar after 4 days but clearly after 8 days the horizonta l propagation 

of the thermal bar is quickened by the presence of the fixed-velocity outflow in its path 

(figure 2.7(b)) 

While this finding discredits the applicabili ty to Lake Baika! of results from around 

the 8-day period and later , flow pa tterns from clay 8 can still be used in section 6. 1.1 
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to illustrate t he importance of t he thermoba ri c supress ion of vertical flows a nd to draw 

compa risons with the labo rato ry findin gs of Marmoush et aJ. (1984). Also, results 

a ft er long periods of simulation are successfully employed in sect ion 4.5 to j ustify the 

chosen parameterisations· of the vertical eddy-viscosity, as it is the long-term behaviour 

of buoyancy forces which is of interest in t hat procedure rather tha n the accuracy of 

pred icted Rows. 

(a) w ( xlO -3ms-1) 
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-1 
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T9 
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F igure 2.7: Effect of the far bounda ry on vert ical velocity at 25 m depth in 

simulation T9: (a) after 4 days, (b) after 8 days . 
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2.4 Kamloops Lake Dynamical Model 

2.4.1 Domain and General R emarks 

The good avai lability of temperature data showing the riverine thermal bar of Ka mloops 

Lake means that this model can be approached as & realistic case study of the riverine 

thermal bar rather th&n a test c&se designed to produce fundamental resul ts . The 150 

m maximum depth of Kamloops Lake is also crucial to this difference, as it allows a 

drastic reduction in t he number of grid nodes even though & relatively fine resolution 

is maintained. This means that much longer simulations (of 30 days or more) can be 

produced at the same computational expense as the deep-lake work. 

The abili ty to perform much longer simu!ations means that in this case it is possible 

to employ the desired scenario of starting with a river and l&ke which are cooler than 

the Tmd and then he&ting both until t he river warms through t he Tmd and the thermal 

bar appe&rs. As described in the next section, this plan is implemented by applying & 

surface heat flux to the I&ke and raising the river temper&ture uniformly throughout the 

simulation. 

Length (km) 
o 2 4 6 8 10 

o 

50 

100 
z 

x 
150 

Depth (m) 

Figure 2.8: Chosen Kamloops section with posit ioning of axes and rIver 

somces &nd & sample of the grid-spacing. 

In these simulations a grid cell has the dimensions hx = 25 111 x h, = 3 111 , and the 
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lake section is taken to be a 10 km x 150 m box with a river inflow on the right-hand side 

(figure 2.8). Since the aim of this study is to produce a faithful prediction of Kamloops 

Lake in spring , a sloping river delta is placed underneath the South Thompson River 

inflow, which is taken to be 15 m deep in this work. This produces a computational 

grid of only 19,010 nodes which, in conjunction with a doubled timestep of /:;t = 60 s, 

allows a mass ive increase in reasonable simulation times. 

As well as permi tting changes to the thermal regime, these longer simulation times 

contradict the basis of the neglect of carioli s forces. The simulations are lengthy enough 

for the predicted flows to spin up properly from rest , so coriolis forces can be accurately 

represented in the later stages of the !(amloops Lake model. 

2.4.2 Boundar y and Init ia l Condit ion s 

All thermal data for the standard Kamloops Lake model (simulat ion f( ) are taken , 

calculated, or inferred from the work of Carmack (1979) and Carmack et, al. (1979). 

The lake is initially assumed to be isothermal, with TL = 2.4°C, while the river initially 

has TR = 3.6°C, a scenario approximately corresponding to the status of Kamloops 

Lake and the South Thompson River on April 8th, 1975. The lake is t hen subjected to 

a surface heat flux using a similar condition to the one-dimensional models of section 

2.3.3, but with Qs = 170 Wm- 2 While this heating continues the river is warmed 

uniformly by 0.2°C day- J , so that the thermal bar appears on the thi rd model day. 

The simulation is continued for 27 days after this in order to reproduce longitudinal 

Ka.mloops isotherm sections given in Carmack et al. (1979). 

Salinity in Kamloops Lake is supposed to be uniform at 100 mgkg- J (St. John et al. 

1976) and the river 's sal ini ty is fixed to the same value for the purpose of reproducing 

the measured spring thermal bar. As a sensitivity study, riverine salinity is later varied 

in a similar manner to the deep-lake work and it is found that changes of up to 50 

mgkg- J are necessary to significantly affect the dynamics of this ri verine therma l bar. 

To ease the comparison of results from this simulation with the data of Carmack 

(1979) and the numerical results of BK, the river inflow is taken to enter the lake on the 
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ri ght-hand bounda ry bu t the model coordinates a nd origin stay t he same. T he inflow 

velocity therefore takes the value of UR = -0.01 ms- l
, a speed which is chosen a rbit rarily 

on the same basis as before. 

2.4.3 Validity Timespan of results 

T nese longer simulations on tne sha llower lake have far fewer sim pli fy ing assumpt ions 

to restrict the validi ty of resul ts . All of the limi t ing factors li sted in sect ion 2.3.4 a re 

resolved here apart from a variation in ri ver discharge and t he existence of a false 

boundary facing t he river inflow. Since there is no data on t he variat ion of the Sout h 

T hompson R iver fl ow rate, it is left to t he influence of far boundary effects to govern 

the maxi mum ti mespan of supported resul ts . 

(a) w (xlO·4ms- ') 
I 

o -+-__ ~====::::::~ KD 

-1 

-2 ~-.------,-------.------.-------.------~ 

(b) w ( xlO -4ms- l) 

1 

o -J -=-=--=-=-=--=.-.-:::: .. --=---'::\J-. -"-----.--",,.------.-.------------

-1 

-2-L-.------,-------.------.-------.------~ 

5 4 3 2 1 o 
Distance from inflow (km) 

F igure 2.9: Effect of the far boundary on vert ical velocity at 7.5 m depth in 

simulat ion K: (a) afte r 16 days, (b) a fter 24 days. 
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Figure 2.9 shows near-surface vert ical velocity profiles from simulations f( and [{D, 

which have domajn widths of 10 and 20 km respectively. The far boundary clearly grows 

in importance to the flow-field during t he simulation, and the effects on the thermal bar 's 

propagation are seriously adverse after 24 days (figure 2.9(b)) . Although the general 

character of the vertical flow within each thermal bar is the same after this time, the 

position and strength of the main downwelling is altered by the fixed-velocity outflow , 

which pulls the thermal bar across the lake. 

2.5 Ecosystem Modelling 

Coupling a mult i-component biological model to the dynamical study described in the 

preceding sections is a relatively stra ightforward process. As with the other scalar 

quantities , t he variable represent ing the ith component of the model, Ci , is governed by 

an advection-diffusion balance: 

BCi BCi BCi _ ~ (f( BCi ) ~ (I< BCi ) '" 
!:\ + u!:\ + w" -!:\ h !:\ + " v!:\ + "'C, 
ut u X u Z u X u X u Z u Z 

(2.19) 

where §c; represents the source terms which contain the interaction between plank

ton model components, such as photosynthesis of nutrients, zooplankton grazing, and 

pla nkton morta lity. Formulating any part icular plankton model therefore becomes a 

question of deciding the number and type of components Ci and pro cesse governing 

t he interactions contained in §c; . 

The description of the ecosystem modelling begins with a discussion of the sets of 

source terms comprising the two plankton models used in this thesis. A full descri pt ion 

is then given of the difficulties involved in setting initial and boundary conditions for 

the plankton model components in the absence of detailed data. 

2. 5.1 Plankton Model of Franks et al. (1986) 

The simplest plankton model adopted in this work is t hat of Franks et al. (1986), which 

has only three components: Nutrients, Phytoplankton and Zooplankton. As this model 

is used in BK to study plankton popula tions in the vicinity of the classical thermal bar, 

it is a lso adopted here in order to provide an ini t ial model comparison and therefore 

reveal which parts of the ecosystem evolu tion are specifically riverine. 
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Th is influence over the model choice has a minor drawback: the Franks et a l. (1986) 

model is conditioned for a Nitrogen- limited system while St. John et al. (1976) fi nd that 

production in Kamloops Lake is co- lim ited by Nitrogen and Phosphorous during the 

spring warming and associated plank ton growth. However, the negative impact of th is 

part icular situation is limited because this model is conditioned for the pelagic marine 

ecosystem and thus only a qualitative first description of thc plankton d istri but ion in 

the vicinity of the riverine thermal bar is sought. In a model this simple the nutrient 

variable could be assumed to be any combination of the nutrients li mit ing product ion 

at a particular time. 

The fu ll formulation of each source term is as fo llows: 

Phy to pla nkton : 

§p=(G-1np)P-IZ 

Zo opla nkton: 

§z = [(1 - "i) I - 1nz] Z 

Nut rients : 

§N = (-G + 1nl') P + h I + 1nz) Z 

wherc G is the phytoplankton pri mary product ion rate: 

G - ryd N 
= v'ne V k 1 + ··s 

and I is the zooplankton grazing rate: 

I = R." AP (1 - e-AI') . 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2. 24) 

It can be seen from equation (2.23) that in this formulation the uptake of nutrients by 

phytoplankton follows the lvlichaeli -lvlentcn relation with a half-saturation constant of 

k,. Primary production is also light- limited , with the penetration of sunlight fo llowing 

an exponent ial decay with depth. The grazing formulat ion (2.24) is of t he lvlayzaud 

& Poulet (1978) food-acclimat ised type, which assumes that the zooplankton ingest ion 
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rate rises as food concentrat ions increase, so that the grazing rate has no asymptot ic 

limit (Parsons et al. 1967). The other interactions are all relatively simple, with constant 

plankton mortality rates and an 'unassimila.ted fraction' of the zooplankton grazing, / , 

which is not converted into biomass and therefore returns to the nutrient pool. 

Table 2.1 shows the values adopted for the various parameters in the model, all 

of which are chosen to match the simulat ion of BI< for comparative purposes. These 

values originate from Franks et al. (1986) and Wroblewski & Richman (1987), and are 

all adopted here so that the ecology of the riverine thermal bar can initially be predicted 

using a highly simplified and well-understood model. Note that the units in which the 

component concentrations are expressed are all converted from ~!g-atom N I- I in t he 

original model to mmol N m- 3 herel and that all values listed as day- I are converted 

into S- I for use in the numerical procedure. 

Parameter Descri ption Value 

It;" Maximum phytoplankton growth rate 2.0 day- I 

TJ Light extinction coefficient 0.1 m- I 

k s Nutrient uptake half-saturation constant 0.2 mmol N m- 3 

rnp Phytoplankton death rate 0.1 day- I 

R,,, iVla..ximull1 ingestion rate of zoo plankton 0.5 day- l 

fI. Ivlev constant for zooplankton grazing 0.5 111mol N m- 3 

'Y Unassimilated fraction of Z grazing 0.3 

rnz Zooplankton death rate 0. 2 day- I 

NL- PL-ZL Init ial lake values of N-P-Z 4-1-1 mmol N m- 3 

NwPwZn River boundary conditions for N- P-Z 4-1-1 mmol N m- 3 

Table 2.1: Parameters and conditions for the plankton model of Franks et 

al. (1986) 

IThe letter N is used several times in this thesis to represent quite different quantities. N represents 

the nutrient component in a plankton model, while N is the Nitrogen in which all components of the 

plan kton models a re expressed. In add ition, N 2 is defined as t he stability (i.e. t he square of t he Brunt

Vii isillii frequency) and N((I",13) is used in equation (2.31) to indicate a normal distribution with mean 

a and variance {3. 
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2.5.2 Plankton Model of Parker (1991) 

In order to test the shortcomings of the Franks et aJ. (1986) model both in this work and 

t hat of BK, the more sophisticated ecosystem model of Parker (1991) is also coupled 

to the KaJ11loops Lake dynamical model in a sepam te study. This model contains a 

fourth component, detritus, which represents the distribution of deceased plankton cells 

and zooplank ton fecal matter. This com ponent therefore presents an intermediate stage 

between plankton and nutrients, which could slow ecosystem development by prevent

ing the Nitrogen in these plankton byproducts from immediately becoming available 

llut ri ents for furt her phytoplankton growth. Other addi tional features of this model 

arc temperature dependa nce, a total reformulation of t he light-limi tation of primary 

production , and the adoption of a constant zooplankton grazing rate. 

The interactions are formulated as follows: 

Phytopla nkton: 

SI' = [(G - m" - l Z) PJq (2.25 ) 

Zoopla nkto n : 

§z = [((1- '"IN -'"ID) lP - m z) ZJq (2.26) 

N utr ie nts: 

(2.27) 

D etri t us: 

(2.28) 

In these equations, G is the phytoplankton primary production rate: 

(2.29) 

with 

Ld = Lsexp ( - 7]d - Ss I F

(p + Z + D)dZ) , (2.30) 

where 

L = (75 J27r ) N( ~) s 4 0.5, 64 (2.31) 
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is the surface insolation. In addition, 1np is the phytoplankton death rate: 

1nl' = M exp (-(n/N?) , 

and q is t he thermal limi tation factor: 

(7'- ") q = 2.5 Jj) . 

(2 .32) 

(2.33) 

The source terms (2.25) - (2.28) reveal the effects on the plankton dynamics of 

detri tus, which gains waste matter from the plankton and is converted into available 

nutrients (by un modelled bacteri a) at a constant rate. The unassimilatcd fraction of 

zooplankton grazing is now shared between the nutrients and detritus due to the wide 

rallge of biological phenomena which it represents. It is interesting to note the lack 

of zooplankton grazing on detri tus, which is known to occur at times (P affen hofer & 

I(nowles 1979). Depending upon the species composition of the Z component, N-P-Z

D models sometimes include this interaction (Fasham et al. 1990, Popova et al. 1997) , 

which is neglected here for simplicity. 

By fat" the largest difference between the two models is the formulat ion of photo

synthesis , which governs the initial development of the ecosystem in these simulations 

which start from spring nutrient-pool condi tions, as described in section 2.5.3. Com

paring expressions (2.23) and (2. 29) we can see that the formulations differ only in the 

representation of light penetration of the euphotic zone, which is very simple in the 

Franks et al. (1986) model but considerably more sophisticated in the Parker (1991) 

formulation. 

It can be seen from equation (2.31) that the daily surface insolation Ls (in Einstein 

m2day-l) is assumed to have a Gaussian variation wi th time, which is modelled here 

by a normal distribution with mean 0. 5 day and variance 1/64 day2 This value is then 

adjusted so that the maximum light input is 150 Em2day-l at noon (Parker 1986) . The 

light reaching any particular depth La is calculated by equation (2.30) according to an 

exponential decay as before, but an additional light depletion is included to represent 

the biological phenomenon of self-shad ing, whereby plankton and detrital biomass sup

presses light penetration to regions direct ly beneath it. Inhibition of growth accord ing 
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to the available light is t hen simulated in equation (2.29) using the funct ion of Steele 

(1965) with a saturat ion coefficient , Se, which is chosen to be 40% of the noon insolation 

(Parker 1991). 

The temperature dependance of the Parker (1991) model is fairly straightforward, 

and is represented by a simple factor q which multiplies all component interactions. In 

t his way the entire ecosystem development is promoted by warmth and suppressed in 

cool regions, which has some particularly interesting implications in the present context 

of a warm ri ver inflow to a cold lake. 

Although most of the model is more sophisticated than that oC Franks et a1. (1986) , 

such a the phytoplankton mortality (which now contains a nutrient dependancy), t he 

zooplank ton grazing parameterisation is reduced to a constant rate in the Parker (1991) 

model. This feature is not modi fied in t his work as changing one component with no 

physical basis could upset t he model's balance, and it is important to ensure that both 

models are internally consistent. 

The parameters employed in this model are all taken to be the original values of 

Parker (1991), as listed in table 2.2. Al though these parameters are conditioned for 

a marine setting, and many of these values directly contradict the adopted values of 

the Franks et al. (1986) model (table 2.1), t he original formulation must be adhered to 

due to a lack of the data required to calculate values which are more appropriate for 

Kamloops Lake. 

Since the aim of the plankton model comparison is to assess the importance of the 

various improvements of the Parker (1991) model over the Franks et al. (1986) model, 

it is necessary to perform test simula tions in which certain components of the more 

complex model are neglected. The methods of assessing each particular model feature 

are described below for simulations PD, PS, and PT (see appendix A), a discussion which 

also applies to simulation PTSD which has all of these modificat ions simultaneously. 

Simulation PD has the detritus component removed altogether , so that Co is set 

to 0 and all other source terms in equation (2.28) are redirected to §N . Neglecting 
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self-shading in simulation PS is a far simpler process, as it is accomplished by merely 

setting t he coefficient Ss in equation (2.30) to zero. In order to examine the effects of 

temperature dependance in simulation PT, T = 20°C is substit uted into equation (2.33) 

so that q becomes a constant multiplier. This particular value is chosen for comparative 

purposes, since BK state that this temperature is consistent with the assumptions made 

in t he formulat ion of t he (temperature independent) Franks et a l. (1986) model. 

Parameter Description Va lue 

v'n Maximul11 phytop lan kton growth rate 2.8 day- I 

S e Light saturat ion coefficient 60 Em 2day - 1 

f/ Light ext inction coefficient 0.15 m- I 

Ss Self-shading coeffi cient 0.02 (mmol N m- 3)- 1 m- I 

J,; s Nutrient uptake half-sat uration constant 0.6 mmol N m- 3 

J Ingestion rate of zooplankton 0.2 day-I 

M tvlaximul11 phytoplankton death rate 0.5 day- I 

T/., Phytoplankton death rate coefficient 1 (mmol N m- 3)- 1 

IN Unassimilated Z grazing to nutrients 0.4 

ID Unassimilated Z graz ing to detritus 0.3 

mz Zooplankton death rate 0.1 day - I 

Co Det ri tus to nutrient conversion rate 0.02 day- I 

NL-PL-ZL-DL Initial lake values of N- P-Z-D 4-1-1-1 mmol N m- 3 

Nn-Pn-Zn-DR River boundary condit ions for N-P-Z-D 4-1-1-1 mmol N m- 3 

Ta ble 2.2: Parameters and conditions for the plankton model of Parker 

(1991 ). 

2.5 .3 Initial and Boundary Conditions 

Selecting appropriate initial a.nd boundary conditions for the ecological model is a major 

difficulty in the physical setting of a continuously-interacting river and lake. Since a 

comparison is sought both between the two models in t his study and between th is work 

and that of BK, ini tial conditions analogous to those of BK are adopted for both models, 
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as detailed in tables 2.1 and 2.2. These choices are physically justified by the spring 

t iming of the period of interest in this study; over winter the plankton productivity is 

low in Kamloops Lake, while mortality remains proportional to population levels, so 

that t he low-biomass and nu t rient- rich lake adopted here is in a t heoretically suitable 

condition for t he start of spring (St . John et al. 1976). 

It is important to note that the Nn-Pn-Zn-Dn conditions of 4-1-1-1 mmol N m- 3 

adopted for the Parker (1991) model are a significant departure from the 7-0.1-0.1-0.1 

mmol N m- 3 values of the original paper. This modification is permissible, however, 

because the total Nitrogen in t he system is similar ; the ecosystem is held to be in a 

different period of the growth cycle but generally of the same character. 

Setting the ri verine boundary conditions for the model is also extremely problematic, 

since upstream values of each component will have a very strong influence on the near

river lake region t hroughout the entire simulation. The preferred modell ing approach 

would be to couple a onc-dimensional river version of the plankton model (on a vertical 

sect ion) to t he two-dimensional lake section and use the one-dimensional results to 

give the riverine plankton levels which How into t he lake model. However, testing of this 

approach shows that the ecosystem models adopted here, which are conditioned for deep, 

slowly-moving bodies of water in which light and nutrient availabi lity are the dominant 

limiting factors , are seriously flawed in the context of a river plankton ecosystem. 

The fundamental problem with this application of t hese models is that river plankton 

communities are often dominated by physical, rather t han biotic, interactions (Reynolds 

et al. 1994). For example, in a well-mixed river the phytoplankton are rapidly brought 

into and out of contact with nutrient and light concentrations which are suitable for 

growth , so that the individual plankton production rate is of vital importance to bulk 

plankton growth (Reynolds 1994). Even if an attempt were made to apply these models 

to t he river ecosystem, nutrient limitation practically never occurs in rivers due to 

the presence of rapid flushing rates (Soballe & Kimmel 1987) and river turbidities are 

usually so high that light-extinction coefficients would have to be greatly increased by 

an arbitrari ly-chosen amount (Dokulil 1994). 
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After a coupled model solut ion has been ruled out , t he next most reasonable approach 

seems to be fix ing an initial state to the river ecosystem and then imposing an arbitrary 

transfer of Nitrogen between the ri ver plankton model components in a crude attempt to 

reproduce basic river ecosystem dynamics in spring. Unfortunately data from St .John 

et al. (1976) are inconclusive regarding the river ecosystem variation in spring, and it 

is rather dangerous to apply vague river-plankton growth principles since it is likely 

that spring productivity in the South Thompson River is strongly influenced by local 

nutrient loadings and temperature and turbidi ty fluctuations. 

After t hese possibilit ies have been ruled out, the most sensible opt ion is to fix t he 

values of each inflowing plank ton component to a constant va lue throughout the sim

ulation. These values are chosen so that riverine component levels abide by the ini tial 

lake scenario of high nutrient levels and smal l plankton populations. This choice is 

part ly made on the bas is of ev idence that biologically-available Nitrogen and Phospho

rous were relatively constant in the South Thompson River during April 1975 (St. John 

et al. 1976). In addition, Carmack & Gray (1982) and Jasper et al. (1983) found that 

throughout spring the Kootenay River supplies high-nutrient and low-plank ton water to 

Kootenay Lake, Bri tish Columbia, which shares many physical characteristi cs wi th the 

Kamloops Lake - Thompson Ri ver system. Also it is well-documented that plankton 

grow much more slowly in ri vers t han lakes under sim ilar nutrient-ava ilabi lity condi t ions, 

an observat ion which is mainly due to the higher t urbulence and t urbidi ty of shallow, , 
rapidly-flushed rivers (Jasper et al. 1983, Soballe & Kimme1 1987, Reynolds 1994). The 

basic assumpt ion is t herefore that the river plankton do not grow or deplete nutrients 

significantly for 30 days after the ecosystem star ts to develop in the lake. Although t his 

condit ion is clearly not totally realistic, it seems a more sensible choice than attempt ing 

to guess the real spring variation in riverine plankton levels. 

:, 
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Chapter 3 

Numerical Solution 

A numerical so lu t ion to t he govern ing equations described in t he previous chapter is 

obtained by di viding the doma in of in terest with a grid and approximating the global 

solu t ion in a piecewise manner by so lvi ng discretised equations at every grid node. A 

Finite Vo lume form ulat ion is used to produce and so lve the resu lti ng system of equations 

numerically. T his chapter explains the numerical procedures wh ich a re used in each of 

the models to generate Aow predictions from the governing cquations and bonndary 

condit ions. 

3.1 Discretisation Procedure 

T he part ial d ifferent ia l equations (2.2) - (2.7) represent ing t he velocity components , 

properties of the fluid , and components of the plankton model arc di sc ret ised by rep

resent ing the value of the dependent vari a ble at a node X, <I> x , as a fun ct ion of the 

surround ing values: 

(3.1) 
nb=.B, W,N ,S 

where nb = E , W, N, S represent t he surrounding nodes (as shown in fi gure 3.1) and <I>"b 

the corresponding node values. Wri t ing equation (3. 1) for every point in t he dornain 

gives a system of linear equations which, after rearrangement , is sto red in coeffi cient 

matrix form: 

(3.2) 

where A is the matrix of coeffi cients , if> is the vector of node values and s represents t he 

right-hand side due to unsteady and source terms. 
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Figure 3. 1: Scalar variable <P eva lllated over chosen grid. T he shaded a rea 

represell ts a sillgle control vo lllme. 

Note froln figure 3.1 t ha t subscripts C, w, n , s represent the faces of the cell in ques

tio n. In equation (3 .1) , §x represents t he source term at poin t X , wh ich contains 

physica l sources of <P , § . " d ue to the su rface heating and effects of in teraction between 

t he components of a pla nk ton model. §x also contai ns other terms resulti ng from the 

discret isat ion, some of which a re grou ped under §x in order to improve the condit ioning 

of the system (3.2) which is to be solved numericall y. 

T he so lu t ion procedure is applied to a stagger'ed gr-id over t he model la ke domain 

(fi gure 3.2) , such that the ve locity components a re evaluated at the cell faces of the 

grid used for other va riables. This avoids the following problems which can a rise from 

eva luati ng the pressure and velocity components on the same grid (Patanka r 1980). If 

velocity and pressure are calculated at the same poin t in space, then any attempt find a 

pressure gradient at t hat point will resul t in a formulation which is dependent only on 

the pressure at neighbouring nodes. If t he pressure fi eld is oscillatory, t his may resul t 

ill a misrepresentat ion of pressure gradient forces , s ince grad ients a re calcu lated from 

alternate pressure values, not adjacent ones. Evaluating the ve locit ies on a ce ll face 
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between two pressure nodes is the best way to ensure that pressure gradients used in 

the velocity equat ions (2.2) and (2.4) avoid these problems. 
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Figure 3.2 : Velocity components corresponding to backward-staggered grid 

The coe ffi cients an" ax in (3.1) represent the we ight ing of the effect or iD.", values a t 

neigbbouring nodes on iD x , the value of iD a t the node of interest,. T hese coeffic ients are 

calculated by in tegration of the original differential equat ions over the control volu mes 

defined by the given mesh (fi gure 3.1) . Applying Gauss' T heorem, vo lume in tegrals of 

each governing equa tion are expressed as s urface in tegrals over the four faces of each 

cell. 

A generic unsteady advection-diffusion equation for iD under the Bouss inesq (1903) 

approximation may be wri ttcn 

aiD 
- + Y' . (u1? ) = 'Y' . (I( 'Y' iD ) + § ~, 
at ~ ~ '-v--' 

'-.....-" Convection Di ffusion Source 
Unsteady 

(3.3) 

and it is easy to observe that the governing equations (2 .2) - (2.7) and (2. 17) are a ll of 

thi s form. Since the convection term is onl y includ ed in the two-dimensional modelling 
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here, t he discretisat ion of this equation will be presented te rm by term. 

Unsteady and Source t e rms: 

Considering iD constant over each control vo lume of in tegration, V;~ , wc in tegrate to 

find 

(3.4) 

where iD" is the value of iD at t ime t a nd iD,,+1 refers to iD at t ime t + 6t. It is therefore 

chosen t hat the unsteady term be discret ised using a fi rst-o rder fon vard-d ifferencing 

scheme. T he source term is simply in tegrated to find t hat 

(3.5 ) 

Diffusion t e rms: 

T he volume integral of t he d iffusive term in each d irection is spli t into sur face inte

grals over t he faces of a cont rol vo lume, fo r example the d iffusion term in the x-d irect ion 

becomes 

(3.6) 

which is 

(
f(h(i + 1, j) + J(h( i, j)) ( iD"+I(i + 1, j) - iDn+1(i , j) ) h, 

2 11" . 

_ (l(h( i, j) + [(h( i - 1, )) ) ( iD"+I( i, j) - iDn+l(i - 1,))) h, (3.7) 
2 hx 

after d iscretisation. It is ass umed here and in the convection di scret isation that flux 

terms for iD are evaluated at t ime t + 6 t, yielding a full y- im plicit scheme. 

C onvection t e rms: 

Representat ion of t he convective terms requires a more sophist icated approach. Us

ing the x-d irection as an example again , a standard vo lume in tegra l y ields 

J.
. 8(uiD) 

- ,,- dlf.l' = (u iD )eh, - (uiD)wh, . 
Vcj) u X 

(3.8) 

T he use of a staggered grid meallS that U e and Uw are known quant it ies, so the dis

cretisation of convective terms becomes a matter of calculating cell face values iDe and 

<P1U ' 
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The initial approach here is the use of the first-order Upwind technique, which sim

ply approximates the convected property value on a cell face to be that of the node 

immediately upstream. The upstream node is selected by the sign of the convecting 

velocity on the cell face in question, so that 

{ 
<Pw U w > 0 

<P = w , 
<Px Uw< O {

<px Ue > O 
<Pe = 

<P E Ue<O 
(3.9) 

The use of Upwind differencing has the favourable effect of stabilising convergence of 

the iterative solvers used here, but unfortunately this is due to the introduct ion of ' false' 

numerical diffusion by this technique (Patankar 1980). The Upwind method is t herefore 

only suitable for use unmodified when the model diffusion coefficients are significantly 

larger than the added numerical diffusion . 

When convect ion is not too much stronger than diffusion, as determined by the 

cell Peclet number (Pe), Centra l Differencing of the convection terms gives a better 

representat ion than Upwind Dillerenci ng due to the removal of the numerical diffusion 

associated with the Upwind approach. A classical approach to the discret isat ion of 

convective terms is therefore to adopt a 'conditional ' scheme (e.g Hybrid , Power-Law, 

etc.) whereby Upwind Di fferencing is employed for Pe> 2 (dominant convection) and 

Central Differencing is adopted otherwise. However, Leonard & Drummond (1995) have 

shown that these schemes are seldom more economical than some higher-order schemes, 

which have a greater accmacy. Central Differencing is therefore not considered in this 

study. 

One such higher-order scheme is t he QUICK (Quadratic Upstream Interpolation for 

Convective Kinematics) scheme of Leonard (1979). In this method , the value of the 

variable on a cell face is calculated using a three-point quadratic interpolation, where 

the two upstream and one downstream nodes used for the interpolation a re chosen 

depending upon the direction of the convecting velocity on the cell face. 

Figure 3.3 shows the generalised node notation surrounding a cell face f which wi ll 

be used hereafter to describe the QUICK method. The value on the cell face (<p f) is 

caJculated as a linear interpolation of the two nodes surrounding it in the direction 

orthogonal to the cell face (<Pc and <Po), plus correction terms proportional to the 
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curvature of the quadrat ic interpolation at the immediately upstream node (<I>c) , so 

that in two dimensions 

(3.10) 

The full derivation of this formula may be found in Leonard (1979). 

' I' WD 
I 

Wj / 
/ 

Wc 
, 

--Wu ---" - -- -
}---- ---

... , X 

1J "10. , 
U c f D 

Figure 3.3: Node notation for t heory of QUICK differencing. 

While numerical viscosity from Upwind differencing makes the coefficient matrix 

better-conditioned for inversion, the coefficients which result from the use of (3. 10) may 

become negative, with drastic consequences for the stability of the solution procedure. 

In order to maintain the matrix-conditioning benefits of Upwind differencing but gain 

the higher accuracy of QUICK, a def erred c01"rection procedure is used whereby the 

cell-face value of <1> , lIsed to calculate t he coefficients from equation (3.8), is wri tten in 

terms of the Upwind value plus a correction: 

(3.11) 

The correction term is then included in the source term so that the coeffi cient matrix 

is identical to that of the Upwind approach. As the converged solution is reached for 

each time-step, the first-order contributions cancel and the solu tion is consistent wi th 

the QUICK scheme everywhere. 
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Anot her problem with higher-order convection schemes is the possibility of unphys

ical overshooting, whereby a cell-face value of <P is found to be outside t he range of the 

two adjacent nodes, i. e. <PI if. [<Pc, <Po]. This phenomenon may lead to non-linear insta

bil ity, for example if a computed turbulence quantity becomes negative as a result of an 

oscillation in temperature or salinity fields, and a negative calculation of eddy-viscosity 

is the result. A convection boundedness criterion, based upon physical assumptions, is 

used in t he model and briefly defined here. This fiux-limiter is based upon the technique 

of Gaskell & Luu (1988), in the normalised-vari able formulation of Leonard & Mokhtari 

(1990), of which a thorough description is given in Botte (1999). The logic is as follows: 

• in locally monotonic regions, i.e. where <Pc E [<pu, <Po], t he value on t he cell face 

should lie between the val ue of adjacent nodes, i. e. <PI E [<Pc , <Po] . 

• if <Pc if. [<pu, <P D] then there is no information to limit the interpola.ted value <PI 

and t he (always bounded) Upwind scheme is used. 

In section 3.4 , the effectiveness of Upwind and QUICK convection schemes a re stud

ied on the Lake Baikal and Kamloops Lake simulations. It is found t hat t he QUICK 

scheme produces few appreciable benefits fo the Kamloops Lake solu tion, and t he Up

wind scheme is used there in its most basic form. However, applying QUICK differ

encing to t he Lake Baikal simulation produces significant improvements to the velocity 

solu tion, so the QUICK scheme is employed in the deep- lake simulations. Since more 

accurate methods require increased computational effo rt for relatively small accuracy 

gains, QUICK is the most sophisticated convection scheme considered here. 

3.2 Solution Procedure 

Two-d im ens iona l model: 

Writing equation (3 .1) for every grid point in the domain gives a linear system of 

n = nx x n. equations in n unknown variables. The coefficient matrix of these systems is 

symmetric in shape but not in values, and it is not positive definite (BK). Each equation 

for a node is written in terms of no more than 4 other nodes (since the deferred QUICK 

correct ion, which involves other nodes in the second derivatives, appears in t he source 
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term), so the coefficient matrix for the rectangular box geometry has a pentadiagonal 

structure with ax coefficients in the leading diagonal (figure 3.4(a». 

The coefficient matrix for t he irregular geometry of the plankton studies has a slightly 

more complex structure, as t he cells are not in even rows and columns. The three leading 

diagonals are the same as before but coefficients as and aware no longer at the same 

distance from ax for every cell in the domain, as this distance is dependent upon the 

total number of cells in the co lu mn of interest. 

Ca) 
alXal N alE 

Cb) 
alXal N 

a . • 
2S · . 0 a .. 

2S · . 0 

0 
a 

a (n - nz)E 
n}1I 

0 0 
. ... • ·a(n_I)N .. • . a(n_I)N 

0 a
nW ~s anX a a 

nS nX 

Figure 3.4: Form of the coefficient matrices to be solved , (a) pentadiago

nal matrix from two-dimensional problem, (b) tridiagonal matrix 

from one-dimensional problem. 

Given a correct pressure field, the discretised versions of the momentum equations 

(2.2) and (2.4) will predict a velocity fie ld which satisfies cont inui ty. However, t he 

pressure field needs to be calculated from the velocities as part of the solu t ion procedure, 

and therefore a method of linking pressure and velocity is required. In this study, an 

unsteady pressure correction procedure si milar to the steady SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit 

Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) method of Patankar & Spalding (1972) is used 

to refine the calculated velocity field to one satisfying the continuity equation (2.1). 
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Briefly, the SIMPLE method is a guess-and-correct procedure which regards the 

correct pressure p as the sum of a guessed pressure p' and a pTeSSU1-e COTTection p': 

p = p' + p'. (3. 12) 

Then, given p' (which in this case corresponds to the pressure from the previous iter

ation), we require a routine for calculating the pressure correction p' and formu lae for 

findi ng the associated velocity corrections. 

To illustrate the calculat ion of p' let us consider Ue, the horizontal velocity evaluated 

on an eastern cell-face. Discretisation of the momentum equation (2.2) gives 

aeUe = L anbUnb + Se + (Px - Pe)hz 
"b 

where Se is the source term Se minus the pressure gradient forcing on face e, which is 

explicitly included above. If we consider the desired horizontal velocity 'U to be com

prised of an imperfect velocity (calculated with the guessed pressure field, and therefore 

corresponding to the previous time-step in this study) plus a correction 

u = u" +u', (3. 14) 

then we may also obtain a discretisation for u;: 

aeU; = L anbU;'b + Se + (P'X - P;Jhz (3.15) 
"b 

Subtracting equation (3. 15) from equation (3. 13), we have 

aeU~ = L a"bu;,b + ( P~ - P~)hz ' (3. 16) 
nb 

To proceed from this point to a velocity-correct ion formula , we must drop from this 

equation the term containing the summation of cont ributions from neighbouring nodes. 

This bold step is justified in that if we retained these terms we would end up with a 

velocity correction equation for U e involving velocities and pressure corrections at every 

other point in the domain'. A thorough discussion of the consequences is given by 

Patankar (1980), and omitted here. 

'This results in the name of the SIMPLE procedure; by neglecting these terms we lose the implicit 

influence of the pressu re correction from neighbouring nodes but retain the implicit influence of the 

pressure correction on velocity at the node in question. 
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Utilising equation (3.14) we then arrive at a formula giving the required velocity 

correct ion from the pressure correct ion : 

* hz (Pi ') Ue = ue + - X - PE , 
ae 

(3.17) 

and a similar equation may be written for t he vertical direction. 

An equation for the pressure correction is found by integrating the continuity equa
I 

tion (2 .1 ) over a control volume as before: 

(3 .18) 

After substit ution of cell-face velocity relations simila.r to (3.17) and appropriate group

ing of known quantities into coefficients and a source term §p' , this yields the pressure

correct ion equation: 

ax P~ = I:anbP~b + § P' (3 .19) 
nb 

where coefficients CL; are all known quant ities. 

Now that we have a pressure correction equation and associated velocity-correction 

formulae, a procedure for calculating U and w velocities in one time-step can be con-

structed as follows: 

1. Set the initial pressure field p* to p from the previous t ime-step. 

2. Calculate T , Sand p using velocities from the previous time-step. 

3. Using p* , calculate u* and w* from the discretised versions of the momentum 

equations (2.2) and (2.4). 

4. Solve the pressure correction equation (3.19). 

5. Calculate p from equation (3.12). 

6. Correct velocit ies using equations similar to (3.17) . 

While the steady SIMPLE procedure iterates the above steps towards a converged 

solution, in this unsteady case the time step is kept small enough for the pressure p* from 
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the previous t. ime step to be close enough to the new correct pressure field p for a good 

solut ion to be obtained from just one application of steps 1-5. In t his way the procedure 

converges over the t ime-steps so that the pressure correction equation becomes easier to 

solve as the simulation proceeds. 

In the absence of any other information, the pressure is supposed correct in the 

bottom Id -hand corner of the domain (i. e. pi = 0 at i = 1,j = 1) to fix the pressure 

correction routine to absolute rather t han relative calculations of the pressure field. 

This avo ids the numerical difficulties associated with the singular coefficient matrix 

which results from the use of Neumann boundary conditions everywhere. 

One-dimensional model: 

The one-dimensional models which are used to evaluate the init ia l and ri veri ne con-

ditions a,re much simpler to manage numerically. Since each node has at most two 

neighbours, t he coefficient matrix has a tridiagonal structure (figure 3.4(b)), represent

ing a system of Tt z equations in n, unknown quantities , where nz is the depth in cells 

of the river or lake under consideration. Since the fluid is considered to be mot ionless 

in the onc-dimensional models, complex pressure correction routines are not neccs ary. 

Instead pressm e is simply evaluated from hydrostatic equilibrium (2.15) for use in t he 

calculations of Briint-Viiisiilii frequency. 

3.3 Numerical Techniques for Linear Systems 

Gen era l two-dimensional case: 
I 

For every variable apart from the pressure correction, a sparse systems iterative 

solver is used to invert the matrices of coefficents which arise from the discretisation 

process. Due to the characteristics of the e matrices the GMRES (Genera lised j\ilinimum 

Residual ) acceleration procedure of Saad & Schoults (1986) is used as the a.ppropr iate 

variant of the Conjugate Gradient (CG) method. Conjugate Gradient methods use the 

residual of a system after each iteration to decide how to maximise convergence in the 

next iteration. Adopting the notation of equation (3.2), if we represent the system to 

be solved iteratively for x as: 

Ax =s , (3.20) 
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then the residual corresponding to an intermediate solut ion y is given by: 

Res(y ) = Ay - s . (3.21) 

The Conjugate Gradient method proceeds by genera,t ing vector sequences of iterates2 , 

residuals corresponding to the iterates, and search directions to optimise the updating of 

the iterates so as to minimise the residual corresponding to the following iterate (Oppe 

et al. 1988) . We consider the solution converged wllen Res(y ) is suffi ciently smaU to 

give the required error tolerance for the whole system. 

GMRES is the CG va.riant used fo r nonsymmetric linear systems, and generally 

uses a modified Gram-Schmidt procedure to form the orthogonal vectors. The main 

problem wi th this procedure is t hat it requires storage of the whole sequence of vectors 

(unlike CG), but this difficulty can be overcome by res taTting the iterat ion every so 

often (Barrett et al. 1994). However, the memory requirements were sati sfi ed in this 

study so restarting was not used in order to preserve the speed of convergence. 

Preconditioning the matrix can sometimes help to improve the speed of convergence 

or accuracy of the iterative process by favourably transforming its shape and thus its 

spectral propert ies. Jacobi precondit ioning, incomplete Cholesky factorisat ion, incom

plete LU factorisation, truncated Neumann and least squares polynomial expansions 

have a ll been tested and found to be uneconomical in t his case, so the null precondi

tioner was adopted. 

Pressure-correction case: 

When solving the system representing the pressure correction, GMRES converges 

ext remely slowly due to the ill-condit ioning of the matrix (Botte et at. 1996) . Since the 

accuracy of solution for the pressure correction mllst be very good to provide a realistic 

flow-field with one implementation of the SIMPLE procedure per time-step, t he total , 
solution t ime would be prohibi tive even if GMRES ever at tained the required accuracy. , 

The performance of several other acceleration routines was tested against GMRES 

but unfortunately little improvement in convergence time is possible. Test ing wi th 

' These vectors are conjugate (o r ort hogonal ), hence the name of CG methods. 
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the preconditioners mentioned previously also failed to solve this problem, so a direct 

sol ver had to be employed for the pressure correction case only. This decision was 

taken reluctantly as the extra memory requirement of a direct solver drastically reduces 

the maximum number of gridpoints which can be solved in a reasonable time, and 

therefore decreases the maximum resolut ion and domain size of the mod 1. Direct 

methods are generally very slow but in this case total solu tion times arc an improvement 

over GMRES. 

The use of a direct solver for the pressure correction solves all of the numerical 

problems as it gives the most accurate solution possible, at machine levels of error , 

and has no problem with the conditioning of the matrix in question. The amount of 

fi ll- in during factorisation is reduced by pre-processing the coefficient matrix with a re

ordering heuristic based on the multiple degree algol-ithm of Liu (1985). The symmetric 

pattern of the ma.trix is utili sed by setting the solver to fa.vour diagonal pivoting during 

the factorisation. 

The factorisation process continues by finding a sparsity-preserving and numerically 

acceptable pivot order a.nd comput ing the LD factors such that PA{j = LD, where 

P and {j represent the pivot order. The chosen solver uses the multi/rantal method 

(Liu 1992), which factorises the matrix using a series of small dense frontal matrices, 

which are not limited to square matrices in t he unsymmetric case. The system is t hen 

solved using update matrices to carry the intermediate results from the vaTiables being 

eliminated to the variables which a re not yet processed. Assembly of update matrices 

(correspond ing to variables eliminated previously) to form the current frontal matrix , 
may have to occur before the elim inat ion of a var iable. The frontal matrix is then 

partially factorised , and the new update matrix is formed. 

O ne-dimensiona l case: 

The tridiagonal coefficient matrices of the one-dimensional models are much simpler 

to olve. The TDMA (Tri-DiagonaJ Matrix Algorithm) procedure of Thomas (1949) was 

employed for the inversion of these coefficient matrices. The TDMA is a very simple 

direct method which uses a process of forward elimination to link each variable to the 

next , and then back-substitution to explicitly determine each node value. 
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We may write a general equation for the jth node value of a variable <[> in a one

dimensional system, <[>j, as dependent only upon its two neighbours: 

for j = 1 .. . nz (3.22) 

subject to the boundary condi tions 

<P J = <.D bottom (3.23) 

(3 .24) 

When compared to equation (3.22), condi tion (3 .23) implies that <[>2 is only dependent 

upon <]J3 (since <[> , is known), which is therefore only dependent upon <[>4, and so on. 

Using fo rward-elimination we can obtain a set of equations where the jth variable is 

wr itten solely in terms of the (j + 1)th: 

(3. 25) 

Then, since we know the nzth variable explicitly (3.24), we can use a process of back

substitution on equation (3.25) to explicit ly determine all values of <[>. 

3.4 Balance of Convection and Diffusion 

In this section the balance of convective and diffusive terms in the governing equations 

(2 .2) - (2.7) is studied in each of the t wo models included in this work. Knowledge of 

the relative importance of convection and diffusion is crucial to the choice of convect ion 

scheme (section 3.1) and the sophistication of the turbulence parameterisation (chapter 

4), and is therefore a subject which is correctly placed in this chapter as it is strongly 

associated with numerical modelling. 

This sect ion shows that convection and diffusion are of evenly- balanced importance 

in both the Lake Baikal and J<amloops Lake simulations. However, horizontal difl'usion 

is more erratic inshore of the thermal bar in t he Lake Baikal scenario, which allows 

convection to play a slightly more influent ial role than in Kamloops Lake. 

This dilt'erence leads to the adoption of different convection schemes in the two 

models: QUICK for Lake Baikal and Upwind for Kamloops Lake. The influence of 
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each of these schemes is tested in this sect ion by introducing two new simulations for 

com parative purposes. T9 is compal"ed to T9UP, which has Upwind differencing, and f{ 

is compared to f{Q, which llses QUICK. Comparisons of horizontal velocity predictions 

wi th and without the QUICK scheme are shown in a typical sample of each case to 

justify the final model choice. 

3.4.1 Lake Baikal 

Figure 3.5(a) sholVs hor izontal profiles of cOllvect ive and diffusive transport of t he river

ine tracer in simulation T9 at a depth of 25 m, corresponding to half of t he inflow depth. 

A positive value of either transfer mechanism indicates that it is increasing the tracer 

concentration at the posit ion in question, while a negative value reveals that the in-situ 

tracer concentration is being depleted. The plot also contains indicators marking the 

horizontal posit ions of both the T = T,nd contour and the horizontal stagnation point 

(u = 0) at t his depth. 

Convection and diffusion terms are genera lly of a similar magni tude here, although 

horizontal convection seems to considerably ou tweigh diffusion inshore of t he horizon

tal stagnation point, where both mechanisms hold a posit ive value and are therefore 

increasing local tracer levels. Comparing the convective term profile to this stagnation 

point shows that tracer concentrations inshore of the thermal bar plume a re increasing 

clue to in-situ advection of river water from the inflow, while offshore flows deplete local 

concentrations by advecting tracer-free water from the open lake. 

While diffusion neatly balances convection offshore of the T,nd , providing li ttle net 

concentration change in front of the advancing thermal bar, the fluctua ting nature of 

diffusion inshore of the Tmd leads to a dominance of convection there. The rapid local 

variation in diffusion is caused by a fluctuating gradient in the horizontal t racer profile 

in t his region (figure 3.5(b)) , which in turn is caused by the oscillatory nature of vertical 

flows at t his depth, as shown in figure 6.1. These vertical flows advect tracer preferen

tiaBy into certain regions, causing diffusion to act erratically as it attempts to smooth 

the tracer profil e. 
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Figure 3.5: Horizontal profiles at 25 m depth after 2 days of simulat io n: (a) 

horizontal tracer convect ion (-u~) and diffusion (tx (f{h~) ) 

terms in simulat ion T9, (b ) tracer concent ra tion in simulat ion 

T9, (c) hori zontal velocity in simulat ions T9 a nd T.9UP. 

T he fine ba lance of convection and diffusion in front of the thermal bar is respons ible 

for the significant difl:'erences b etween simulations T9 and T9UP which a re noted in 

fi gure 3.5(c). Using Upwind differencing instead of QUICK increases the numerical 
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diffusion of heat in this region , shifting the transport balance towards positive change, 

which leads to increased heat transf r and therefore a quickened propagation of the 

thermal bar. This explains why t he horizontal st agnation point in case T9 UP is fur thest 

h·om t he river inflow after 2 days. 

3.4.2 K amloops Lake 

F'igure 3.6 (a) shows that the balance between convection and diffusion is different in t he 

Kamloops Lake simulat ion f(Q , which is studied here to enable a comparison between the 

two different lake simulations. A different distribu tion of riverine tracer near the inflow 

gives a much smoother diffusion profile, which now acts in opposit ion to convection 

everywhere and is significantly stronger than convection offshore of the T,nd . 

The diffusion profile of simulation f(Q is much less variable than that of T9 because 

the t racer profile follows a steady transition from increasing to decreasing curvature away 

from the river inflow (figure 3.6(b)) . In addition , diffusion opposes convection inshore 

of the horizontal stagnation point because the horizontal gradient of t racer grows in 

magni tude away from the inflow instead of shrinking as it does in simulation T9, a 

consequence of t he ' flatter ' tracer distribut ion in t he near-shore region (compare figures 

3.5(b) and 3.6(b)) . 

The weaker convection and smoother (and more dominant) diffusion of simulation 

f(Q shows that t he benefits to be gained from more sophisticated convection schemes 

are severely limited in the Kamloops Lake scenario (figure 3.6(c)). As the modelled 

diffusion of heat away from the river infiow is clea.rly responsible for the propagation of 

t he t hermal bar in simulation 1(Q, it can be seen that the QUICK scheme 's remova.l of 

a small amount of numerical diffusion only slows the propagation of the thermal bar by 

a t iny amount . The simpler and more economical Upwind scheme is therefore adopted 

in the Kamloops Lake simulat ion. 
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F igure 3.6: Horizontal profiles at 7.5 m depth aJter 12 days of simulation: (a) 

horizontal t racer convection (-u~) and diffusion (:x (I<h ~)) 

terms in simu lation I<Q, (b) t racer concentration in simulation 

I<Q, (c) horizontal velocity in simulations I< and I<Q. 
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Chapter 4 

Modelling of Turbulence 

This chapter is intended to describe the chosen representation of subgrid t urbulent fl ow 

and to provide a short introduction to some of the theoretical background underpinning 

turbulence modelling in Iimnology. Alt hough the approach used here is not the most 

sophisticated avai la ble, it is shown empirically t hat the most a ppropriate formu lat ion is 

adopted . 

In contrast to lam inar motion, turbulent flow is characteri sed by a swirl ing, tortuous 

fluid motion in which any chosen part icle seems to take a random path. Im portant 

characteri stics of turbulence are t he irregula r velocity flu ctuat ions at any given point in 

space and the great variat ion in the scale of the motions involved. In a full y-developed 

turbulent fl ow mot ion on a ll scales is present , fro m the la rgest on the scale of the 

fl ow reg ion to the sma llest scale of mot ion allowed by di ss ipat ive processes (La nda hl & 

lV!ollo-Christenson 1986). For low-viscosity fluids like water th e vast majori ty of real 

environ mental fluid fl ows are turbu lent in nature. 

In order to visua lise a turbu lent flow with a full spectrum of scales , t he concept of a 

t urbulent eddy is often in t roduced. A t urbulent eddy is a local swirling mot ion whose 

characte ristic length scale is the local t urbu lence scale, and these eddies overl ap in space 

such that t he smaller ones are superimposed 0 11 the la rger (Wilcox 1993). 

A statistical approach to t urbulence modelling is adopted here whereby fluctuating 

quantities a re averaged and the net properties of the motion examined. Of particu lar 

interest is the transport o f fluid propert ies across the fl ow direction , since t hese fluctu

ations and eddies provide a very effi cient mea.ns of dispersion. Indeed , it will be shown 
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in the rest of t hi s ch a.pter t hat when viewed over a ' large' t ime-scale compa red to t hat 

of the eddy ing (here assumed to be onc model t ime-step) , the net eRect o r t urbulence 

is a n illcrease in t he diffus ion of fluid properties. 

4.1 The Eddy-Viscosity 

A t irllc-averaging process is applied to t he Navier-Stokes equat ions in order to obtain 

thc laws o r mot ion for ' mca.n ' turbu lent proper t ies of the fl ow . A d ifferent ia l fo rm of 

t he cq uat ion of mot ion for an incompress ible fluid may be obtained by integrat ing t he 

mOlTlcntulTl conscrvation equation over a s nrface a nd a pply ing Ga,nss' t heorem (Hirsch 

1988): 

Du -
Pat + V' .(pu ® u + pI - f ) = F ( 4.1 ) 

whcrc F represents externa l forcing a nd i is t he nnit tensor. 7' is t he visco ns shear 

st.ress tenso r, which is t he prod uct of t he mean st rain-rate tensor and ,111 eddy- d scos ity, 

1/' \" which represents t he molecular dilfus ion rate o f momentum: 

7i = ?' - + - - - (V' .U)Oi \I [( D'Ui DUj ) 2 ] 
J a.'/; j aXi 3 J 

for i = 1 , 2,3 . ('1.2) 

In ord er to derivc the equ il'<l lcnt gOl'crnin g rrpwt ions fo r Ii'l can t urbulenl quantities, 

a t ime-averaging process is introduced so t hat any sea l,\[, i[i is represented as 

<]) = <]) + <])' (4 .3) 

where <]) is t he mean value of <]) over time 6l a nd <])' represcnts the flu ctuation from 

th is mcan. A pply ing th is process to t he equation of motio n (4.1) we arrive at t he 

Reynolds-averaged incompressi ble Navicr-Stokes equations: 

au ( ~ " R) -P at + V' . pu ® U + pI - T - l' = F ( 4.4) 

where 1' '' is t he averaged version of t hc viscou ' shea r stress tenso r g iven in (4.2). T he 

only new term generated by t his averaging process is t herefore f R, t he l1eynolds stress 

tensor, which has components g iven by: 

Il _ - ,- , 
7 ij - - P'Ui 'Uj (4..5) 
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Thus we can concl ude that the only effect of averaging the Navier-Stokes equations 

over t ime is a n extra shear stress term due to the flu ctuations of the turbu lent velocity. 

Unfortunately t he problem is no longer closed as the symmetri c tensor :r R in troduces 

6 new independent scalar unknowns, so that the use of these t im e-averaged equations 

requires a model for the new terms. From now on a ll overbaJ's are om itted , and all 

quantities are regarded as averaged over t he t ime-step 6t. 

T he simplest of a ll turbu lence models are known as a lgebraic models, since they 

employ simple a lgebraic representations of relevant physics to calcu late the components 

of the Reynolds stress tensor. In section 4.5 some resul ts are presented which rule out t he 

use of more sophist icated turbulence closure models (which introduce extra differential 

equat ions to t ie up these remaining unknown quantities) fo r t he purposes of this study. 

Boussinesq (1877) used an analogy between molec ular mixing, governed by (4. 1), and 

turbu lent mixing, governed in averaged form by (4.4), to propose that the Reynolds 

stress tensor be expressed in a si milar way to t he viscous shear st ress tensor (4 .2 ). Thus 

we write :r" as the prod uct of a general eddy viscosity, pi?, and t he mean strai n- rate 

tensor. Grouping T V and T Il into one term , the final eddy-v iscos ity becolnes 

(4.6) 

T his imp lies that the sole effect of turbu lence when a.veraged over a di screte t im e-step 

is equi valent to an increase of diffusion in the property of interest. 

Some commonly- used t urbulence models in computational fluid dynamics, such as 

the k-c: formulation, link eddy viscosities to gradients of velocity in each coord inate 

direction . However , on a grid-scale which is large compared to turbu lent eddies, such as 

ours , a constant value or simple fo rmulation for t he eddy viscosity based on gradients 

of temperature or density is sufficient . 

Note that in t hi s study turbulent diffusion of momentum and scalar fluid properties 

are assumed to be the same, equivalent to setting All. =' K" and A v =' [(v, which seems 

to give good resul ts in large-scale lacust rine modelling, e.g Jones & lVIar-sha ll (1993), 

Walker & Watts (1995). T his is justified as t urbulent mixing is much more important 

than molecular diffusion (/.,n» f.'V) on the grid scales used bere. 
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4.2 The Horizontal Eddy Viscosity 

In pract ice the eddy viscosit ies are mult ipurpose in a numerical model, as they are used 

partl y as a tool to smooth spurious noise in the model solu tion which is known to resul t 

from t he use of coarse grids (Blackman & Tu key 1959) . T he choice of eddy viscosit ies is 

t hus determined by a bala nce between modelling the t urbulent diffusion as accura tely 

as poss ible and provid ing a stable solu t ion to the governi ng equations. Hori zontal eddy 

viscosit ies are simply assumed to take a constant value here, which is usually the case in 

la rge-scale modelli ng of t his nature. T he precise values of AI. = 5 m2s- ' a nd 2.5 m2s- ' 

for Lake Baikal and Kamloops Lake respect ively were chosen by numeri cal testing, as 

t hey are the smallest values which a llow a stab le solu t ion to t he governing equations 

wit h a reasona ble t ime-step. T his is well within t he range of expected values, as typical 

inferred values for AI. in lakes have been found to be of order 0.1 to 10 m2s- l (Hamblin 

1971 , Cheng et a l. 1976), a lthough la rger values have been used in similar models in t he 

li tera ture. 

T he problems associated with spur ious solu t ion noise and t he effects of increasin g 

AI. are illust rated in fi gure 4. 1, where resul ts are compared from simula t ions T9A 2.5, 

T9, and T9A 7.5, which are vari a nts of the Lake Baikal simula t ion T9 with A I. = 2.5, 

5, and 7. 5 m2s- ' respect ively. Using an eddy viscosity which is too low results in a ll 

un pred ictab le fl ow-fi eld containing many areas of spurious vert ical mot ion (figure 4. 1(a)) . 

T hese plum es a ri se when small oscillat ions in the velocity so lu t ion grow t ln·ough the 

localised buoyancy forcing which resul ts from a sma ll vertica l transport of heat. 

Increasing the eddy viscosity damps these ini t ial motions and t hus suppresses t heir 

heat t ransfer , prevent ing t he growth of small errors and allowing t he large-scale dynamics 

to dominate (fi gure 4.1 (b)) . Raising AI. farther than is st rict ly necessary to provide a 

stable solu t ion resul ts in a similar circulat ion but it can be seen t ha t the smoot hing effect 

weakens hori zonta l gradients and resul ts in a wider and slight ly wea ker downwelli ng 

(fi gure 4. 1(c)). T he best choice t herefore appears to be A I. = 5 m2s- ' , which g ives a 

stable solu tion wit h the mini mum possible damping of the fl ow-fi eld. 
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Figure 4.1: Velocity vectors and T = Tmd line for several cases of simulation 

T9 after 2 days illustrating the effect of vary ing A,,: (a) T9A 2.5, 

(b)T9, (c) T9A 7. 5. 
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Figure 4.2: Vertical velocity at 25 m depth for several cases of simulation T9 

after 2 days illustrating t he effect of varying A,, : (a) T9A 2.5, (b) 

T9, (c) T9A 7.5. 

A horizontal profil e of ver tical velocity in case T9A2.5 (figure 4.2(a)) clearly shows 

the spurious oscillations in the solution and also illustrates t he sharp spatial variation 

in vertical velocity which results from t he reduced diffusive t ransfer of information be

tween adj acent grid nodes. Whi le it is impossible to definit ively state t hat. t his erratic 

velocity profile is incorrect, the presence of seemingly random fluctuations · in the flow 

field certainly brings the use of t his A" value into question. In contrast, a profi le from 

simulation T9 (figure 4.2(b)) show a smoothly-varying profi le wit h few oscillations and 

a Gaussian velocity profi le wit hin the thermal bar plume. Increasing the horizontal eddy 
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viscosity in case T9A 7.5 is again seen to weaken t he horizontal gradients governing the 

therma.1 bar plume, resulting in a slower descending fl ow spread over a wider area (fi gut'C 

4.2(b)) . 

Ve r·tical edd y viscosities are known to be much smaller and more variable, as they 

are controlled by several physical mecha nisms which must be accurately modell ed before 

rea li st ic ve rt ical temperature profiles can be achieved . T he vert ical edd y viscos ity is 

therefore a llowed to vary in space, as described in t he next section . 

4.3 Parameterisation of Vertical Mixing in Lakes 

Due to t he simplicity underlying the whole eddy-viscosity approach, only a basic formu

la tion of the relevant processes is required to produce values of A" s uch that the mixing 

in t he model generates a. reasona ble thermal profil e. On t he scale of importance here, 

t he first step is to qua.nt ify the reduct ion of vert ical 11Ii xing caused by the presence of 

stable stratifi cation in a lake. 

If a body of fluid is stably stratifi ed (i.e. density in creases with dep th) t hen vert ical 

motion is suppressed , sin ce any parcel of fluid within that system will feci a restor

ing buoyancy force if perturbed verticall y fro m its in it ia l posit ion. T he vert ical eddy

viscosity should t herefore be sensit ive to stable strat ifi cat ion, as it will limi t small-scale 

vert ica.l motions. The BTunt- Viiisiilii j"equency, N , is a very useful parameter In quan

t iii ' ing t he ex istence and strength of s table st ratifi cation. 

T he following formula tion for N 2
, the stability, is lIsed in the model (Irnboden & 

Wiiest 1995) : 

2 [(OT ) OS] N '" g Cl oz - r - fJ OZ (4 .7) 

where Cl and fJ are the coefiicients of thermal expansion a nd haline contraction of water, 

given by: 

1 (op ) 
0: = -r; aT s 

p, 

( 4.8) 

(3=~ ( OP ) 
p as T p, 

(4.9) 
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a lld r is the the adiabat ic temperature gradient , defined as: 

r = - get (T + 273. 15). 
C;, 

(4.10) 

Here t he vert ical density gradient has been Formu lated in terms of salini ty a nd temper

ature gradients, as detailed by Gi ll (1982). T he inclusion of sa line effects on t he Tmd 

and density in general t hen avoids any misrepresentation of stabili ty when temperature 

gradients a re close to t he adiabatic rate, a hazard which was highlighted by Ch en & 

Millero (1977). 

N is essent iall y the frequency of inte rn al ",aves in a Auid , which is real only in stable 

situations and increases with stronger stratification. If ?f! < 0 (stable st rat ification) 

t hen oscillatory behaviour is permi tted whereby small vertical pert urbations generate 

waveli ke motion and vertical mixing is suppressed. If ;j; > 0 (unstable strat ification) 

then small perturbat ions will grow exponent ia lly with t ime and ver t ical cO ll vection is 

illitiated. Thus, since N 2 ex -;j;, we obtain a stability cri terioll : 

N 2 > 0 =} stable st ratifi cat ion 

N 2 < 0 =} ull stable stratification 

Despite the effects of density strat irication, t he presence of shear How wit h strong 

vert ica l grad ients of horizontal velocity call induce \'ertica l turb ulent mixi ng even in 

a st r ngly strat ifi ed layer. Some consi deration of the vertical gradient 0 [' velocity is 

t herefore desirable when expressing the ve rt ical eddy viscosity. Fo llowing the d iscussion 

of Wetzel (1983), formation of the I<e lvin-Helmholtz instabi lity in a two- layer strat ified 

fluid with shear in t he fl ow para ll el to the interface is now considered, as shown in fi gure 

4.3. 

At low velocit ies the fl ow is la minar and li ttle mixing takes place between t he two 

layers. However as shear increases, any pert m bations on t he density in terface will 

overcome buoyancy forces a nd grow in ampli t ude, eventually breaking in to vortices and 

mixing the two layers together thoroughly as the fl ow becomes fully tu rbulent . T hus 

verti cal mixing can be generated by this Kelvin-Helmholtz mechan ism whereby t here is 

stab ili ty up to a cri tical shear rate (for a given density gradient) a nd instabili ty beyond 

it (Mort imer 1974). This eft'ect is quant ified by t he gmdient Richal'dson nmnbeT (Smi th 
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1975) : 

which hereafter will simply be referred to as the Richardson num ber. 

~ - - -

.
.. . . - - ....-- ~ .... : ..... 

c ~ ~--.. ~ 

! ) ( , 
( 

~ ~ ! ) 

- - - -
d ~ ~ 

- - - ---
F igure 4.3 : Increas ing the strength of shea r over a stable density in terface in 

a 2- layer system. Eventua ll y buoyancy forces a rc overcome and 

vertical mixing is induced with t he onset of t he Ke lvin-Helmholtz 

instabili ty. (after Mort imer (1974)) 

(4 .11 ) 

From t he ratio of stabili ty suppress ion to shear generation of t ur bulence (4.11 ) it is 

possible to ded uce that the onset of t urbulent ve rt ical mixing is energe tically possible 

once the Richardson num ber becomes less than 1. However in rea lity dynamical erfects 

require that Ri be considerab ly less than uni ty for small pert urbations to grow in to 

turbulent vor t ices which persist against t he density gradient in a stably-strat ifi ed shear 

fl ow. Miles (1961) and Roward (1961) both proved that the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabili ty 

is not possible for Ri > 0.25 and t he fluid is then stable as before. 
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4.4 Models of Vertical Eddy Viscosity 

Algebraic models of these processes have been in use for some t ime, of which a good 

discussion may be found in Henderson-Sellers (1984). Generall y t he eddy viscosity for 

unstable condi t ions is nominated a constant value, a nd then a formu lation for mixing 

in stable regions using N 2 or Ri is attached for evaluat ion in the relevant areas of the 

domain . A compa ri son of models with a nd without a representat ion of shear effects 

is out lined below, and a formulation is chosen after a discussion of results from a test 

simulation. 

Vert ical deri vat ives of temperat ure evaluated in the hypo limnion are often seen to 

be very small , and t hi s is li able to give rather small values of N 2 when stable. T his 

produces la rge values of eddy viscos ity under most models (as usua lly A.;;- I ex: N 2) in 

a region where the effects of turbu lent mixing should theoretically be smallest. The 

so lu t ion procedure adopted a lso seems to respond to these high values of viscosity by 

producing anomalous Hows around t he model bot tom. T hese problerns a rc avoided by 

choosing a 'cut-off ' depth, d, near to the lake bed and decreas ing t he eddy viscosity for 

d> d exponent ially from the value at t hi s depth , Av 1_, towards t he reference molecula r 
cl 

viscosity vce! = 10- 6 m2s- l . A nominal ext inct ion coeffi cient for thi s decay is chosen to 

be -0.025 rn - I , although numerical test ing shows that the exact value makes very li ttle 

difference to t he fin al predicted d istribu t ions of scalar quant it ies. [ ote a lso t hat as long 

as cl is fa r enough below the thermocl ine, res ul ts a re not great ly a fFected by its exact 

dept h and thus it is chosen to be t he deepest value which suppresses t he spurious fl ows 

at the bottom of t he domain . 

Model 1 : A commonly-used formul ation for Av in a stably-stratified fluid which 

includes representation of a ll these effects t hrough the lli chardson num ber is given by 

Pacanowsky & Phi lander (1981): 

110 
Av = lIb + =---'-=-,:--

(1 + TRi)s 
(4. 12) 

where Vb is t he background viscosity for stable condi t ions, 110 is the viscosity for unstable 
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conditions, and T and s are constants. T he model for vert ica l eddy-viscosity is: 

{

Ri 'S 0 

:: + ( I +~°ni) ' Ri > 0 
( 4.13) 

Model 2 For comparative purposes a n a lternati ve formulation, adapted from the 

relation of We land er (1968), is tested here. As before the viscosity for unstable conditions 

is given as a cons tant , bu t here the \;ertical viscosity for stable cond itions contains no 

express ion of t he shear effects as it is based solely on the Brunt-Vaisiilii frequency: 

where ,. and s are again constants. T his gives the following formu lat ion : 

Av = 

lV2 
::; Nm,i 11 

lV 2 > lVntin 

11,·eJ + Av 1_ exp[~0.025 (d ~ cl)] 
d 

d > d 

( 4.14) 

(4 .15) 

where a minimum value [or t he stabi li ty has been in troduced in order to avo id large 

values of A" for weakly stable conditions. To provide a cont inuous transit ion between 

states Nmin s hould sat isfy the foll owing formula: 

(4.16) 

T he constan ts ,. and s in t his model a re usually chosen so that t he resul ts of t he 

simulat ion of vert ical mixing can be validated against measured data of other variables. 

For example a seri es of vert ica l temperature profi les (BK) , t he velocity of resulting 

flows (Pacanowsky & Phi lander 1981), or even exp licit difl·usion measurements from 

t racer studies (Quay et al. (1980), Micha lsky & Lemmin (1995» can be ut ilised to 

indicate appropriate values . T his is impossible in the case of the ri verine t hermal ba r 

as even if detailed data were ava ilable then it would be erroneous to s uppose that the 

characterist ics of t he real lake could quantify the amount of ve rt ical mixing in a model 
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with no surface flux of heat or momentum. Instead these constants a re chosen to model 

relat ive diffusion rates between stable and unstable conditions and to produce a realist ic 

temperature profile aft er a long t ime of simulation, since the exact posit ioning of near

surface source terms should make li tt le difference to t he fin al temperature so lu t ion. 

Ini t ia lly a value of viscosity for unstable conditions, ll O, and a value of minimum 

viscosity for stable condi tions, /lb , arc chosen with reference to similar modelling in the 

li terature (part icul ar ly BK). T hen with a given profi le of Ri or N values for T and s arc 

selec ted to significant ly reduce vertical m ixing during periods of strong strati fi cat ion but 

ensure as closely as possible a reasonable transit ion between stable a nd unstable values. 

T he whole process is repeated with different choices of viscosit ies and T and s until the 

resul ting temperature dist ribu t ions seem as rea list ic as poss ible after a nomina l period 

of si mulat ion. 

4.5 Numerical Testing of Models 

This sect ion presents the resul ts of an empirical study which shows t hat the Brunt

Viiisiilii frequency is the best quantity on which to base our model for the ve rtical edd y 

viscosity. Although all testi ng shown is carri ed out 0 11 the deep- lake Baikal sect ion, the 

same proced ure was followed in t he Ka mloops Lake model, which requires a different 

set of paramcters to produce similar tem peratu rc profil es to those reported by Carmack 

(1979). 

The Richardson number formulation ini t ially appears to be most suitab le for our 

purposes as it resolves both the stabili ty and shear of the fluid in quest ion . Testing of 

both parameterisations is carried out on simu lation T9 with the values shown in table 

4.1 adopted in the t ur bu lence models. 

R esul ts of these experiments in the centre of the domain after 20 days of s imulation 

(long after the lake has become s table in t he upper region and the t hermal bar has 

disappeared) are presented in figures 4.4 to 4.7, on which the following discussion is 

based. Predicted temperature profi les in the centre of the lake (compare fi g ures 4.4(a) 

and 4.6(a)) are similar in shape but it is clear t hat temperatures in t he s table region 
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Parameter Baikal Model 1 - Baikal iVlodel 2 - J<a mloops iVlodel 

Richardson number Brunt-Viiisiilii freq uency 

liD 2 x 10- 2 m2s- 1 2 x 10- 2 m2s- 1 2 x 10- 2 m2s- 1 

lib 5 x 10- 4 m2s- 1 5 x 10-'1 m2s- 1 4 x 10- 4 m2s- 1 

T 5 6 X 10- 7 6 X 10- 7 

S 2 0.5 0.5 

Nmin - 9.46 X 10- 10 5- 2 6.51 X 10- 10 S- 2 

a. 900 m 900 m 120 m 

Table 4.1: Values of vert ical t urbulence paramete rs in test ing a nd fin a l mod

els 

of model 1 (d ;S 430 m) remain closer to t he Tmd line than in model 2. T his implies 

that in model 1 t here must be a d rastic decrease in the vert ical di ffusivity after stable 

strat ificat ion is attained near the surface, as the viscosity for unstable condi t ions is 

ident ical in t he two models. Furt her examination of t he eddy viscosity in figure 4.4( b) 

reveals t ha t as soon as t he fiuid becomes stable (at N 2 > 0 here), model 1 red uces A" 

directly to its background level lib without any intermediate region or regard fo r t he 

degree of stratifi cat ion or shear. 

Inspection of the Richardso n number in figure 4.4 (d ) and (e) a lso weakens our con fi 

dence in t his model as it can be seen to fluctuate wild ly over several orde rs of magni t ude 

within the sp ace of a few metres in the vert ical direction. NIore important ly it only pre

dicts t urbulent mixing in the stable layer (i.e. 0 < Ri < 0.25) for a very small pro por t ion 

of the doma in , as Ri is usually evaluated to be orders of magnitude la rger tha n 0. 25 . 

By plott ing t he components of t he Richardson number in fi gures 4.4(c) and (f) it can 

be noted that t he cause of t his behav iour is t hat when evaluated numerically, t he shear 

term is generally many orders of magni t ude smaller than N2, which results in the la rge 

values of Ri which red uce Av sharply to the background level lib. 
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Figure 4.4: Propert ies of simu lation T9 with model 1 in the centre of the 

lake after 20 days: (a) temperature, (b) verti cal eddy viscosity, 

(c) stability, (d) Richardson number, (e) detail of Richardson 

number, (f) shear term ( ~~ )2 + (~~t 

Attempts to acljust the formulation (4.12) by choosing r ancl s so that mixing is 

allowed at higher Richardson numbers have all been unsucess[ul as numerical instability 

is initiated by the consequential magnification of t he large variations in Ri . Here it 

is useful to define the critical 'value of Ri , R ie (physically 0.25) , where stratification 

overcomes shear in a stable region. Several simulations were made which scaled t he 

effect of the Richardson number unt il Rie was between 10 and 100 but all produced 

unsatisfactory resu lts. T he large variation of the Richardson number in a small space 

produces regions of rapid vertical mixing adjacent to areas of strong stratification and 
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suppressed vertical mixing, resul ting in a step-like temperature profil e as seen in figure 

4.5(a). Th is invalidates any attempt to apply the formulation (4. 12) to our turbulence 

model. 
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Figure 4.5: Propert ies of simulation 7'9 with model 1 in t he centre of t he 

lake after 20 days where 1·,8 are chosen to scale Rie to match 

predicted Ri. Here T = 7.18x lO- 4 and s = 10. (a) temperature, 

(b) eddy viscosity, (c) Richardson number. 

The previous observations on the Richardson number also provide good reasoning 

for the abandonment of turbulence closure models, which are superior to t he a lgebraic 

models presented here because they avoid use of the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity approx

imation by directly estimating the components of the Reynolds stress tensor (4.5). Un

fortunately, t he closure models which are usually adopted in oceanogra phy, such as the 

models first introduced into mainstream oceanographical li terature by Melior (1973) , 

tend to predict a mixing coeffi cient which is a function .of t he local Richardson num

ber (Melior & Durbin 1975) and rarely a llow any mixing at all for Ri greater than 

approx imately 0.25 (Archer 1995). 
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Figure 4.6: Properties of simu lat ion T9 with model 2 in the centre of the lake 

after 20 days: (a) temperature profile, (b) vertical eddy viscosity, 

(c) stabi li ty. 

Resul ts of model 2 are considerably better, and the temperatu re profile after 20 days 

seems more reasonable as it is further from the line of Tmd , implying t hat a vertical 

diffusion of heat which is reduced but still present is operating after the upper lake has 

become stable. Plotting the eddy viscosity in figure 4.6(b) illustrates the improvement 

over model 1; t he transition from unstable viscosity to stabili ty-reduced levels is much 

less abrupt and t he background value Vb is only approached in the region .of relatively 

strong stable stratification. Comparison of the eddy viscosity and Brunt-Viiisiilii fre

quency (figures 4.6(b) and (c)) reveals t he amount of physical information reaching Av 

from N 2 which was lost in model 1. 

The discuss ion so far has centred on t he 20th day of simulation when the model 

is settling down to a stable situation, while the period of most interest to this study 

is when the thermal bar is t raversing the lake in the very early stages of each model 

run. Contours from simulation T9 after 2 days presented in figure 4.7 reveal that the 
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differences between the models are significant even at th is early stage. Isolines of Ri 

(figure 4.7(a)) show t hat already it has taken large values, and only a tiny proportion 

of the stable region has 0 < Ri < 0.25. T he fluctuating behaviour a nd sudden growth 

of Ri is not as pronounced as later in t he simulation because here the stable region is 

where the horizontal surface flows feed the t hermal bar , so the shear terms in this region 

are evaluated to be of the same order of magnItude as the Brunt-Viiisiilii frequency. Th is 

plot shows that model 1 cannot be llsed to predict vertical mixing as t he Richardson 

Number is so large everywhere whi le model 2 may be used as the the Brunt-Viiisiilii 

frequency quantifies the water-column stabili ty in a smoothly-varying manner. 
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Figure 4.7: Resul ts of simulation T9 with each model after 2 days: (a) Ri 

for model 1, (b) N2 for model 2 (5- 2) . 

The above justification of model parameter choices is based upon the foi'mulation of 

the eddy viscosity producing a real istic stable thermal profi le after most of the motion 

has ceased. However in the case discussed the stability is purely a function of vertical 

gradients of temperature which is not the case throughout this work. Addition of salini ty 

to a thermally-buoyant inflow will always tend to increase vertical diffusion by reducing 
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the overall stabil ity as it causes a density increase near the surface as t he river in trus ion 

spreads across the lake. 

For these reasons, simula tion of a thermal bar with saline inpu t has a qui te di fferent 

stable state to which it tends. Addi t ion of salini ty near the surface (in the absence of 

temperature vari ations) will tend to produce mixing unt il t he whole column is margin a lly 

stably stratified , i.e. of a lmost un iform salini ty. T hus when temperature and salini ty 

are in t roduced si mul taneously near the su rface t he stable state will be a combinat ion 

of the two, where a stable profi le of onc constituent balan ces an unstable pro fil e of the 

other so that overall the fl uid is stable apart fro m double-d iffusive instabili t ies. 

T he resul ts presented in figure 4.8 are fro m simulation Tl 1S1, which has a rather 

warm inflow and 1 mgkg- ' added to ri ver salini ty (see ap pendix A) . It is clear t hat 

t he stable temperature profile is balancing the unstable di st ribution of salini ty so that 

t he water as a whole is stable. Compa ring t he temperature pro fil es in fi gures 4.6 and 

4.8 shows that much more d ifl'usion has taken place in the upper hair of the lake than 

previously as a result of destabilisat ion due to the surracc saline in put. T he lake is a lso 

stable to a greater depth after t he same simulation t ime due to the extra ve rt ical d ifl'usion 

of temperature and salini ty. It can therefore be seen t hat the Brunt- Viiisii lii formulation 

behaves in a physicall y j ustifiable manner when under the influence of salini ty gradients. 

It must be concl uded from this overall di scussion t hat a model based on t he Richard

son number is unsui table fo r the purposes of this study. Due to the way in which Ri is 

predicted on this grid , any attempt to link Av to the shear of the fl ow-field simply resul ts 

in the removal of any stabili ty information from the vertical viscosity, which prod uces an 

excessively da mped vert ical t ransport. For t hi s reason model 2 is adopted throughout 

this work and the eddy viscosity is assumed solely a fu nct ion of the stabili ty of the water 

co lumn . T his can have adverse effects on the accuracy of the pred icted fl ow in stable 

regions wit h large velocity gradients but t he general absence of strong kinemat ic forcing 

in t hese areas makes this model acceptable for the purposes of t hi s study. It has been 

shown in BI< t hat this part icular model replicates very well t he measured t hermal pro

fil es of a spring warming episode (which is mainly cont rolled by stabili ty considerat ions) 

in t he sout hern bas in of Lake Baikal. 
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F igure 4.8: Properties of simulat ion TllS1 with model 2 and 1 mgkg- I salin

ity added to t he inflow, in t he centre of the lake after 20 days. 

(a) temperature profile, (b) salini ty profile, (c) stability. 
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Chapter 5 

Preliminary Results 

To provide a basis for compari son of later deep-lake s imulat ions, some preliminary resul ts 

are presented here which a re taken fro m simlllat ions wit hout a thermal bar. T hese resul ts 

are used to assess the effects of the thermal bar on the dynamics of t he river plume and 

the t ransport of ri verine substances around a lake. Bas ic resul ts from three cont rol cases 

in which t he dynamics are relat ively well understood are described here. 

5.1 Simulation C 

Simulat ion C is in tended to quant ify the fl ow-field and transport which is due to the 

ri ver velocity and ini t ia l condi t ions in the absence of a ny buoyancy efl·ects. T he rive r's 

te mperature a nd salini ty a re t herefore ass nmed to be equ al to t he lake, at Tn = Tt = 

3Aoe and Sn = SL = 96.3 mgkg- J
• T he absence of a density d ifrerence between ri ver 

and lake therefore means t hat a ll fl ows are generated by the mass flu x of Un = 0.005 

ms- J at the inflow and out fl ow. 

As t here are no gradients of temperature or salini ty in this simulation, the pa ram

eteri sation of the vert ical edd y viscosity is redundant here and t he doma in is neut ra lly 

strat ified (N2 = 0) throughout. Av is therefore given a constant value, chosen from t he 

range assigned to stable and unstable condi t ions in the other s imulations. An intermedi

ate value of Av = 0.01 m2s - J is employed on the basis that neither a stable or unstable 

value has any physical justifi cation. Numerical testing shows t hat in t hi s simulation 

t he exact value adopted from this range makes very li ttle quant itative difl·erence to the 

predicted motions on the t ime-scale of interest. 
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The simulation starts from the usual initial flow field , described in sections 2.2 and 

2.3.2, wi t h Un fixed on the top 10 rows and zero velocity everywhere else. As the 

simulation proceeds, the flow along the surface is maintained by t he mass fluxes at the 

top corners of the domain , wi th an extremely weak flow traversing the depths of the 

lake in the same direction (figure 5.1 ). As the simulation proceeds, vertical diffusion bf 

momentum causes the horizontal flow to spread downwards and gradually weaken. 
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Figure 5.1: Velocity vectors for simulat ion C after 2 days (plot resolu tion is 

! of model resolut ion). 

Tracer distribu tions from this simulation are very important , as the study of deep 

vertical mixing caused by t he thermal bar cannot be quant ified wi thout such a reference 

case. Concentrations given in figure 5. 2 illustrate the difference in the riverine influence 

on vertical and horizontal mixing rates . This anisotropy is primarily caused by con

vection, since a river throughflow of this form is far more effective in mixing the t racer 

across the lake than it is in depositing materials vertically into the deeper regions. It 

may be noticed from this plot t hat vert ical transport seems to be much larger t han that 

accounted for by the vertical diffusion rates alone. This transport results from shear in 

the horizontal flows, which produces a small circulation beneath the river inflow in the 

early stages of t he simulation. 
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F ig ure 5.2: Contours of t racer concent ration for simulation C: (a) a ft er 2 

days, (b) a fter 4 days . 

5.2 Simulations 81 and 82 

A major part of t his work is concerned with t he efiects of a salini ty g radient over t he ri ver 

inflow, so simulat ions 81 a nd 82 are in t roduced in order to qua nt ify t he dyna mical effect 

of adding a stra ightforward d ensity increase to t he ri ver. T hese simulat ions also display 

t he cha racte ri stics of a saline sinking density current for compa riso n to a t hermoba ricity

controll ed case (see section 6.1.3). A simulation is identified as 8a if it h as Cl mgkg- 1 

salini ty added to t he ri ver a nd Tn = TL = 3.4°C, as detailed in a ppendix A. 

Velocity vectors from simulation 81 (figure 5.3(a» sh ow the a nt icipated fl ow field , 

with the river plume sinking to the bed of t he lake immediately upon ent ry. This 

movement is caused by the density increase at t he surface due to salini ty, which induces 

a downwards buoyancy forcing which is strongest near the inflow region but extends 

right to the bot tom of t he la ke. 

A brief a nalysis of resul ts from simulat ion 82 also yields few surprises. Doubling the 

salini ty difference between the la ke a nd ri ver virt ually doubles t he d ens ity anomaly a nd 
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a much stronger sinking flow is the result. Figures 5.3(b) and (c) show t he difference 

in vertical sinking speed between t he two cases; the deepest waters in the domain are 

quickly ventilated in both cases with saline waters from the ri ver. The sinking current 

in these simulations initiates a lake-wide circulation which results in a return fl ow to-

wa rds the inflow at the surface and a curta.i lment of the horizontal spreading of riverine 

substances. This is an important feature which is discussed with reference to other sim

ulat ions in later chapters. It may be noticed from this plot that vertical transport seems 

to be much larger than that accounted for by the vert ical diffusion rates alone. This 

t ra nsport results from shear in the horizontal fl ows, which produces a small circulation 

beneath the river inflow in the early stages of the simulation. 
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cal velocity contours (10- 3 ms- 1). 
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Chapter 6 

Results - Simulation of The 

Thermal Bar 

T his chapter presents a discussion of t hree deep-lake s imulations with diffe rent ini t ia l 

and boundary cond it ions for temperature. As described in section 2.3.3, olle-d iJlwnsional 

models of the ri ve r and lflke are mixed in a two-d iJll ensiona l sect ion a fte r th ree difrerellt 

peri ods of warming, which provides a comparisoll between thermal bar simll lations wit h 

difl'erent temperature differences between ri ver and lake. This approach is necessary 

because ill sufTI cicnt compu ter pOlVer ,na kes a full spring wa rming model of ri ver and lake 

illteraction impossible on these relatively fi ne spat ial scales. T he cfrects of a riveri ne 

sa lini ty influx arc not studied un t il chapter 7, so t he sal ini ty transport ('q uation is 

neglected for the time being. 

Characteristics of the pred icted flow-field a re first described and .iustifi ed i nd i yid uall )" 

a nd t hen important simi la ri t ies and dif[erences a re raised in a compar ison sect io,j . T he 

efrect: of different dynamics on t he tra nsport of riverine substances is then di scussed 

with reference to t he neutral t racer cp, before t he chapter is completed with a sensitivity 

stud y of t he river inflow rate and an examin ation of the effects of thennobari city. 
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6.1 Flow Dynamics 

6.1.1 Simulation T9 

Simulation T9 has a river of surface temperature 5.3°C flowing into a lake with sur

face temperature 3.8°C, and is described first because it is arbi t rarily chosen to be the 

reference thermal bar model from which all comparisons are drawn. After 2 days of 

simulation a plot of velocity vectors (fi gure G.1) shows a clearl y-defined t hermal bar, in 

which t he front of t he line of T == T,,,d is accompanied by converging horizontal fl ows 

and a descending plume of watcr cluc to the dcnsity maximum. T his sinking region in

duces lake-wide circulation pattcl'lls which clearly t ransfer heat and ri verine substances 

downwards into t he domain. T he stagnation point lags a li ttle behi nd the surface out

cropping of the T == T,nd contour, probably because of the inert ia in t he flow ahead of 

it (Farrow 1995a). 
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Figure G. 1: Velocity vectors and T == Tmd line for simulation T9 after 2 days 

(resolu tion ~) . T he vert ical line marks the position of the profiles 

in figures 6.3 and 6.7. 

T he rive r inflow produces a stably-st ratified region (which is warmer than the Tmd ) 

on t he inshore side of the thermal bar. Everywhere else in the domain t he ini t ial 
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t hermal cond itions from the one-d imensional modelling give an unstable situation above 

approximately 250 ill and a marginally stable water column beneath t his. T he stable 

river inflow region contains a shallow hori zontal current at t he very surface due to t he 

buoyancy of t he warm inflow and the stabil ity of the surroundings. 

T he horizontal current on the offshore side of t he t hermal bar has a much larger 

vertical extent . Examination of contom s of T - T,nd (figure 6.2) shows that the thermal 

bar causes a mixed region beneath the stable surfa.ce in trusion which is warmer than the 

wate rs offshore of the surface T""l signature. T his induces a hor izontal density grad ient 

extend ing down to almost 200 U1 depth which drives the flow ofi"shore of the thermal 

bar. Surface currents in t his region a lso experience a larger diffusion of momentum 

downwards due to t he unstable cond it ions. 
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F igure 6.2: Contours of T - Tmd for simulation T9 after 2 days . 

The maximum vert ical acceleration at each depth in the nose of the stable int rusion 

occurs at the horizontal position of the Tmd, and diffusion of momentum then forms the 

resul t ing downwelling into a cohesive plume. A characteristic t rait of the resul ts in this 

simulation is that the descending fluid is deflected back towards t he inflow as it sinks. 

T his fi nding is consistent with the numerical resul ts of falm (1995) and t he fie ld results 

of many other authoi·s (Hubbard & Spain (1973) , Ca.rmack et al. (1979), etc.) . 

Close inspection of t he thermal characteristics throughout the depths of t he lake 

(figure 6.2) shows that t he centre of sinking follows the locus of the densest water at each 
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part icular depth, which leads us to conclude that earlier convection of heat downwa rds 

by the t hermal bar is responsible for the deflection of t he plume at these later stages of 

the t hermal bar development. T his is a lso visible in figure 6.1 as the local raising of the 

lower T = Tmd line. 

Some characterist ics of a typical t hermal bar plume are displayed 111 fi gl1l'e 6.3, a 

vert ical profil e taken through the sinking region of figure 6.1. Plotting t he t herma l 

change in the buoyancy term frorn ini t ial condit ions, 

t:.Br = - 9 (p(T, Si",]);,,) - p(T;n,S;n ,P;")) ' 
(10 

(6. 1) 

where the subscri pt 'in' denotes an ini t ial va lue, gives a qua li tative indication of the 

buoyancy forces acting upon the water column. The water accelerates downwards due 

to its increased density but begins to decelerate shor tly after since water at the surface 

Tmd is warmer t han the Tmd at depth due to t he decrease in t he Tmd with increasing 

pressure. The decrease in magni t ude of t:.Br with dep th is mainly due to t he surface 

spread ing of the warm-water in trusion. Raising t he temperature actually decreases the 

density of water near 300 m depth (and therefore causes a posit ive profi le of t:.Br) 

because heating moves t he water temperature further from the Tmd in t his region. 
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F igure 6.3: P rofil es of simulation T9 after 2 days at the posi t ion marked in 

fig ure 6.1: (a) vertical velocity, (b) buoyancy forcing t:.Br · 

T he development 'of the subsequen't circulation is best described wit h reference to the 
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experimenta l results of Marmoush et al. (1 984), who studied the thermal bar in a lock

exchange tank experiment. Mannoush et al. (1984) report t hat after an ini tial period of 

horizontal spreading, warm wate rs sinking within the thermal bar form a vertical front 

beneath the surface poin t of T = Tmd . In the tank experiment, t his distinct vertical 

boundary between cool waters orl , hore of the Tmd and denser waters at (and inshore of) 

t he Tmd is t hen the site of a natural lock-exchange mechanism whereby the cabbeling 

waters move horizontally a long the bottom boundary beneath the lighter ofis hore waters. 

The analogous flows in th is simulation (after 8 days) a re shown in figure 6.4. T he 

vert ical front seen in figure 6.2 at about 2 km from the shore separates water bodies 

of different densities, and the ' t hcrmobaric barrier' at about 300 m depth is effectively 

equi valent to the base of the Marmoush et al. (1984) tank. As the simulation proceeds 

the lock-exchange character of the fl ow in the uppermost 300 m becomes apparent as the 

denser water moves to the right at depths between 150 - 300 m and the lighter orfshore 

water moves shoreward to compensate at the surface (figure 6.4). 
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Figure 6.4: Velocity vectors and T = Tmd line for simulation T9 after 8 days 

(resolu t ion j). 

T his analysis regards the T9 thermal bar as a two-stage phenomenon. The first 

stage features a rapidly-moving thermal bar with a warm ri ver int rusion .floating on 

the cooler lake and downwelling where cabbeling is active. T he slower second stage 
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begins when the surface grav ity current is balanced by t he offshore return fl ow and the 

thermal bar can only proceed by grad ual warming from t he river. T his takes place as t he 

ri ver progressively warms the entire epilimnion to above the Tmd thro ugh a horizontal 

int rusion immediately above t he thermobari c barrier. 

T his process cont inues unt il , after more than 30 days, t he t hermal bar finally reaches 

t he opposite shoreline. T he whole of the surface layer is then warmer than t he Tmd , and 

the travelling t hermal bar ceases to exist. Our interest in the predicted motions wanes 

long before th is t ime as the assumpt ions of no surface heati ng, no coriolis forcing, and no 

effec t of out fl ow conditions are a ll invalid over long t ime scales, as d iscussed in sect ion 

2.3.4. 

6,1.2 Simulation Tll 

Increasing t he t ime of simula tion of t he one-dimensional models before rni xing ri ver and 

lake produces a drast ic change in t he fl ows associated wit h t he t hermal bar, clIlplra

sising t he sensit ivity of the thermal bar to part icular density condi t ions. Two days of 

warming from t he T9 scenario increases the ri ver surface temperatu re to approxim ately 

5.7°C while the lake surface hardly changes at 3.9°C. However, the sma ll change in lake 

temperature is more important as t he associated density increase of t he ambient lake 

water means that much less mixed ri ve r and lake water will be denser and involved 

in cabbeling. Velocity vectors in fi gure 6.5 show that t he t hermal bar propagates far 

more rapidly in t his case, unrealisticall y t raversing t he 6 km-width of t he domain in 

approxi mately 4 days. 

T he rapid movement of the thermal bar in t his case is due to a st rengthening in 

the surface current on the inshore side of the density maximum. Unlike case T9 there 

is very li ttle return How on the oH's hore side 0[' t he t herm al bar to balance t his strong 

current. The return Aow wou ld usually coun teract a rapid propagation by advecting 

cooler water towards the line of T = Tmd and t hereby prevent ing t he advance of the 

warmer waters and density maximum. 
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Figure 6.5: Velocity vectors and T = T,,,,I line for simulat ion Tll after 2 

days (resolution 1). T he vertical line marks the posit ion of t he 

section shown in fig ure 6.7. 

T he ri ver water, which is warmed far above the T,nrl, immedia tely rises to the surface 

upon entry to the lake. T he large horizontal temperature gradient in t he inflow region 

ini t iates a ra pid surface current, but only in the thin layer which is a bove t he Tmrl · The 

warmer river increases t he buoyancy of t his region to such an extent t hat the ri ver inflow 

behaves like a surface gravity current rather than a cabbeli ng ri ver plu me. 

Inspection of the velocity vecto rs does reveal a dense si nking plume at the nose of 

t his gravity current but t his sinking flow is weaker than t he horizontal current which 

pushes it across the lake. T he speed of propagation and the relative weakness of the 

sinking means that vert ical advection of heat is vastly reduced in this case. T he density 

of waters beneath the surface in trusion is therefore not increased as much as in case T9 

(which is shown in figure 6.2). As a resul t, t he density gradient between waters at depth 

in front of a nd behind t he surface position of T = T,nd is small and t he return flow in 

front of the thermal bar is significantly weaker. 

6.1.3 Simulation T7 

Mixing the ri ver and 'lake after ·only 7 days of simulation produces t he opposite scenario 

to Tl l, generat ing a thermal bar circulat ion from a relati vely small temperature grad ient 

at t he inflow (surface river temperature 4.7°C against a lake surface temperature of 
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3.8°C) . Unlike the previous cases, this thermal bar .does not propagate away from the 

river mouth and the river simply sinks upon entry to the lake , as shown in figure 6.6 (a) . 

This simulation is thus included as an example of a ri verine thermal bar ;vhich is not 

capable of t ravelling away from the source of cabbeling. 
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Figure 6.6: Characteristics of case T7 after 2 days of simulat ion: (a) Velocity 

vectors, T = Tmd line, and position of the section shown in figure 

6.7 (resolu tion ~, (b) isotachs of vertical velocity (10- 3 ms- I). 

The thermal bar does not move away from the river mouth because the temperature 

difference between it and the river (TR - Tmd ) is too small to generate t he strong surface 

current seen in cases T9 and Tll on the inshore side of the thermal bar. The river 

tempera ture is close enough to the Tmd for the majori ty of the inflow waters to become 

involved in cabbeling as soon as they enter the domain . This means tha t t here is very 

little mixed water which is less dense than the ambient lake and therefore capable of 

forming a strong current to move the thermal bar. 
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As there is no significant surface grav ity current to move the cabbcl ing away from the 

inflow, the sinking plume remains near t he boundary and induces a la rge circulation cell 

in the remainder of the lake. T his structure includes a return fl ow at the surface which 

impedes a ny poss ible propagat ion of t he t hermal bar, st rengtheni ng the descend ing fl ow 

near t he ri ve r inflow. T his feedback process prevents t he thermal ba r from moving unt il 

t he whole lake is significant ly warmer than the Tmd and the inflow fl oats on t he surface 

of a stable body of water. 

Although the ri ver pl unges upon ent ry to t he lake, the dy namics a re not simply 

those of a straightforward boundary current. Comparison of vert ical ve locity isotachs 

for T7 with those fo r S1 (fi gures 5.3(b) and 6.6( b)) reveals that the descending fluid 

mot ion is damped far more rapidly in the thermally-contro ll ed case. T his is due to the 

fundamental difference between t he virt ua lly linear relationship between salini ty and 

density and t he non-monotonic relat ionshi p between temperature and density. 

f low characteris t ics of T7 and S1 are ini t ia lly ve ry similar; t he ri ver induces a de nsity 

increase near the surface , producing a near-bou ndary sinking fl ow which dece lerates with 

de pt h due to cont inui ty, diffusion of momentum , and the dec rease in t he Tnul . However, 

vertical advection of heat and salin ity in t hese plu mes a fl·ects the subsequent circulation 

in vcry di fferent ways. In trod ucing the buoyancy cha nge due to sa linity, 

f:,.B s = _.'L (P(1in' S , Pin) - p(Tin , Sin, Pin)) , 
Po 

(6 .2) 

fi gure 6.7(b) shows that advection of salini ty increases the downwards buoyancy force 

at depth, which strengthens t he resul t ing fl ow, whereas advection of heat dow nwards 

moves the water column fur ther from the T,nd and produces an upwards buoyancy force 

which suppresses sinking at that dept h. F igure 6.7 is discussed in greater detail in t he 

fo llowing section. 
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Figure 6.7: Properties of each simulation at t he position of the main down

welling plume after 2 days: (a) vert ical velocity, (b) appropriate 

change in buoyancy (t::.BT or t::.B s). The posi tion of each of these 

sections is shown in figures 5.3(a) , 6. 1, 6.5, and 6.6(a). 

6.1.4 Comparison 

The three thermal bar scenarios presented above have several important similari t ies and 

differences. They all have a region of fluid which sinks dne to compaction on mixing, 

but t hey have totally different overall circulation patterns as a result of the varying 

horizontal movement of this sinking region . 

The cause of this varia tion in flow regime is the difference in horizontal density dis

tribut ion between the three cases, which is shown at 10 m depth in fi gure 6.8. T he most 

important feature of this plot is the imbalance in each case between density gradients 

on the inshore and offshore sides of the maximum . It is this imbalance wbich governs 

t he horizontal position of the thermal bar, implying t hat the density characteristics 

distinguish between the three types of dynamics described previously. 
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Figure 6.8: Density profil es for all non-saline cases at 10 m depth after 2 days 

of simulation. 

Comparison of vert ical sinking rates in the centre of each plume (figure 6.7(a)) shows 

that a slowly-moving thermal bar has a stronger downwelling than a rapidly-propagating 

one. T his is because the vertical advection of heat in one position is more pronounced 

in a slowly-propagating thermal bar, and this transport -resul ts in a larger downwards 

buoyancy forcing (figure 6.7(b)), which causes the higher downwelling speeds. 

6. 2 Transport of R iver-Borne Materials 

T he converging surface flows and descending plume of the thermal bar are commonly 

viewed as a dynamical barrier to horizontal advection within a water body (Carmack 

et a!. 1979, Kay et a!. 1995). This barrier limi ts the amount of water available for 

dilution of any noxious substances carried in the river, which produces the need for 

special care when determining maximum effluent release concent rat ions (Hubbard & 

Spain 1973, Wetzel 1983, Moll et a!. 1993) . 

Many authors also discuss how the thermal bar may advect Oxygen vertically to 

considerable depths (Cm·mack et a1. 1979, Shimaraev et al. 1993) , with the implication 

that pollutants could be similarly transported. Sinking generally increases the residence 

time of any particular s ubstance in a lake because outfl owing ri ver waters are usua ll y 

drawn from the surface (Carmack et al. 1979). In addi tion, transport of pollu tants 
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to a signifi cant dept h could generate part icul ar problems for Baikal's rare deep-water 

organisms (Haedrich 1996). T he verti ca l currents generated by t he t hermal bar may also 

form a crucia l rnechanislll in tbe annual plan kton cycle of Baika l by rc-suspend ing heavy 

d ia toms which sink in t he spr ing after an under-ice bloom in the winte r (S .Semovski , 

personal communicat ion). 

In thi s section each of these cla ims are tested on the non-saline therma l bar by close 

sc ru t iny of transported concentrations of the tracer variable <p which represents a ri ver 

influx of neut rall y-buoyant materi al. 

6.2.1 Horizontal Transport 

T he hori zontal t ransport of [i verine m ate ri a ls is mainly of in terest at t he surface of 

the lake, since most cha racteri st ics of t he ri ver water transfer at dept h a re gove rned by 

ve rticallllovements. Propagat ion rates from difrerent sirnulations a rc t herefore com pa red 

by plot ting t he movement of the surface signature of t he 10% cO ll centrat ion of tracer 

against t ime (figure 6.9). 

10% is chosen as the representative proportion of riverine t racer for several reasons. 

F irstly, it 1"0 11011'5 tllC posit ion of the thermal bar plum e quite closely, as converg ing 

fl ows above t he plume prod uce a grad ient in t racer wh ich usuall y conta ins this value. 

This means t hat information on t he movement of t he therm al bar as well as ri verine 

substances may be gleaned from this plot. In addi t ion , test ing has shown that other 

tracer concent ra tions have very sim ila r characteristics but on d ifferent t ime-scales, and 

10% is t herefore chosen because it is suffi cient ly representative of t he differences between 

simulations bu t a lso minimises data storage requirements. 

Although the fl ow in control case C is purely dri ven by fi xed velocities, it is clear 

from fi gure 6 .9 that t he hori zontal movement of ri ve rine substances is governed by 

difl"u sion across most of t he domain. Th is is obvious from t he nonlinear increase in 

d istance t rave ll ed with t ime; ini tia lly there is a la rge horizontal tracer grad ient a nd the 

propagation (clift"usion) is rapid , and later on the tracer spread ing is slower because the 

gradients a re weaker. Inspection of horizontal terms in the t ransport equation for t race r 

<p confirms th is analys is, a lt hough convection does play a small role in producing this 
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tendency because horizontal advective flows also weaken as the simulation proceeds. 
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Figure 6.9: Horizontal movement of 10% riverine tracer value at surface in 

all simulations. 

Since the 10% contour closely follows t he position of t he thermal bar , t he differences 

in horizontal movement of tracer between the other cases pictured in figure 6.9 have 

already been discussed and justi fi ed. In case T9 the movement of t racer is very similar 

to the control case for the first day of simulation, despite the huge difference in forces 

governing this propagation. 

The explanation for this similarity lies in the transport properties at the nose of the 

river in trusion , which are studied by scru t iny of a horizontal profile of tracer convective 

and diffusive flux terms 25 m below t he surface. T he discussion behind the choice 

of horizontal diffusivity J(" in sect ion 4.2 should be remembered when referring to a 

convection-diffusion comparison of this nature; a rather qualitative analys is is t he best 

that can be expected due to the arbitra riness of the choice of J(" . 

In case C, tracer . propagates as a resul t of convection and diffusion away from the 

inflow in this region (figure 6. 1D(a», whereas movl:!ment of t racer a t this .position in 
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simulation T9 is produced from a conflict between advection of t racer-free water towards 

t he inflow and t he increased diffusion of t racer away from the inflow which results from 

t he steep tracer grad ient caused by convergence in 'the thermal bar zone (fig ure 6.10(b)). 

After one day the balance between convection and ' diffusion in case T9 produces the 

same net transport as case C. However, after two days t he growing convection from the 

offshore circulation begins to delay t he thermal bar and horizontal propagation of tracer 

away from the river mouth in simulat ion T9 is halted rather sharply, as described in 

sect ion 6.1. 1, before actually reversing for a short t ime. 
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Figure 6.10: Hori zontal convective and diffusive ftuxes of t racer (uep and 

- J(h~ respectively) in t he different simulations after 2 days 

(x lO- 3s- I ) : (a) C, Cb) T7, (c) T9, (d) TU 

Unsurprisingly t he horizontal movement of t racer is im peded qui te severely in case 

TT As in the other cases the ini tial movement is fa irly rapid due to convection from t he 

fi xed inflow velocity, bu t the effects of vertical sinking down the boundary soon become 

apparent as t he recirculation begins. T he movement of t racer away from t he river is first 
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halted and then reversed by ever-stronger convection of t racer-free water .towards the 

inflow which is forced by the sinking region. T his reversal ceases only when convection 

towards the river mouth steepens the t racer grad ient to such an extent t hat diffusion 

equals convection, forming a horizontal equilibrium which is almost present in figure 

6. 10(c). 

The resul ts for case Tl1 show an enhanced rate of hor izontal mixing by the thermal 

bar as a consequence of the rapid movement of t he surface grav ity current across the 

lake. It is a lso observed that the propagat ion curve is nearly linear in this case, which 

indicates that convection is the dri ving fo rce behind this movement. Closer inspection 

of tracer t ransport terms (figure 6. 10 (d)) confirms t hat the horizontal convection of 

tracer dominates diffusion over most o f the domain, although in terestingly diffusion is 

strongest at t he very nose of the ri ver intrusion. It is therefore t he strong convection 

of heat (which has a similar profi le to t hat of tracer convection in figure 6. 10(d)) which 

propagates the thermal bar rapidly across the domain. 
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Figure 6.11 : Horizontal distribu t ion of riverine tracer for thermal bat'simu

. lations after 2 days. 

The above resul ts show that the t hermal bar may increase or decrease t he horizontal 

spreading of riverine' substances from a lake-wide perspective, but locally t he thermal 

bar always acts as a barrier to horizontal spreading dite to its horizontal convergence and 

increased vertical mixing. Horizontal profiles of tracer (figure 6.11) confirm this ana lysis 
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by showing that in every simu la tion the t racer grad ient is s teepened in the region of the 

thermal bar. 

6.2 .2 Vert ical Transport 

Assessing the vertical transport by the t hermal bar is the primary a im of this study, bu t 

unfortu nately it is rather diffi cult to quantify the ve rt ica l movement of t racer substances 

in fl ow regimes of such a varying nature . To avoid this problem, plots of the sinking 

achieved by a particular tracer concentration arc taken at the horizontal distance from 

the inflow which gives t he deepes t value. Extreme care must the refore be taken with 

this di scussion because the given depths may be taken at a different horizontal position 

for each simulation and t ime increment. The smallest maximum depth which t he trace r 

value will reach is 50 m, the depth of the inflow region. 

F igure 6. 12 shows the maximum depth achieved by a 1 % concentration of t racer for 

each simu lation as a fun ction of t ime. As in sect ion 6.2.1. , t he 1% value was chosen 

to minimise sto rage requirements after test ing showed t hat the cha racteristics of fi gure 

6.12 are preserved when using other reasonable reference values of <p. T his choice is a lso 

sui tab le because a 1% concentration of any ri verine substance is a significant a mount 

for the purposes of pollu tion and oxygenation studies. 

In genera l terms thi s picture shows t hat the thermal bar is rather ineficctive at 

mixing high concentrat ions of river ine matter to the bottom of any lake which is deeper 

than about 350 m. T his agrees with thermal bar maximum-dept h est imations based 

upon the decrease of the T,nd with depth (Carmack & Weiss 1991). This maximum 

mixing depth is not unique to the t racer concentration of 1%; a closer a nalysis shows 

that vert ical convect ion plays a secondary ro le to diffusion beneath 400 m and values of 

t racer are lower than 0.01% t here whi le the therma l bar operates. In contrast to this 

result, it can be seen tha t saline grav ity currents renew waters at t he very bottom of the 

domain after a continuous downwards mixing near the mouth of the ri ver. Case T9 P 

is a T9 simulation which has all thermobari c efrec ts removed , a nd is fu lly discussed 

in section 6.4; for the t ime being it is suffi cient to note t hat the plume immediately 

transports ri verine matter to the lake bed in this case. The plot clearly shows that it 

is the pressure effects upon t he thermal cont rol of density which impedes mixing in the 
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Figure 6.12: Maximum depth of 1 % ri verine tracer concentration fo r all sim

ulations. 

T he least vigorous vert ical transport is given by t he control case C which has no 

variation in density. Due to t he lack of any buoyancy forcing, the vert ical velocity in 

this case is produced solely as a response to the horizontal motion at the inflow and 

outfl ow boundaries, and is very weak accordingly. T he vert ical t ranspor t of tracer is 

thus solely governed by diffusion at t he intermediate value of vert ical eddy viscosity 

which is arbi t rarily assigned . to this simulation. 

Case Tll barely provides any increase on control simulation C, giving t he least ver

t ical t ransport of 'a ll of t he cases involving density- induced momentum. T his happens 

because the thermal bar t raverses the la ke so quickly that there is not enough down

welling in one posit ion for descending flows to produce a significant downwards transport 

of t racer. 

Simulation T9 shows an increase over case Tll in the ver tical movement of t racer. 

T his is part ly due to t he larger vert ical velocity in this case (figure 6.7 (a)), bu t is 
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primaril y a result of the slower horizontal propagation of t he t herma l bar. Since t he 

thermal bar renews water in one place for longer, the maximum dept h of t he 1% t racer 

concent rat ion in t he domain is deeper than that of simulation Tll even though t he 

total mixing averaged over the domain is initiall y simil ar. It is emphasised that this 

case, which is considered to be t he reference t herma l bar simulation, does not produce 

enough mixing to carry t racer concentrat ions of 1 % or la rger beneath 350 m. 

A comparison of tracer plots for simulations T7 and S1 invo kes the discuss ion of 

sec tion 6.1.3. Initially the tracer t ransport profil es for t hese two scenarios are ex tremely 

similar , and the vertical t ransport due to cabbeling in case T'l actually exceeds t he 

transport of case S1 for the second day of simulat ion. However, whi le transport in t he 

sa line case continues as before after this t ime, the descending flows or t he T'l t hermal 

bar cease to t ransport matter any deeper. In l~lct t he downwards movement of tracer is 

reversed after 2 days of simulat ion because t he water co lu mn near the inflow becomes 

warmer than the T"ut throughout. Advection of wann wate rs downwards thell prod uces 

an upwa.rds buoya.ncy force due to the decrease in t he T,,,d (figure 6.7(b)), which forces 

the wa ter to s top sinking and move horizontally away from t he boundary. This 1I10ve

ment causes a smallu )Jwards convection of tracer-free water near t he bound ary, which is 

just powerful enough to accou nt for t he raising of t he deepest 1% tracer concent rat ion. 

6.3 Effects of Inflow Velocity Un 

Since t he ve locity of the t hrough fl owing ri ver is arbitraril y chosen in this work , t his 

section contains results and a brief discuss ion of an inflow-velocity sensit ivi ty study 

based on a comparison of case T9 with simulations T9UO and T9 U1, which arc ident ical 

to T9 apart from their inflow velocity, which is Un == 0 and 0.01 ms- J respect ively. 

When compared to fi gure 61 , velocity vectors in fi gure 6. 13 show that the speed of 

propagat ion of the thermal bar is significantly altered by changes to the inflow velocity, 

even at these low values. It can be observed tha.t the ri ver's discharge pushes t he thermal 

bar across the lake by strongly influenCing the inshore currents at the very surrace. The 

inflow rate also controls t he circulat ion beneath this surface flow, as T9Ul conta.ins 

a clockwise-rota.ting current which accompanies a strong upwelling beneath the ri ver 
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inflow, while T9UO has no such upwelling motions and displays a weak circulation only 

within the stable ri ver intrusion. 
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Figure 6.13: Velocity vectors and T = Tmd line after 2 days for simula tions 

wi th various Un (resolu tion ~): (a) T9UO, (b) T9Ul . 

Despite t hese differences, this study shows that, like increasing A", thf) qualita ti ve 

effects of increasing Un on the actual form of the t hermal bar and flows around the lake 

are relatively small . T he fluid motions plotted in figure 6.13 show all of t he major T9 

characteristics discussed in section 6.1.1 , such as t he inshore surface current, defl ected 

sinking plume, and unbalanced vertical extent of horizontal currents on either side of 

t he thermal bar. Most importantly, t he vertical motions generated by the. ri ver inflow 

are of a very similar magnitude in all three cases . . This happens because raising t he 

inflow velocity does not significant ly a lter t he horizonta l density gradient (containing 

the Tn,,£) at t he very nose of the river intrusion, which is responsible for t he vert ical 
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mot ions of the thermal bar and therefore t he circulations ill the lake. Instead, the ri ver 

merely transports this region of horizontal density vari a tion across t he lake. 

Numerical testing shows that it is possible to produce more dramat ic cha nges in the 

flow regime by increasing the rate of How through the doma in further. However, while 

the tested Un values may be low for a shallow river outlet, it is important to remember 

t hat the ri ver inflow to this mocle l is 50 m deep ancl velocit ies should not be much la rger 

t han those tested here, as di scussed in sect ion 2.3.2. In any case, the object of thi s study 

is to examine fl ows dri ve n by buoyancy effects rather th an kinematic forcing. 

6.4 Effects of Thermobaricity 

An important advance of t his study over most prev ious work is t he inclusion of pressure 

terms in t he equation of state, which reso lves the decrease in t he Tm" wit h depth. The 

eHect of pressure variation on the therm al expansion coeffi cient is call ed thenTIobaricity 

and is an im portant consideration when studying vert ical advect ion in lakes as deep 

as Baikal. T hermobaricity is genera ll y neglected in lacust rine modelling because t he 

pressure variation in the vast majori ty of lakes is negligible due to thei r sha ll owness 

relat ive to Baibl. Results from thi s sect ion and chapte r 8 show t hat this ass umption is 

broadly valid for lakes of up to 200 m dept h. 

As thermobaricity is so importa nt to thermal bar dynam ics ill a deep lake, it is 

incl uded in all simul ations and a simplificat ion of t he model is t herefore required in 

order to gauge its effects. For comparat ive purposes a modifi ed vers ion of s imulation 

T9 was performed in wh ich the pressure varia tion t hroughout the depth of Baikal was 

ignored in density calculations, so that p = 0 was fi xed in the equation of state (2.8) 

and eddy-viscosity formulation (i. e. et a nd N 2
) . T he resul t ing simulation, T9P, is 

crucia l to the study because it justifies some of t he buoyancy arguments made in the 

thermobari city- reso lving cases a nd a llows t his modelling work to illll strate t he s ituations 

under which t hermobari city is vitally important. 

Results in this simulation are considered a fter only one day of simulation to ease a 

comparison wit h other cases; after two days t he circul ation is so st rong that buoyancy 
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changes and vertical velocities are unrecognisable in the context of the previous results. 

After t his time, t he non- thermobaric cabbeling is ·responsible for a significant down

welling near the inflow region, as shown in figure 6.14(a) . T his sinking region extends to 

the very bed of the lake and attains vertical velocit ies which are an order of magni tude 

larger than those of case T9 after half of the simulation t ime, as shown by a comparison 

of figures 6.7 (a) and ·6.14(b). T his strong vert ical movement impedes the ·propagation 

of the thermal bar in the same fashion as that of case T7; the extra sinking velocity 

relative to the hori zontal temperaturc gradient causes a larger shoreward return flow at 

t he surface (v ia continui ty) and the movcment of the T == T,nd line is halted. 
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Figure 6. 14: Characteristics of case T9P after 1 day of simulation: (a) Veloc

ity vectors and T == Tmd line (resolu tion ~), (b) vertical velocity 

and change in buoyancy flET at the position marked in (a) . 

o 

The extra sinking induced in this case is clearly .a resul t of the depth-uniformi ty of 

the equation of state, and figure 6.14(b) reveals how the lack of pressure dependence 

affects the buoyancy forcing. Clearly a depth-constant Tmd ensures that the downwards 
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advect ion of heat a lways produces a density increase and downwards buoyancy forcing, 

inducing a strong descending current thro ughout the depth of the lake. 

Plotting t he vert ica l transport ill T9P against some other cases (fi gure 6. 12) high

lights th e importance of thermobaric effects in Lake Baika!. While vertical t ransport is 

severely impeded in case T9, the boundary current of T9P plunges ri ver water to t he 

bed of tile lake even more quickly than t he higher-salini ty control case S2. As well as 

illustrat ing t he theory of Carmack & Wciss (1991), thi s result confirms the uniqueness 

of Baika l's deep vent ilation mechanisms, since t here can be no other temperate lake in 

which thermobaricity is so important . 
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Chapter 7 

Results - Effects of Salinity 

In troducing a riverine influx of salini ty to the simulation of the thermal bar is the 

primary advance of this deep-lake stud y over prev ious modelling work. This chapter 

details the effects of a difference in salini ty between river and lake upon the thermal bar 

results descri bed ea rli er. 

Average salinity values for Lake Ba ika l and t he Sclenga River arc g iven at 96.3 

mgkg- r and 126.8 mgkg- J by Falkner et a l. (1091 ) a nd Vot in tsev (1993) respect ively. 

Unfort unately, the use of thi s exact Selenga m ine is not appropriate here as it is taken 

from a measuring station immediately above the Sclenga delta, and is t herefore a con

cent ration from a relatively shallow ri ver several kilometres upst ream of t lt e 50m-deep 

inflow region used in these simulations. Tlte salini ty of the river inflow used in this work 

is mudJ closer to the a mbient lake valu e as it is assnmed that t he ri ver water undergoes 

consid era ble mixing in the delta before entering t he model domain . 

As described in section 2.3.2, these salini ty studies were performed by adding con

centrations of 1, 2, 5, and 10 mgkg- J to t he ri ve r salini ty and keeping the lake value 

constant at 96.3 mgkg- J. These small dif-rerences in salini ty are sufficient to radically 

alter the flows predicted in each simulat ion, and in t he majori ty of cases described here 

the thermal bar is transformed into a bou ndary current similar to that of case TT 

The effects on density of the ranges of temperature and salini ty employed here a re 

illustrated in fi gure 7.1 , where isopycnals arc plotted for pressure levels of 0 and 50 

bar. This plot is provided as a reference for t he discussion in this chapter, which often 

cites the complex interplay of tempera.ture, salini ty, and pressure effects upon density 
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as justification for the predicted motions. 
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Figure 7.1: Isopycnals at two pressure levels over the ranges of temperaturc 

and salini ty reievaut to thi s study: (a) atmosphcri c prcssurc, (b) 

50 bar. 

7.1 Simulation T9 

Sincc t he t hree t hermal cases have four salinc variants each, the saline T7 a nd Tll se ts 

are not describcd in full here in t he interests of brevity. Instead, a full description and 

analysis of each saline T9 case is given and resul ts of the other cases are related to these 

findings as a ppropriate. 

7 .1.1 Case T9S1 

A representative impression of the effect of ri verine salinity on the therma l bar may 

be gained by comparing vclocity vectors aftcr 2 days from case T9 with t hose from 

T95'1 (fi gures 6.1 and 7.2(b) respectively). It is clear from these plots t hat the sali ne 

component of the ri ver- lake density difference impedes t he horizontal propagation of the 

t hermal bar and causes a localised circulation at the river mou th. Ho\Vever, fi gure 7.2(b) 
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also shows that this salini ty-enhanced vertical flow is sharply suppressed beneath about 

350 m in depth. 
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Figure 7.2: Velocity vectors for case T9S1 (resolut ion ~): (a) after 1 day, (b) 

after 2 days. 

A study of earlier vectors (figure 7.2(a» shows that the downwelling at the boundary 

starts as soon as the simulation· is initia ted because mineralisation and cabbeling ensures 

that the mixture of river and lake water is denser than the ambient lake. The surface 

Tmd position is offset slightly from the ri vel' mou th by the warm waters inshore of the 

density maximum , but beneath this the sinking takes place immediately adjacent to 

the boundary. At th is t ime the river plume descends relatively slowly but the depth 

attained by the sinking is much greater t han later in the simulation (corripare figures 

7.2(a) and (b». 

Later vector plots reveal that the near-boundary sinking gets stronger and shallower 
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with t ime, so that after 4 days the descending fl ow is much stronger but does not sink 

past 250 m (not shown). The river water moves horizontally away from t he boundary 

at t his depth and a ci rculation cell is formed in the top sect ion of the domain , with very 

li ttle vert ical movement below ·t his. 

As before, t he flow patterns descri bed above can be expla ined by consideration of 

the buoyancy forcing and continui ty effects. The progression of the total change in 

buoyancy plotted in figures 7.3 (a) and (b), where 

!J iJ.B = -- (p(T, S , Pin) - p(Ti,,, Si,,, P;,,)), 
Po 

(7. 1) 

shows that t he magnitude of t he density change from initial condi tions increases as 

t ime proceeds. The near-river increase in density due to salini ty (which generates the 

iJ.Bs profi le) is seen to be more extensive at dept h after 2 days due to t he movement of 

salini ty downwards. T his acts against t he increase in positive buoyancy change at depth 

which results from the downwards advection of warm waters (iJ.Br). Overall , however, 

t he total density change iJ.B refl ects t he iJ.Br profi le more than the iJ.B s profi le and 

thermal effects are therefore held to dom inate salini ty in determining iJ.B. iJ.B seems to 

become more polarised with t ime, as the large positive and negative buoyancy forcings 
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Figure 7.3: Buoyancy characteristics 6.BT , 6.Bs and 6.B for simulation 

T9S1: (a) after 1 day, 500 m from left shore, (b) a fter 2 days, 

500 in from left shore. 
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from the d ifferent sources grow over a small vertical extent. 

This component analysis indicates t hat after 24 hours the flows are governed by 

near-surface density characteristics, resulting in a weak flow extend ing to a relat ively 

great dept h, but after 2 days buoyancy forcings down to 400 m depth are important 

due to the verti cal advec tion of density-altering substances. On longer timesca les the 

thermal domina nce of buoyancy change at 300 - 400 m depth grows to such an extent 

that water cannot sink past this region , and descending waters are therefore deflected 

out in to the lake. 

These deflected waters travel hori zonta ll y away from the plume, heedless of the 

downwards curvature of the T - Tmd contours, under similar forcings to the deflected 

plume of t he T9 case after 8 days, which is described in sect ion 6.l.l. Th is water does 

not s ink due to the presence of the thennobaric barri er and ri ses instead to form the 

rapid circulat ion ofls hore of the Tmd whi ch feeds t he near-boundary sink ing region. 

7.1.2 Case T9S2 

Tncreasing the input of ri verine sa li nity in case T9S2 produces quali tatively similar 

dynam ics , but with a considerably stronger downwelling (figure 7.4). An important 

d ifle rence is that the small hori zontal propagat ion seen in case T9S1 is suppressed much 

morc quickly a nd after 2 days the surface cabbeling takes place immediately adjacent 

to the ri ver mouth. This plot a lso shows t hat the stronger forcing and faster fl ows of 

thi s case produce a narrower boundary current than previously, a ll owing the growth of 

a deeper circulation of[5hore of the main plume. A good example of thi s lower sinking 

plu me is shown in fi gure 7.4 at 300 m - 400 m depth and 1.5 km from the river mouth. 

T hese new features can also be rela t ed to changes in buoyancy forcing from initial 

cond itions. Comparing fi gures 7.3 (b) and 7.5 it can be seen that salini ty efFects char

acteri sed by 6.Bs exert a significant influence over the total buoyancy change 6.B in 

case T9S2. T he maximum absolu te value of 6.Bs is la rger t han in case T9S1 and t his 

quantity attains a consistent ly large negative value over a considerable vertical distance 

as a resul t of increased downwards advedion of salini ty in one fixed position. T his 

means that the total change in buoyancy forcing 6.B is clirected downwa rds wit h a 
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larger magnitude and over a greater depth than previously. 
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Figure 7.4: Velocity vectors for case T9S2 after 2 days (resolution ~). 
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Figure 7.5: Buoyancy characteristics !lBT , !lBs and !lB for simulation 

T9S2 after 2 days, 250 m from Left shore. 
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It is temp ting to postulate that thi s rapid downwelling caused by extra sali nity 

would pa rt ia lly overcome the thermally- induced posit ive buoyancy change at depth and 

vent ilate much deeper wate rs tha n in case T9S1. However, a comparison of fi gures 

7.2(b) and 7.4 shows t hat waters do not s ink much fur t her, a sur pri sing resul t which can 

be explained by consideration of t::.BT in fi gure 7.5. It can be seen that the increased 

ver t ical advection of case T9S2 transports more heat downwards than case T9S1, which 

increases t he positive values of buoyancy change at depth and therefore brings the 

downwelli ng to a halt . 

T he secondary plume in case T9S2 resul ts from the increased levels of sa lini ty in 

t he fl ows emanating from the base of the descending boundary current. T he cont rol of 

the fl ow hori zontall y away from t he boundary is described in section 6.l. 1 as a lock

exchange mecha nism whereby a dense int rusion spreads along the thermobaric barrier. 

In contrast to T9, t he T9S2 version of t his current t ransports increased salini ty to t his 

region, causing t he wate r to breach t he thennobari c barrier when it has t ravelled fa r 

enough from the region of st rong resistance caused by the dow nwards heat transfer near 

the boundary. 

7.1.3 Cases T9S5 and T9S10 

Adding larger salini t ies to the inflow generates resul ts whicl l extrapolate t he t rends 

established by cases T9S1 and T9S2. Velocity plots show t hat in each case the cabbcling 

generates a boundary plume which sinks to a part icul a r depth and is then ha lted, with 

waters propagat ing away from the boundary at the base of the plume (not shown). T he 

depth at which thi s plume stops sinking will hereafter be referred to as the 'equilibrium 

depth ' because it a ri ses from a balance of buoyancy effects. A secondary plume is a lso 

observed in both cases, and closer examination reveals t hat this fl ow is stronger in case 

T9S10. T his provides more circumstantial ev idence to support the propos it ion t hat 

salini ty is the governing facto r in t his phenomenon. 

P rofil es of buoyancy forcing cha nge t::.B taken down the cent re of each s inking bound

ary current a re remarkab ly similar to each other in te ndency (figure 7.6(a) and (b)). In 

both cases t he t::.B profil e has the general characterist ics of t::.BT but is mod ified by a 

L'.Bs-induced shift towards negat ive cha nge (i.e. downwards forcing) which is a lmost 
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uniform with depth . Figure 7.6(b) shows that buoyancy change in case T9S10 is utterly 

dominated by 6.Bs above 200 m depth. 
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Figure 7.6: Buoyancy characteristics 6.BT ,6.Bs , and 6.B after 2 days: (a) 

case T9S5, 400 m from left shore, (b) case T9S10, 150 ID from 

left shore. 

It is clear that t he addition of salinity to these plumes increases t he plume density 

relative to the la ke, and thus modifies the overall thermal control of the sinking. Plumes 

with a higher salinity sink fur ther because a larger difference between plume temperature 

and the local Tmd is required to balance the haline density increase and set the plume'S 

equilibrium depth. 

7.1.4 Comparison 

The delaying effect of riverine salini ty on the 'horizontal propagation of the thermal bar 

is a direct consequence of its influence on the delicate balance of density gradients on 

either side of the maximum. Figure 7.7 shows near-surface horizontal density profiles 
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after 2 days for the T9 cases of various riverine salini ty. A clear observation from this 

figure is that the density maximum attains a higher value in saline cases than otherwise. 

T his is fairly obvious, since salini ty always increases density, but is very important in 

understanding the mechanisms behind the overall fl ow pattern. As the density of the 

plume is fur ther from the ambient lake density than in non-saline cases, t he plume will 

sink more rapidly in to the lake water and the flo,v towards the thermal bar on the 

offshore side (i. e. between lake and thermal bar) will be stronger due to the steeper 

density gradient . 
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Figure 7.7: Density profiles at 10 m depth for all T9 simulations after 2 days. 

T he increase in the offshore density gradient is particularly important because the 

riverine salinity also lessens the density difference between the maximum and the river 

by increasing the ri vei 's density more than the density maximum (figure. 7.7). As a 

result the dominant flow swi tches from inshore of the density maximum in case T9 to 

offshore in case T9S5, with drastic consequences for the propagation of the thermal 

bar. Continuity-driven return surface flow from the stronger sinking also plays a part 

in curtailing the forward movement of the saline thermal. bar. 

Figure 7.7 also shows that T9 cases with river salinity differences of 10 mgkg- 1 and 

above have a river inflow which is denser than the lake before any mixing has taken 

place. T his plume would never propagate away from the river inflow but is of interest to 

this study because thermobaric control of t he equilibrium depth takes place as before. 
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7.1.5 Transport Properties 

The effect of salinity on transport is studied , as before, by consideration of position vs. 

t ime char ts of a concent ration of ri ver t racer cp. T he plot of hori zontal t racer propagation 

(figure 7.8(a)) is relatively uninteresting; clearly the horizontal movement of the thermal 

bar is impeded by salinity, an effect which is intensified as more salinity is added to the 

infl ow. 
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Figure 7.8: Transport propert ies of T9 simulat ions with various riverine 

salini ty: (a) horizontal movement of 10% tracer value at surface, 

(b) maximum depth of 1 % ri verine tracer concentration. 
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In all saline cases, the thermal bar ini t ia lly propagates away from the ri" er before 

t he buoyancy-dri ven circulat ion from the boundary fl ow ini t iates a signifi cant retu rn 

current. By advect ing cool t racer-free water towards the ri ve r this return fl ow forces a 

retrograd ing in the movement of t he t racer and t hermal bar. Therefore t he more salini t.y 

is added to the ri ver, the more the horizontal propagation of t racer is suppressed. 

Saline effects on vertical transport are a li ttle more in teresti ng. Figure 7. 8(b) shows 

that adding 1 mgkg- I salini ty to a river ini t ia lly increases the mixing of ri verine sub

stances into the lake, but surpris ingly after Lt days the net penet ration is t he same as 

case T9, with a max imum 1% tracer concentration dept h of just 350 1l1 . T he t racer sinks 

more rapidly, but then rises s lightly as the positive buoyancy changes at this depth force 

t he sunken fluid to resett le. 

The effect of adding extra salin ity in case T9S2 is equally surpri sing Although 

a marked increase in t racer sin king rate is noted , t he maximum depth of net tracer 

transport is rather similar to case T9S1. Indeed, afte r 2 days the max imum depth of 

1% river water is onl y 10 m deeper in case T9S2 than in case T9S1. Moreover, after Lt 

days the efFect of doubling t he salinity difl'erence between ri ver and lake (at these values, 

which are admitted ly small ) is to increase the maximum tra nsport depth by a mere 40 

1I1. 

Once more, cases 1'9S5 and 1'9S10 follow the t rend la id down by the simulat ions wit h 

a lower river salini ty. Add ing salini ty ini t ia lly quickens the rate of downwards vert ical 

transport but an equ ili brium is then formed which prevents a ny fur t her sinking. T he 

t ime taken for the formation of this vert ical balance decreases wit h increasing salini ty, 

since stronger downwards fl ows rapidly move warm waters in to a position where t hey 

a re fa r from the Tmd , generating t he posit ive buoyancy change required to balance t he 

saline density increase and set t he equilibrium depth. 
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7.2 Simulation T11 

Streamline plots for the four saline vari ants of case TU show that there are two distinct 

flow regimes found at different salini ty levels (figure 7.9). Higher-salinity cases TllS5 

and Tll Sl O produce the familiar dynamics of a sinking boundary current and thermo

baric barrier, while cases T11 Sl and TllS2 feature an entirely new phenomenon: the 

travelling saline therm al bar. 
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Figure 7.9 : Streamlines for each saline Tl1 case after 2 days: (a) TllSl , (b) 

Tll S2, (c) TllS5, (d) TllSlO. 

T he driving force behind the movement of t his travelling thermal bar is the large 

temperature anomaly between river and lake which is t he defining characteristic of case 
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Tll. Streamlines in figure 7.9(a) show that the gravity current near the surface behaves 

similarly to that of the non-saline case (compare to figure 6.5), but beneath t he surface 

flow conditions ai'e very different. Since TIIS2 has similar dynamics to TIISJ , its 

description is neglected here in favour of a fuller explanation of TIISI flo\vs. 

When the surface point of T = T",d moves away from the river in case T11 , the 

sinking region beneath the maximum in density moves with it, as shown in figure 6.5. 

This ha ppens because all buoyancy forces in the domain are dominated by the relatively 

large temperature gradients near the surface of the lake. In case TI1S1 , early advection 

by t he thermal bar in the vicini ty of the river mout h alters the density cha racteristics 

at depth considerably by transporting salini ty downwards, initiating a plume at depth 

which persists even when the surface gravity current moves the near-surface cabbeling 

away from the river inflow. This plume, which attains the maximum density at depths 

greater t han 100 m, then draws thermal bar waters horizontally back into it, event ually 

warming a column of water t hrough t he Tmd and establishing stable st ratificat ion. 
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Figure 7.10: Density profiles for all Tll cases after 2 days at 10 m depth 

In contrast to the travelling t hermal bar in the above discussion, the flows generated 

in cases TIlS5 and ,TilS10 are remarkably simi,lar to the boundary currents of t heir 

saline T9 counterparts, even as far as the close correlation between the depths achieved 

by each sinking plume. The explanation of t hiS distinction between the two flow regimes 

lies in the balance of thermal and haline effects, which can be inferred from the hori zontal 
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density profi les from end case (fi gure 7. 10) . 

This fi gure shows that the density maxirna [or the two higher-salini ty cases Me in 

similar pos it ions to the corresponding members of the T9 seri es, whereas t he lower

salini ty thermal ba rs have progressed much fur ther in the Tll scenMio (compare to 

fi gure 7.7). Th is is clearly due to the massive density gradient on t he inshore side of 

the thermal bar in case Tll , the impact of which is only nullifi ed by salini ty inpu ts of 

5 and 10 mgkg- '. 

The horizontal propagation of tracer under the Tl 1 thenm\! regime with various 

sali ne fo rcings is quite stra ightforward and is onl y briefly discussed here. T he rapid 

movement of the therma l bar case T11 (figure 6.11 ) is damped quite sharply by the 

efFects of salini ty in cases Tl1S1 and TllS2, and in the two higher-salini ty cases prop

agat ion of the thermal bar is totally ha lted. 

Vert ica l transport characteri st ics a lso refl ec t the d ifferences betwee n the two di st irr ct 

flow types found here. Lower salinity cases produce s rnall increases ill vc rtical transport 

over TJ 1 but thesc arc li mited by the trave lling nature of the therma l bar in additioll to 

the usual buoyancy effects. Higher salilli ties prod uce deeper plumes with sim ila r eflects 

to t hose noted in the T9 seri es , a lbeit with a slight ly shallower nraxirnum deptlr as a 

resul t of the wanner inflow. 

7.3 Simulation T7 

The dynam ics of the sa line T7 simulations a re the s implest of a ll , due to t he fact that the 

T7 thermal bar is a boundary sinking current even befo re t he addi t ion of any riverine 

salini ty. F igure 7.11 shows that the dep th of sinking is slightly deeper t ha n that of T9 

simulat ions, which is expected because t he cooler inflow of T7 cases has to sink rurther 

to provide t he same compensating upwards buoyancy as T9. 

Density plots show why t he dynam ics of all T7 simulations are so s imilar , and onl y 

differ in t he speed of fl ows in the circulation; the density maxim a a re all in the same 

place but are of varying magnit uc\es . All cases are sinking gravity currents because the 
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density gradient inshore of the thermal bar is not sufficient to overpower .the offshore 

density gradient and move the thermal bar. In the extreme case T7S10 it can be seen 

that the effects of salini ty are so strong compared to thermal effec ts that the density 

monotonically decreases away from the ri ver inflow . 
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Figure 7.11: Streamlines for each saline T 7 case after 2 days: (a) T7S1 , (b) 

T7S5. 
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Figure 7.1 2: Density profiles for all T7 cases after 2 days at 10 m depth. 
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Horizontal t racer transport is predictab ly t ri vial in that plots which are a more 

extreme vcrsion of figure 7.8(a) are obtaincd. Vert ical transport is a lso surprisingly 

close to rcsul ts from the T9 sccnario, with a s light increase in thc maximum dcpth of 

dowll wcll ing as mentioned above. Ncither plot is s uffi ciently original to merit inclusion 

in thi s s tudy. 
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Chapter 8 

Results - Small Lake Dynamics 

While t he deep lake model in the prevIous study of t he ri verine thermal bar allows 

interesting conclusions to be drawn about the maximum plume sinking dept h and ther

mobaric effects, its large domain and relat ively fin e reso lution requires some drastic 

assumptions to avoid excessive demands on compu tational power. In cont rast , this 

chapter details t he resul ts of a more sophist icated ri verine t herma l ba r simulation in a 

smaller lake sec tion, nomin a ll y representative of the South T hompson Ri ver inflow to 

Kamloops Lake in Bri t ish Columbia. In thi s way it is possible to test and extend the 

validi ty of results in chapters 5 - 7 with t he reSOUl"ceS available to thi s st udy" 

The main advan tage of studying the therma l ba r in a smaller do main is the longer 

simulat ion t ime scales which a re possi ble, ena bling a model of t he spring ri verine t hermal 

bar in Kamloops Lake throughout the majori ty of its lifespan. Th is longe r simulation 

t imespan is suffi cient for a study of the interact ion of t he riverine t hermal ba r dynamics 

with the spring plankton bloom, and results extending the wo rk of BI< to the ri verine 

case a re presented in the next chapter. 

Running each simulation for a longer period of time brings into question several 

assumpt ions made in t he previous study of Lake Baikal, so the code is modifi ed to cope 

with t he removal of these simpli fications, as fu lly described in section 2.l. Adopt ing the 

latit ude and angle relat ive to north of the cent reline of Kamloops Lake, co rioli s forcing is 

now included in the moment um equations. In addi t ion, surface heating of the ri ver and 

la ke will become importan t to the calcu la tion of temperature gradients cont rolling the 

thermal bar, so a heat flux of Qs = 170 Wm - 2 is applied to the lake surface t hroughout 
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the simulation, while t he river inflow is warmed by O.2°C for every day of simulation 

(Carmack 1979). Anot her benefit deri ved from the consideration of a sha llower domain 

is the increase in lake width which is possible . T he lake in thi s stud y is taken to be 10 

km wide accordingly, and the domain is also give n a slop ing ri ver delta as the results are 

viewed as more of a realistic case study t han the a bs traction of the previous chapters. 

Dynamica l resul ts of the reference shallow- lake s imulat ion ]{ are presented first, 

and then t he consequences of a range o f a lterations to t il e model a rc studied. Effects 

of salinity and thermo bari city are a lso discussed, and th e overall transport of ri verine 

substances is illustra ted to provide a complete background for the plankton populat ion 

studies in chapters 9 and 10. Finally, the consequences of this work are discussed wit h 

reference to the deep- lake findings of earli er cbapters. T hroughout this chapter all 

velOCity vector plo ts a re shown at the actual grid resolu t ion . 

8.1 Background Flow-Field 

As detail ed in section 2.4.2 , the temperature of the ri ver inflow rises above the T,nd a fter 

three days of simulation t ime and the onset of cabbeling takes p lace. T he progression 

of s treamline plots in fi gure 8 .1 shows t he characteri stics of t he reslll t ing t herma l ba r 

throughout the 24-day span of the simulation. 

T his t ime-series of flow characteristics shows t hat the nat ure of the thermal bar is 

criti call y dependent upon the posit ion of t he Tmd relative to the ri ver mo uth. In the early 

stages of t he simulation there are steep localised temperature gradients near the inflow, 

generating a strong plume which sinks down the boundary (fi gure 8 .1 (a)) . Conversely, 

t he widely-spaced hori zonta l temperature gradients present in the later s tages of the 

model generate a weak sinking region which is represented by vert ica l streamlines spread 

over several kilometres beneath a hori zontal surface fl ow directed away from the ri ver 

mout h (fi gures 8. 1(b) and (e)) . Stud ies presented in section 8. 2.2 indicate that the 

development of corioJis forces may a lso be pa rtly responsible for the width of thi s sinking 

region, t hrough a weak downwards forcing inshore of the surface T,ml· 
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Figure 8.1: Progression of streamlines in simulation K: (a) 8 days, (b) 16 

days, (c) 24 days. 

Fo llowing the tradition of earlier thermal bar analyses, the above description of the 

evolution of t his flow regime is related to plots of the near-surface density profile, shown 

in figure 8.2, which illustrate the temperature-based arguments above. Ini tially the 

density variation is confined to a very narrow area, but a.fter 20 days the region of water 

containing the horizontal density grad ient inshore of the Tmd is nearly 3 km wide. 

It can be seen that the ri ver's density fall s rapidly as the simulation proceeds, wh ile 

the lake's density increases towards the maximum due to the slow warming imposed on 

the surface. T hus the density profile around the thermal bar evolves frofil an evenly-
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balanced peak after 8 days to a steep one-sided density gradient after 20 days. Results 

of the simulation are thought to lose accuracy after 24 days as the effects of the arbitrary 

out ftow condi t ion become important once the thermal bar approaches the half-way point 

of the lake (see section 2.4 .3) . 
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Figure 8.2 : Horizontal density distribution at 5 m depth throughout simula

tion J( 

T his progression allows us to clari fy the discussion by loosely defining .three stages 

of thermal bar development, each roughly corresponding to a par ticular thermal case in 

the previous deep~ l ake chapters. These three stages are defined as follows: 

Sinking Boundary Plume (days 3 - 8): density gradient is larger offshore of the 

thermal bar (density maximum) than inshore. 

Travelling Thermal Bar (days 9 - 16): the oft·shore density gradient is smaller than 

the inshore gradient but is still large enough for a slowly-moving double-cell cir

culation to be present. 

Surface Gravity Current (days 16 - 24): the inshore density gradient is so much 

la rger thaJl the offshore gradient that a strong horizontal surface current is gener

ated. Cabbeling and sinking is present at the nose of this surface intrusion but is 

weakened considerably. 

Each case is discussed individua lly in the following sections. 
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8.1.1 Sinking Boundary Plume 

Flow patterns after 6 days are representative of dynamics of a thermal bar plume which 

flows down t he near-ri ver boundary (figure 8.3). Since mixed river and lake water is 

always denser than the ambient lake cluring this stage (see figure 8.2), the river plume 

immediately sinks on ent ry to t he lake in a similar fashion to case T7. River water is 

quickly advected down t he slope to t he bed of this shallow lake and a powerful circulation 

cell is ind uced nearby. T he steep density gradient oflshore of t he Tmd causes strong flows 

towards the ri ver near t he surface which delay t he propagation of the t hermal bar. 
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Figure 8.3: Velocity vectors and T = Tmd line for case J( after 6 days of 

simulation. T he vertical line marks the pOSit ion of the profile in 

figure 8.6. 

8.1.2 Travelling Thermal Bar 

As the inflow temperature continues to rise, t he density gradient inshore of the t hermal 

bar grows and starts to move the t hermal bar plume away from t he boundary, forcing 

t he sinking to take place over a broader region. Surface heating also weakens the den

sity gradient offshore of the thermal bar, so t hat the delaying return flow at the surface 

slackens considerably. T he sit uation after 12 days of simulation time is a good illustra

tion of the t ravelling t hermal bar stage, with a substantial stable region inshore of t he 
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Tmd and a slightly weakened downwelling spread over a wide area (compare figures 8.3 

and 8.4(a)). Dense descending waters are formed at the posit ion of the T = Tmd line 

throughout the depth of the lake, incl uding the waters beneath those shown in figure 

8.4(a). 
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Figure 8.4: Properties of simulation J( after 12 days: (a) velocity vectors and 

T = Tmd line (the vertical line marks the position of the profile 

in fi gure 8.6), (b) isotherms and T = Tmd line. 

In contradiction to the deep-lake results, coriolis forcing ensures t hat there is no 

circulation inshore of t he riverine t hermal ba r during t his stage, a feature which is 

discussed in great detail in section 8.2. 2 below. This resul t agrees wi th the concept ual 

model and observational data of the riverine thermal bar in Kamloops Lake (Hamblin 
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& Carmack 1978, Carmack 1979). T he localised upwelling and 'arrested thermocline ' 

inshore of the thermal bar reported by Carmack (1979) do not take place until later in 

t he spring, so that unfortunately the temporal and spatial scales of these phenomena 

are too small for t he present study. 

Isotherms in figure 8.4(b) reveal that even in t his relatively shallow lal(e the flow is 

slight ly affected by the decrease in the T,nd wi th depth. As the T = Tmd contour differs 

from the 3.96°C isotherm (the Tmd at p = 0 and S = 100 mgkg- I) significantly at depth 

the decrease in t he T,nd clearly affects the buoyancy forc ing in t his simulat ion. This 

observation is pursued further in a full study of the effects of thermobaricity presented 

in section 8.3. 

8 .1.3 Surface Gravity Current 

Velocities after only 20 days are selected to illustrate the behaviour of a cabbel ing plume 

at the nose 01' a gravity current on the surface of the lake, although t his fl ow regime 

actually continues until the thermal bar nearly reaches the outflow region. Vectors in 

figure 8.5 show that the former situation of downwards flow between the boundary and 

T = T,nd line persists unt il t his time, but the most important feature of the circulation is 

the rapid surface current on the inshore side of the thermal bar. This hor izontal current 

is two orders of magnitude larger than the downwelling (at 0(10- 2) ms- I and 0(10- 4
) 

ms- I respectively) , and is responsible for moving the T,nd line swiftly across the lake. 

By this time the thermal bar is almost 3 km from the river mouth, and horizontal 

temperature gradients are weakened to such an extent that the buoyancy forces, which 

attempt to compensate density differences by acting in proportion to t heir magnitude, 

arc much weal<er. This slackening of forces results in a much slower down welling. A 

progression of vertical velocity profiles from a section which is taken as close as possible 

to the centre of each thermal bar plume shows th is weakening clearly (figure 8.6). It 

seems that after 20 days the lal<e 's circulation has switched from diverting most of the 

river through the depths of the lake to mixing inflow water throughout the region behind 

the thermal bar. This is an intermediate stage in the typical spring uccession, since 

the disappearance of the thermal bar marks the onset of summer stra tification and the 

short-circuit ing of river water across the surface of the lake (Carmack 1979). 
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8.2 Effects of Model Improvements 

If the earli er discussion of Lake Ba ikal is to be compared in any way to the results of 

this long-term simul at ion , it is important to assess the cont ribu t ion of factors which a re 

not included in the former model bu t which a re required in the latter for accuracy. To 

this end t he effects of insola tion, rotation , and ba thymetry a re discussed in this sect ion. 

8.2.1 Surface Heat Flux 

An important development of t he basic ri verine thermal bar model is the in t roduction 

of an increasing lake temperature via the surface heat flux Qs. Important ly, in t roducing 

surface heating at a realistic value fo r Karnloops La ke should no t shift 0 111 ' attent ion away 

from the ri verine thermal ba r, sin ce the thermal structure of this lake is dominated by 

ri verine flu xes (Carmack et a l. 1986). vVhile t he resul ts of t he model refl ect this riverine 

dominance (sec, for example, t he isotherms in figure 8.4(b)), surface heating still has a 

significant inHuence 0 11 t he t herma l bar phenomenon. 

Figure 8.2 clearl y shows the increasing lake density offshore of the thermal bar which 

resul ts from a temperat1ll'e increase in t his region. As the inshore density dec reases 

t hroughout the simula tion, t he surface heat flu x t herefore quickens t he development of 

uneven density gradients on either side of the thermal bar a lld hastens t he progress ion 

through t he t hree fl ow stages discussed above. This efFect is intensifi ed by t he t hermal 

bar's role as a vert ical bOll nda ry between stable and unstable regions. T he stable area 

on the inshore side of the T,nd warms more rapidly under the sa me heat flux due to a 

decreased ver t ical thermal diffusivity, t hus widening even fur ther t he anomaly between 

density gradients on either side of the max imum. The efFect of surface heating of the 

inshore region is evident from t he tempera ture maxima of fi gure 8.7(a) , which a re slight ly 

warmer than the ri ver inflow in the later stages of the simulation. T hese predicted 

thermal profiles a re strongly reminiscent of near-shore measurements in Lake Ontario 

by Gbah & Mur t "y (1998). 

F igure 8.7(b) shows temperature profil es from a test case , J(H, in which the model 

is simila r to case J( but wi th the surface heat flux removed. Comparing t he profil es 

illust rates t he effect of surface heating on t he temperature dist ri but ion a round t he Tm d · 
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These plots also show that the thermal bar propagates more quickly when under the 

influence of a surface heat flux, because the addit ional heat input to the lake (which has 

a more profound effect on the stable region inshore of the density maximum) increases 

the amount of water warmed to above the Tmd in a giveli time. In addi tion, heating of 

the unstable waters in the open lake reduces the density gradient offshore of the Tmd 

and thus weakens, the return f1 0lVs responsible for delaying the horizontal spreading of 

warm river waters . 
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Figure 8.7: Temperature profiles 5 m from the surface throughout each sim

ulation: (a) case K, (b) case [(H. 

8.2.2 CorioUs Forces 

In order to examine the effects of coriolis force on the dynamics of simulation K, an extra 

simulation is int roduced, K C, in which coriolis forces 'are neglected. By explaining the 
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differences between cases K and KC with reference to the coriolis forces in simulation J( 

it is then possible to scrutinise the effects of t he Earth 's rotat ion on the riverine thermal 

bar. 
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F igure 8.8: Dynamics of case KC after two simulat ion times: (a) velocity 

vectors and T = T,nd line after 6 days, (b) streamlines after 24 

days. 

Figure 8.8 shows the dynamical behaviour of case K C at two stages of the simulation , 

revealing that the sinking velocities are an order of magni tude larger than those of case 

J(, and have reached unrealistic levels on the basis of observations discussed in section 

1.3. It is also clear from a comparison of these plots with figure 8.1 that the propagation 

rate of the thermal bar is initially slightly increased and then massively reduced by 

coriolis forces, and that the presence of a circulation (i.e. upwards motion) on the 
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inshore side of the thermal bar plume is suppressed by coriolis forcing. Wi th reference 

to the formulation of components of the coriolis force (as det ailed in cha pter 2), each of 

these observations is dealt wit li seperately below. 

An increase in velocity in the coordinate directions contained in t he two-dimensional 

sect ion could be expected with the neglect of cori olis, because the thermal buoyancy 

forcing remains the same while t ransfer of moment um to t he velocity component normal 

to the section is removed. In fi gure 8.9(a) the coriolis forcing in the normal direction is 

plotted fo r case f(, which gives a good indicat ion of how the fa milial' two-d imensional 

riverine thermal bar dri ves flow in the alongshore direction. 
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Figure 8.9: Characteristics of t he coriolis forcing ili case f( after 6 days of 

simulation: (a) component normal to section (x lO- 6 ms- 2), (b) 

velocity normal to section ( x lO- 2 ms- I), (c) ver tical com ponent 

(x lO- 6 ms- 2), (d) horizontal component (x lO- 6 ms- 2 ). 

T he figure shows t hat t he converging flows near t he surface Tmd cause a reversal 
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III this forcing near t he posit ion of the thermal bar, with fl ows accele rated 'out of the 

page' (in t he negative v-d irection) offshore of the therma l bar and ' into the page' inshore 

of the thermal bar. T he result ing v-veloc ities , shown in figure 8.9(b), show a simila r 

pattern , implying that these forces are persistant, bu t with an increased dominance of 

the offshore velocity in t he negative v-di rection. 

P lots of t he other coriolis terms from simulation f( after 6 days s how t hat in the area 

of interest , the vertical component is acting upwards (figure 8.9(c)) and the t ransverse 

component (i n the x-direct ion) is acting away from the shore (fi gu re 8.9(d)). A close 

examination of the formula tion of these coriolis components (equations (2.2) - (2.4) ) 

reveals that both of t hese effects a re consistent wi t h a strong veloci ty directed in t he 

negative v-direction. T herefore, the co riolis-derived generation of velocit ies normal to 

the section in response to the buoyancy forcings of the thermal bar initia lly causes t he 

sinking veloc ity to decrease and the horizontal propagat ion rate to increase. Neglect ing 

cor iolis therefore causes the observed st rengthening of descellding fl ows and a slackening 

of t he hori zontal propagat ion ra te in t he early stages of s imulat ion f(C. 

A str iking featu re of simulation KC is that it has a circulation cell ill shore of t he 

thermal bar while f( has a un iformly sillking region between t he inflow and the thermal 

bar plume throughout t he s imulation. Vertical veloc ity in the non-coriolis simulation 

reponds solely to hori zontal variat ions in buoyancy forcing and has very localised fl ows 

accord ingly, while vertical velocity in simulation K is influenced by a ll of the other 

velocity components in its neighbourhood via cori oli s forcing. Once t he thermal bar has 

moved away fro m the inflow, the near-shore region is a llowed to rise in s imulation f(C as 

it feels no downwards buoyancy forcing, whereas it experi ences a downwards forcing in 

simulat ion f( as an ul t imate resul t of the momentum t ra nsfer of t he velocity component 

perpendicul ar to the sect ion. 

In fi gure 8.10, a n examina tion of the co ri oli s forces after 12 days expla ins t hi s process. 

Horizontal flow inshore of t he thermal bar causes a coriolis forcing in the positive y

direction (figure 8. 1O (a)) , which generates a corresponding fl ow (figure 8.10(b)). T his 

resul t is in agreement with many experimental and theoret ical studies of Kam loops Lake, 

where a deflection to t he ri ght is often observed in the spring ri ver plume (St .John et a1. 
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1976, Hamblin & Carmack 1978). This effect on the horizontal Aow leads to a negative 

vertical cOl·iolis forcing over most of the near- ri ver region (figure 8. 10( c)), causing a weak 

downwelling inshore of the thermal bar. 
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F igure 8. 10: Characteristics of the coriolis forcing in case f( after 12 days of 

simulation: (a) component normal to section (x 10- 6 ms- 2 ), (b) 

velocity normal to section (x 10- 2 mS- I) , (c) vertical component 

(x 10- 6 ms-2), (d) horizontal component (x 10- 6 ms-2 ). 

Interestingly, AolV in t he positive y-direction (into the page) causes a coriolis forcing 

in t he positive x-direction, i. e. towards the shore (figure S. lO(d)). This explajns why 

t he horizontal propagation of the non-coriolis case f(C eventually overtakes t hat of case 

K Ini tially the coriolis forces act to increase the horizontal spreading of warm river 

water (figure 8.9(d)) · and the propagation of the ·thermal bar is encouraged, but later 

the coriolis forces suppress the horizontal movement by acting towards the river (figure 

8.1O(d)) and the non-coriolis plume of case f(C propagates more quickly. 
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8.2.3 Realistic Bathymetry 

T he intention of this section is to test the effects of a sloping river delta on t he resul ts 

generated by t he ri verine thermal bar model. T his analysis is performed by comparing 

case I( wit h a similar model, I(B , which is identical apart from t he section bathymetry, 

which is taken to be a 10 km x 150 m rectangular box. 

Velocity vectors from simulat ion I(B after 12 days (figure 8. 11 ) show remarkably 

similar resul ts to vectors from simulation I( after the same t ime period (figure 8.4(a)). 

In fact, the top 20 m of each domain are virtually identical to each other, although the 

sloping domain marginally increases the hori zontal propagation of t he thermal bar. 

T here is, however, a significant difference between the dynamics of t he thermal bar 

plumes at depth, and the difference in curvature of the T = Tmd contours provides a 

useful cl ue as to why t hi s is. Unlike case 1(, t he water sinking beneath the warm ri ver 

intrusion in case I(B is not channeled into t he thermal bar plu me by a sloping boundary. 

T his channeling has the obvious important consequence of directly st rengthening t he 

plume in simulation K, bu t also accoun ts for the difference in downwards transport 

of heat which is responsible for the variation in curvature between the two T = Tmd 

contours. 
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8.3 Effects of Thermobaricity 

In chapters 6 and 7 it is shown t hat t hermobaricity has a vitally important influence on 

the vertical movement of waters in the thermal ba r plume of a deep lake. In shallower 

lakes such as Kamloops, t hermobarici ty is usually neglected as the vert ical variation of 

the t hermal expansion coeffi cient is assumed negligible due to the small magnitude of 

the T,nd variation between t he lake surface and bed . However, thermobaricity is fully 

resolved in t his study and it is t hus important to examine its effect , both to justify its 

inclusion and for comparison of these resul ts wit h t he deep lake studies. 

Comparing velocity vecto rs from the reference simulation K with those from a new 

simula tion, KP, which has no thermoba ricity (figures 8.4 (a) and 8.1 2 respectively), im

mediately reveals the strong influence of thermobaricity on the ver tical position of the 

T = Tmd line. Whereas t he T = Tmd contour in simulation K is shifted towards cooler 

water at depths between 40-80 m as a resul t of the decrease in the T,nd with depth, in 

simulation KP it follows the 3.96°C isotherm. 
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Figure 8.12: Velocity vectors for case KP after 12 days of simulation. 

Close examination of the velocity vectors shows that sinking motions are slightly 

stronger in case ](P, despite the fact that t he simula tion K plume sinks down the 

T = Tmd line for longer due to its thermobaricity-induced curvature. This is explained 
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by consideration o[ the buoyancy change b.B , which reveals that the negat ive change in 

buoyancy is larger in case f(P and does not decrease with depth (not shown). Although 

the d irect effects of t hi s small diflerellce in b.E are small , the ext ra ad vect ion of heat 

down the sloping boundary it causes throughout the earl y stages of simulation ](P 

produces larger hori zontal temperature gradients at depth which culminate in stronger 

descending fl ows. 

This discussion proves that thcrmobaricity has an effect in shallower lakes , bu t that 

it is probably negligible in most modelling of lakes with a comparable depth to Kam loops 

when vertical mixing is not the main objec t of t he study. Slight d ifl'erences in vertical 

mot ion are observed but these are only important over relatively long t ime periods, and 

it is concluded that thermobari city need only be includ ed in relatively detai led shallow 

lake models which are seeking quant itative results. Thermobaricity is no t neglected 

here as the model is des igned [or the study of verti ca l motions, and analogies are drawn 

between J\amloops and Lake Baikal, in wh ich thennobari city is much more important. 

8.4 Effects of Salinity 

Salinity data from I(amloops Lake is relatively difficul t to nnd, even in comparison wit h 

Lake Baikal, bll t it is clear from the small di scussion of condu ctivity data by St.John 

et a l. (1976) t hat the sa lin ity of Kamloops Lake and t he South T hompson Ri ver have a 

significant annual varia bility, peaking in late winter and troughing in t he earl y-summer 

freshet period. In sUll1mer, the ri ver salini ty can actua lly sink below that of Kamloops 

Lake, bu t during the period which is modelled here the salini ties appear to be relatively 

homogeneous in Kamloops Lake and slightly higher in the South T hompson Ri ver. 

The salini ties added to t he ri ver in this study are considerabl y larger than those 

added to the Selenga Ri ve r ill previous cha pters. T his is necessary for the examination 

of saline effects because the wider range of temperatures invo lved in t he longer t ime

period of this study means that salini ty is less important in the calculat ion of buoyancy 

forCing. Saline cases described in th is section range from ](S5, with a reasona ble 5 

mgkg- 1 salini ty added to the ri ver, to case 1(S50, which has an unreali st ically la rge 50 

mgkg- ' (50%) increase applied to the ri ver sal ini ty. 
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The necessity of in troducing largel' riverine salinities is highlighted by t he large 

t hermally- induced variation in density seen in the horizontal profiles of figure 8. 13. It is 

obvious t hat even wi th relatively large ri verine salinities (up to 20 mgkg- ') , the change 

in density due to haline effects is a fraction of the total spatial variation due to t hermal 

condi tions. However, with a large enough riverine mineral loading the density profiles 

show similar t rends to results fronl cha pter 7, with an increase in the maximum density 

and offshore density difference and a reduced density difference inshore of the thermal 

bar. 

T hese observations of thermal dominance over haline effects are borne out by the 

velocity vector plots from the saline simulat ions. Cont rary to expectations, figu re 8.14 

shows t hat t he downwelling is very resistant to saline influence, and that a 50 mgkg- ' 

increase in ri verine salini ty is necessary to force a quali tative change in the flow field . 

T he most obvious effect of the in troduction of salinity gradients is the slight decrease 

in horizontal propagation of the T = Tmd line near the surface (figure 8. 14) . This 

straightens the T = Tmd contour throughout t he depth of the lake, which increases 

the plume velocity because the water is accelerated by the thermally-derived buoyancy 

forces for longer as it sinks. Sinking within the thermal bar plume therefore becomes 

slight ly stronger and is concentrated into a narrower region. 
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Figure 8. 13: Density profiles for aJ l saJine variants of case f( after 12 days a t 

5m depth . 
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Plots of !'l.B, !'l.BT and !'l.Bs clear ly state that thermal buoyancy cha nge dominates 

haline effects in all simulations apart from the most saline, KS50, which also has the only 

really significant change in flow regime (not shown). It therefore takes a ri verine salini ty 

increase which is unrealistically large (according to St.John et a l. (1976)) to seriously 

influence the dynamics of the spring thermal bar in Kam loops La ke, and salinity is 

assumed to be negligible in this shallow-lake model. 
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Figure 8.14: Velocity vectors and T = Tmd contour for saline variants of J( 

after 12 days: (a) case KSIO, (b) case KS50. 

It should be emphasised here that large salinit ies have not been considered in great 

detail in this study as the dynamics of primary interest are those dom inated by buoy

an.cy forcings dependant on local temperature variations relative to the T,nd' In any 

case, Kamloops Lake is a relatively fresh lake which is known to be a lmost completely 

dominated by the large temperature gradients found in Spring (Carmack 1979). How

ever, salini ty dist ribu't ions may also be extremely important in determin ing lake Rows, 
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as shown in the study of Lake Baikal , and should not be dismissed on the basis of this 

study of Kamloops Lake. 

8.5 Transport of Riverine Substances 

In t his sect ion the various choices made in the formulation of simulation J{ are assessed 

in terms of the resulting transport of river ine substances. The movement of ri ver-borne 

matter is worthy of study in its own right as an indicator of pollution, oxygenat ion, etc. 

but in this section the analysis is also regarded as a preliminary result fo r the plankton 

studies of chapter 9. 

The plankton study is an attempt to quantify the effects of the riverine thermal bar 

on the spring phytoplankton growth in Kamloops Lake. A study of the riverine tracer 

distribution is therefore required in order to quant ify the effects of plankton boundary 

condi t ions and thus decide whether the plankton model is predicting effects caused by 

the inflowing river , the dynamics of the thermal bar, or biological factors controlling 

plankton intera.ction. 

8 .5.1 Chosen Simulation 

1\·acer characteristics in the chosen simulation f( follow a straightforwaJ"C1 progression 

which characterises the flow-field throughout the model run (figure 8.15). The river

ine tracer initially sinks down the boundary but then spreads horizontally across the 

lake in reflection of the change in flows within the thermal bar, which is described in 

sec tion 8. 1. The contours of tracer concentration switch accordingly from a vertical 

structure with t ransport predominant ly downwards, to a hor izontal format ion in which 

high concentrat ions of the tracer-rich river water float on the surface of the lake. 

The vertical transport which takes place early in the simulation (figure 8.15(a)) 

means that river-borne matter wi ll not initially travel far in the euphotic zone before 

sinking, heralding an initial period of low influence of river ine conditions on plankton 

growth. However , after 20 days of simu lation there is an extensive near- llt-face region 

whk h contains 90% river water (figure 8.15(b)) , indicating that the plankton product~';

ity in this area will eventually be heavily influenced by the riverine boundary condi t ioJ1s. 
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Figure 8. 15: Contours of t racer concent ration in simul at ion K: (a) 6 days, 

(b) 20 days. 

8.5 .2 Comparison With Test Cases 

Plotting the hori zontal movement of the surface Tmd signature, fi gure 8.16 shows a rea

sonable similari ty in the rate of hori zontal propagat ipn of the thermal bar between most 

of the different cases. Unsurpri singly t he neglect of thermobaricity in t hi s shallower lake 

has very li ttle effect 6n the horizontal movement of the thermal bar, but unexpectedly 

t his plot sholVs that the influence of bathymet ry is a lso rather small. After 30 days of 

mixing t he posit ion of the riverine t hermal bar in a rectangula r lake is within 300 m 

of the position of the same phenomenon in a sloping river delta, which highlights the 

riverine dom ina nce of thlmnal effects in these simulat ions. T he progression plot also 

confirms t hat t he surface heat flux has a significant role in increas ing the horizontal 

propagation. of the t liermal ba r by warm ing more water t hrough t he Tmd · 

By far t he most important feature of t his horizontal progression plot is the quali tative 

change in thermal bar behaviour which may be induced by the addition or neglect of 

corioli s forces. T his resul t illustrates t he findin gs of section 8.2.2, where a direct ion 
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reversal of t he dominant 'velocity com ponent normal to the sect ion reverses t he corioli s 
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force acting in the x-direction. This component is found to accelerate the movement of 

t he thermal bar init ially but impede it later on, producing t he near-linear propagat ion 

curve of simulation f( out of the constantly accelerating profile of simulation KC 

The vertical tracer transport of selected trial simulations is examined through con

tours of riverine tracer , plotted in figure 8. 17, which are then compared to figure 8. 15(b) . 

Contours of tracer from cases KP and f(H are not shown as they differ very little from 

those of case K, wi th the vertical transport slightly increased in both cases. 

The results of figure 8. 17(a) show that t he rectangular-box domain has an extremely 

similar distribu tion of tracer to case f{ after 20 days because the extra downwards 

advection predicted in this case has li ttle effect upon the tracer contours. Unsurprisingly, 

figure 8. 17(b) also shows that the neglect of coriolis force causes the most significant 

changes to the transfer of riverine tracer , with qualitative changes in t he character of 

the tracer distribution. T he stronger return flows which init ially delay the thermal bar 

clearly produce a significant vertical mixing of river water into the lake, which accounts 

for t he riverine tracer content of over 20% everywhere in the domain after 20 days 

(although not clear from figure 8. 15(b), tracer concentrations decrease to less than 5% 

away from the river after 20 days in simulation K ). Later on the strong horizontal Hows 

of the coriolis-free simulation effectively mix t he riverine tracer across the surface of t he 

lake in the t hin , stable surface layer shown in figure 8.8(b). 

8.6 Consequences for Deep-Lake study 

The results of model testing presented in this chapter show that t he thermal bar dynam

ics are qui te sensitive to several characteristics of t he model , notably coriolis forcing. 

The aim of this section is to justify, wi th hindsight , the choices made in the deep-lake 

thermal bar modelling work of previous chapters. Reasoning must be given for the 

choices made for each of the model features tested above apart from thermobaricity, 

which has already been proven to be crucial in t he Lake Baikal study. 

If the results of saline thermal bar simulations in a deep lake are to be accepted, it 

must be explained why the thermal bar dynamics are so insensitive to the same levels of 
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salinity in this Kamloops Lake study. The reason for this is the dift"erence in magnitude 

and variation of t he thermal conditions in t he vicini ty of the t hermal bar. [n t he deep

lake simulations the propagation of the t hermal bar is governed by an extremely delicate 

balance between temperature differences of (at most) O.2°C oft"shore of the t hermal bar 

and 2°C inshore of it . In contrast, t he offshore thermal difference after 4 days in the 

Kamloops Lake model is 1.5°C and the inshore difference is 1. 8°C after 12 days. 

This explains why the propagation rate generally decreases with time in the deep 

lake simulations and increases in the Kamloops Lake model ; inshore gradients slacken to 

match those offshore as the thermal bar propagates in the former case whereas surface 

heating and continually rising river temperatures increases the dominance of inshore 

density gradients in the latter case. 

However, this difference in tIle balance of density differences also means that the 

propagation rate of the thermal bar in the deep-lake thermal scenario is more vu lnerable 

to the effects of salini ty. Tiny increases in salinity (e .g . 5 mgkg- l) will only alter the 

water's density by a fraction (see figures 7 7 and 8. 13) but in the deep-lake case this 

Challge will add to t he density gradient offshore of the thermal bar and decrease the 

densit.y gradient inshore, upsetting the original balance of forces and thus halt ing the 

t hermal bar's propagation. In Kamloops Lake, the density gradient offshore of t he 

t hermal bar is so large already (due to a much lower ini tial lake temperature) that 

this increase has virtually no effect upon the dynamics. The same can be said for the 

temperature gradients inshore of t he thermal bar , as t hey soon grow so large that the 

haline effects are inconsequential. At the only time when the thermal gradients are small 

enough to be affected by salinity, in the early stages of simulation K, the thermal bar is 

already a sinking boundary plume. 

The salinity increase is therefore less important in Kam loops Lake because of its 

different thermal regime, which in no way detracts from the results of the deep-lake 

simulation. This finding implies that after the period of validity of t he Ba ikal simulatiol1s 

the Selenga River would warm up and the (saline) thermal bar would propagate out 

into the lake, but the predicted flows and increased vertical penetration of our modelled 

thermal bars would still take place. In any case t here is no way that the deep lake models 
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could be improved without better data coverage and more substantial computing power. 

Comparing models with and without a realistic surface heat flux provided surprising 

results about the importance of surface heating in modelling a lake whose circulation 

is supposedly controlled by river-lake density anomalies. As described earlier, the main 

effect of surfa.ce heating is to increase horizontal propagation of the thermal bar by 

warming more water to above the T,nd and altering the balance of density gradients 

about the thermal bar. However, it is proposed that the deep-lake st udies lose li ttle 

from the neglect of t his factor because the timespan of the deep simulat ions is so short 

that there is li ttle t ime for surface heating to make a significant difference (see figures 

8.7(a) and (b)). 

The most significant difference between the two thermal bar simulations is the inel u

sion and neglect of coriolis forces. As a result of the introduction of a velocity component 

normal to the section, coriolis is found to have a profound effect on the dynamics of t he , 

thermal baJ' in Kamloops Lake, which prompts a justification of the validity of tile 

cOl'iolis-free work of the previous chapters. 

The main reason for neglecting coriolis forc ings in the deep lake is the timespan of 

each simulation. since the results of figure 8. 16 show that the effects of coriolis force vary 

according to the length of the model run. The coriolis force takes 10 days to estab lish 

a velocity in the y-direction which then proceeds to modify the thermal bar dynamics, 

producing an intermediate stage of coriolis spin-up which would be prevalent for all of 

the simulat ion in each short model of the deep lake. Coriolis forcing is therefore not 

appropriate in the deep-lake studies as it would be in a state of adjustment from tile 

initial conditions for the whole simulation. 

It is also important to bear in mind the possible consequences of adding coriolis 

forces to the deep-lake study. Coriolis forcing would interact with buoyancy forces in 

every facet of the simulation, modifying the effects of river temperature, thermobaricity, 

and salinity, Since these effects would mask the underlying buoyancy-driven flows which 

are the main object of study in the deep lake, a study of coriolis on the deep lake section 

is not pursued in this work. 
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The in troduction of a sloping bathymetry has surprisingly little effect on the How 

regime of the thermal bar, producing a small increase in horizontal propagation rate 

and a slight decrease in the ma.ximum sinking depth. This implies that the dynamics 

of a river-dominated thermal bar are relat ively indifferent to topography, which gives 

us some confidence that the conclusions from the deep-lake work would not be seriously 

affected by the introduction of a realist ic Selenga delta bathymetry. 

The results of all of t he test simulations detailed above indicate that the extent 

of vertical mixing in the deep lake section would be increased by coriolis forces and 

decreased by surface heat ing and a realistic bathymetry, so that there would be some 

balance of these effects in a model resolving all features. Horizontal propagation of the 

t hermal bar would be increased by all of the factors tested , since the coriolis force would 

act away from the river mouth on the short timescale of the deep lake studies. 

The conclusion of this chapter must be t hat deep-lake studies of the riverine thermal 

bar are not yet complete and that modellers wi th access to greater computational re

sources could ex tend the work of the previous chapters sign ificant ly. However, no major 

reason is found to reject the basic findings of chapters 5 - 7, which are an important 

first step towards a deep- lake model which is as detai led as the Kamloops Lake model 

of this sect ion. 

o 
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Chapter 9 

Results - Plankton Modelling 

It is well -known that the flow patterns associa ted with the t hermal bar can have an 

important in flu ence on the plank ton ecosystem of a temperate lake (Moll et al. 1993, 

Likhosbway et al. 1996, Parfenova et a l. 2000), so thi s chapter is dedicated to analysis of 

results from a sim ple plankton model which is coupled to the Kam loops Lake dynamics 

descr i bed in t he previous chapter. 

In a study which is full y described in chapter 1, Botte & [(ay (2000) (hereafter 

referred to as BK) qu alitatively reproduced t he Likhoshway et a l. (1996) observat ions of 

pla nk to n dist ribu t ions a round a spring therm al bar in Lake 13aikal using t he sirnple N

P- Z formulat ion of Franks et al. (1986), On the much shall ower Kamloops La l;e section, 

thi s cha pter represents an extension of that work to tbe case of a ri verine thermal bar. 

For compa rative purposes , the plankton model is unchanged from that of BK in this 

chapter. Apart from the differences in t herma l regime and resultillg dynamics between 

the two st udies, the only difference is the efl'ect of the river inflow bound ary conditions 

on the ecosystem model. 

T he chapter proceeds with a full d iscussion of model results a nd exam in es in de

tail the influence of several characteristics of t he ri verine thermal bar on the ecosystem 

model. It is particul a rly im portant to quantify the efl'ects of ri vcrine boundary con

di t ions, so a sensit ivity study is performed with various states assigned t o the river 

ecosys tem wh ich flows into t he lake, Results a re discussed from cases with a vari ety of 

ri ve rine nutri ent levels, quali tatively representing the natural variation in discharge and 

nu t ri ent load ing which takes place in the South T hompson River in spring (St,John et 
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a\. 1976). 

This study concludes that the simplified Franks et aL (1986) model produces some 

slight ly spurious predictions of the ecosystem state, although it is impossible to rule 

these predictions out with the current sparsity of available data. In chapter 10 a more 

sophisticated plankton model is adopted which contradicts some of the most suspicious 

results of the Franks et a\. (1986) model. Comparison between models is feasible be

cause all plankton model components are expressed in common units of mmol N m-3 . 

These plots therefore represent the distri bution of the avai lable Nit rogen contained in a 

particular model component at a certain t ime. 

9.1 Temporal Evolution of Plankton Population 

The basic simulation of th is chapter involves the model of Franks et al. (1986) under 

riverine boundary conditions of Nw Pw ZI1 = 4-1-1 mmol N m- 3 (as described in section 

2.5.1), and is therefore referred to as simulation F. The discussion of plankton behaviour 

is centred on three stages of the simulation, each roughly analogous to one of the phases 

of thermal bar dynamics described in sections 8. 1.1 - 8.1.3. However, in t his chapter 

the three chosen times are evenly spaced in order to give an impression of the t.emporal 

evolution of plankton in the vicini ty of a riverine thermal bar. 

9.1.1 8 d ays of simulat ion 

After 8 days of simulation the thermal bar is positioned about 600 m from the river 

inflow, so that the majority of the sinking takes place down the boundary (figure 8.1 (a)). 

The phytoplankton shows significant growth near the surface and in the vicinity of the 

thermal bar (figure 9.1(a)), but the zooplankton hardly reacts at aJJ with the other 

components of the plankton model and seems to be totally dominated by the ri verine 

boundary condit ions (figure 9.1 (b)). 

Closer inspection of the contours of phytoplankton biomass reveals that the centre 

of the bloom is actually at the position of the T md, slightly offshore of the stagnation 

point above the descending plume of the thermal bar. A later analysis in section 9.2 

shows that this is a consequence of the fixed riverine plankton boundary cond it ions, and 
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has nothing to do with nutrient concentrations; since PR is set to 1 mmol N m- 3 the 

phytoplankton concentration decreases sha rply towards t his level in the region inshore 

of t he t herma l ba r. 
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Figure 9.1: Cha racterist ics of simulat ion F afte r 8 days: (a) phytoplank

ton concentration (mmol N m-a), (b) zooplank ton concentrat ion 

(mmol N m- 3 ). 

Also in fi gure 9.1(b) we can observe the effects of vert ical convect ion on t he pla nk

ton dist ribu tion, as sinking within the thermal bar plume is strong enough to increase 

phytoplankton concent rations near the boundary at depth. A deeper plot than fi gure 

9.1(a) would also show that the upwelling offshore of the thermal bar is sufficiently 

s trong to decrease phytopl ankton concentrat ions in parts of the open la ke by advect ing 

low-biomass wate rs u'pwards. 

Although noticeably increased , phytoplank ton concent rations a t t he thermal bar a re 

still too low to support any significant growth in zooplankton at t hi s stage. In fact t he 

zooplankton contours show a similar distribu tion to those of the neutral t racer 'P which 

a re shown in fi gure 8.15 , implying tha t zooplankton source terms are negligible in the 
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vast majority of t he doma in . 

9.1.2 16 days of simulation 

After 16 days or- simulat ion t he t hermal bar has progressed much fur ther from the inflow 

(fi gure 8.1(b» , with important consequences for the organisms li ving in the near·shore 

region of figure 9.2. T he phytopl ank ton growth at t he pos it ion of the thermal bar has 

reached bloom levels (fi gure 9.2(a», and zooplankton concent rations also now reach 

a shallow maximum at the thermal bar, although these quant it ies could not yet be 

described as a bloom (fi gure 9.2(b». 
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Figure 9.2: Cha racterist ics of simulat ion F after 16 days: (a) phytopla nk

ton concentration (mmol N m- 3 ) , (b) zooplankton concentration 

(m mol N m- 3) . 

Comparing the posit ion of the thermal bar wit h the phytoplankton bloom, it is found 

that the highest concentrat ions of phytopla nkton are now inshore of t he T,nd. An exact 

expla nation for t hi s is given in section 9.2.2, but essentially the thermal ba r has moved 

to such a distance from t he ri ver inflow that the low-pbytopJank ton bound ary condit ions 
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are ineffective against the improved productivity which results from the stable, nutrient

rich conditions inshore of the T."d· 

The large horizontal gradient in phytoplankton concentration inshore of the bloom 

near the thermal bar reflects the continued influence of the riverine boundary conditions 

throughout t he near-shore region. As water is descending over all of the 2.5 km closest 

to the river , phytoplankton concentrations at depth in this region reflect the state of 

plankton growth in the surface layer above. As a result of advection down the boundm·y, 

the riverine conditions are instrumental in decreasing t he phytoplankton concentrat ion 

at depth over a large proportion of the domain beneath the pictured region. 

The phytoplankton bloom is now large enough to support mass zooplankton graz

ing, and t he carnivorous population develops accordingly. As discussed in section 9.2.3, 

however, there is plenty of evidence to show that riverine boundary conditions outweigh 

the discrepancy between mortality and grazing in determining the distribution of zoo

plankton at t his stage. The most convincing evidence of t his is t hat the contours of 

zooplankto11 concentration fo llow the tendency of neutral tracer concentrations (fig llre 

8.15) more closely than contours of phytoplankton , implying that transport of riverine 

zooplanktol1 is more important than the net growth of zooplankton t hrough grazing. 

9.1.3 24 days of simulation 

The thermal bar is well into the 'surface gravity current ' stage of its development after 

24 days of simulation, with a warm river inflow floating on the stably-stratified waters 

inshore of the T.nd (figure 8.1(c)) . The phytoplankton are now concentrated into two 

distinct blooms which aJ·e of a similar magnitude to the previous stage, one at t he exact 

position of the thermal bar and the other mid-way between the t hermal bar and the 

river inflow (figure 9.3(a)). The cause of this unusual distribution is later shown to be 

nutrient limitation, which impedes growth in the nutrient minimum at the very centre of 

the previous single bloom, but allows phytoplankton to grow unrestricted in the higher 

nutrient levels on either side. 

Figure 9.3(b) shows that the main zooplankton growth takes place between the two 

phytoplankton blooms, indicat ing that zooplankton may promote the formation of a 
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double bloom by consuming phytoplankton in the central region of limi ted nutrient 

availability. A combination of nu tri ent limitation and zooplankton grazing t herefore 

rest ricts the phytoplankton bloom in between the Tmd a nd the stable region located 1.5 

km from the ri ver inflow. 
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Figure 9.3: Characterist ics of simulation F after 24 days: (a) phytoplank

ton concent ration (mmol N m- 3), (b) zooplankton concent rat ion 

(mmal N 01 - 3) . 

In both phytoplankton and zooplankton plots it is clear that, by t his stage of the 

simulation, t he in teraction of source terms in t he plankton model is much more influ

ent ial than the efrects of riverine boundary condi t ions. However, a small influence of 

the boundary condi t ions is felt in the depths of the lake as the down-slope convection 

of lower values of plankton is clearly still operat ing (not shown). 

9 .2 Closer Examination of P lankton Growth 

T his section is dedicated to explaining the prediction of these plankton blooms by the 

simple N -P-Z model employed here. Figure 9.4 shows t he st ate of t he model components 

at various simulation t imes along a horizontal profil e taken 5 m beneath the surface of 
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F igure 9.4: Horizontal N-P-Z profiles at 5 m depth throughout the simula

tion: (a) 8 days, (b) 16 days, (c) 24 days . 

After 8 days of simulation the ecosystem model is only just beginning to evolve and 

shows lit tle ev idence of interaction with the dynamics of the thermal bar. The phyto

plankton have grown in a spatially uniform manner, albeit wit h a shallow maximum 

at the thermal bar , and 'have taken up more Nit rogen t han is depleted from the nu

t rient pool , indicat ing that zooplank ton mortality a nd the river innow a re mai ntaining 

available nu tri ent levels. 

After 16 days of simulation the spring phytoplankton bloom at the thermal bar is 

revealed by a doubling in phytoplankton concentrations a t the posit ion of the surface 
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T,nd. The nutrient pool has been great ly reduced by this bloom, and is now a t a level 

which will limit any fur ther production in this location. The magnitude of t he small 

local maximum in the zooplankton concentrat ions is revealed to be mainly due to the 

fixed value of ZR at t his stage. 

Phytoplankton growth is still nutrient-limited after 24 days, and as the thermal bar 

propagates it leaves a large region in its wake which conta ins virtually no available nu

trients. With increasing predation from the zooplankton and growth limited by the lack 

of nutrients, the phytoplankton bloom at the thermal bar recedes to such an extent t hat 

remaining undulations in the phytoplankton distribution are relatively small t hroughout 

the whole surface layer. In conjunction with the pressures of zooplankton grazing, the 

lack of nutrients in the centre of the phytoplankton bloom causes a localised decrease in 

photosynthetic production which leads to a trough in the bloom and thus the formation 

of the two separate phytoplankton concentration maxima seen in figure 9.3. 

9.2.1 Effects of Stability 

An important point demonstrated by the work of BK is that the product ivity of a 

plankton ecosystem is fundamentally dependent upon the effects of stability in the water 

column , which can delay the diffusion of phytoplankton away from the euphotic zone 

near the lake surface. Since this simple plankton model resolves t he dependance of 

productivity on phytoplankton biomass and light availability, and the vert ical eddy

viscosity is a function of stability, it is appropriate to study this effect in the sett ing of 

t he riverine thermal bar. 

BK adopt a stable initial temperature profile which has a band of high-stability 

water between depths of approximately 100 - 130 m. As the simulation proceeds, the 

surface heat flux forms an area of instabili ty which is confined to t he waters above this 

stable layer, growing slowly deeper with time until t he open lake has an a lmost uniform 

vertical temperature profile. In this way BK are able to compare t he effects on plank ton 

of unstable waters overlying stable waters offshore of the thermal bar against the usual 

scenario of stable waters overlying unstable waters inshore of the thermal bar. 

In contrast to thi s, the adoption of a uniform initial temperature in th is study means 
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F igure 9.5: Contours of stability N 2(x 10-5S- 1) a nd profiles of N-P-Z at 

various positions in case F after 20 days. Resul ts are studied 

after this t ime to enable a comparison wit h the resul ts of BK 

that only the stable/unstable interface inshore of the thermal bar may be studied as 

the offshore water is already unstable t hroughout t he depth of the lake. In addition, 

the stabili ty profil e of the region inshore of the Tmd has a rather different st ructure in 

the case of t he riverine therma l bar. In BK stabili ty increases monotonically towards 

the surface due to t he exponential decay of t he surface heat source with depth , but in 

the river in e thermal ba r model contours of ~ after 20 days of simulat ion (in figure 9.5) 

show that there is a sub-surface stability maximum near t he ri ver due to the localised 

thermocline generated at the base of t he river influx, which has a vert ically-uniform 
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temperature. 

Figure 9.5 shows that stabili ty is a crucial factor in the plankton blooms which 

are observed on longer timescales. After 20 days the stable region of the lake is of a 

considerable size due to the propagation of the thermal bar, and contours of stability 

show that here is a localised stabili ty maximum at a distance of about 2 km from the 

river inflow. This surface maximum in the value of N 2 occurs at t he position where the 

sloping t hermoclinc between river plume and lake water intersects the surface. 

Comparing vertical N-P-Z profiles from positions inshore of, at, and offshore of the 

thermal bar reinforces the observation that water column stability is critically impor

tant in determining the productivity of a plankton ecosystem in the vicinity of a riverine 

thermal bar. Plankton development offshore of the thermal bar (6.5 km from the ori

gin ) is clearly limited by diffusion of the photosynthesising phytoplankton downwards, 

whereas growth at the stability maximum inshore of the Tmd (8. 25 km from the origin) 

continues unt il t he water is almost completely devoid of nu trients. This is shown to 

be due to t he high stability of the water column by the close relationship between the 

N-P-Z profile and t he vertical variation of N 2 

Further proof of the dominance of stability is given by the fact t hat plankton growth 

is more prolific in t he stable regions inshore of the Tmd than it is at the stagnation point 

above the thermal bar plume (7.25 km from the origin). Despite the converging hori

zontal transport at the surface Tmd and the influence of low-plankton riverine boundary 

conditions on the inshore region, the lesser stabili ty in the vicinity of the T md leads to 

lower growth rates than inshOt·e. 

It is also interesting to note the effects of the subsurface stability maxll11Um on 

the N-P-Z profiles. By compaJ'ing N-P-Z profiles from positions with and without a 

subsurface stabili ty maximum (9.25 and 8.25 km from the origin respectively), it can 

be clearly seen that productivity is Significant ly reduced above the stability maximum 

in t he former profile due to the decrease in N 2. These inflexions in the N-P-Z profiles 

cannot be due to the ri verine plankton condi tions because reductions in the plankton 

concentrations would then be greatest at the lake surface where the mixed water has 
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the highest riverine content (as shown in figure 8.15(b)) . 

The criticism remains that these different profiles , taken at various distances from the 

river , are simply a result of the time-varying condition of the lake into which the riverine 

plankton components are introduced. Since the lakeward flows dominate it is possible 

that variations in these profiles are solely due to differences in the flow-field after various 

times, rather than being produced by in-situ stability variations. However , examination 

of similar plots after different time periods confirms that the physical mechanisms noted 

above are persistent ly linked with the biological phenomena attributed to them. 

9.2.2 Phytoplankton Blooms 

A more detailed analysis of the causal factors of the phytoplankton blooms may be 

gained by separat ing the various terms of the phytoplankton t ransport equation so that 

convection and diffusion terms may be compared to the biological interaction terms 

contained in SI' (equation (2.20)). The range of values attained by each term over a 

horizontal profile traversing the entire lake at 5 m dept h is given in table 9.1, and some of 

t he most influential quantities are then plotted in figure 9.6. In this analysis a negative 

value implies that the mechanism in question decreases the in-situ concentration of 

phytoplankton. 

Term in P transport equation Minimum Maximum 

Primary production 1 x 10- 5 5 X 10- 5 

Grazing -2 x 10- 5 -1 X 10- 6 

Mortality -5 x 10- 6 -1 X 10- 6 

Vertical diffusion -1 x 10- 4 1 X 10- 6 

Horizontal diffusion -3 x 10- 5 8 X 10- 5 

Vertical convection -1 x 10- 6 7 X 10- 6 

Horizontal convection -3 x 10- 5 5 X 10- 6 

Table 9.1: Range of values of each term in the P transport equation along a 

near-surface horizontal profile during the first 24 days of simula

tion F. All values are mmol N m - 3 S- 1 
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Vert ical convect ion of phytoplankton and phytoplankton mortali ty are disregarded 

in t he following di scuss ion as they a re a n order of magnitude small er than the leading 

terms. Horizontal diffusion is found to achieve its large values simply by t ransporting 

phytoplank ton across the large grad ients present at the thermal ba r plume from the 

productive a reas inshore of the Tmd to the open lake. In add ition, values of hori zontal 

convect ion attai ned in the converging fl ows near t he therm al bar are insignificant in 

cornparison to t hose near t he ri ver inflow, which are recorded in table 9.1. T herefore onl y 

photosynthetic prod uct ion, zooplank ton grazing, and verti cal diffusion of phytoplankton 

are considered in the detail ed di scussion which follows. 
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Figure 9.6: Source terms in the phytopla nk ton transport equat ion at 5 m 

depth throughout simulation F: (a) photosynthet ic production 

a nd posit ion of t he Tmd (I), (b) total zooplankton graz ing. 

A hori zo nta l profile of the vertical diffusion term is not included in fi gure 9.6 in 

t he interests of brevity, but t he magni tude of vertical dif[usion terms listed in table 

9.1 reveals it to be of part icular importance to thi s study. A close examinat ion of the 
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vertical diffusion term shows that it is generally of t he order of 10- 5 ms- I, bu t is locally 

increased to 0 (10- 4
) ms- I in the vicinity of the T = Tmd line. A more detailed analysis 

shows that t his is primarily due to the inflexion in the vert ical phytoplankton profile 

which is generated by the transition between stable and unstable conditions (see section 

9.2.1 ), bu t. is a.!so attributed to the change in /(v between the unstable waters offshore 

of t he T,nd and the stable inshore region. 

F igure 9.6(a) shows that the primary product ion has a consistent ly important in

fl uence on phytoplankton concentration over the whole lake. Growt h of phytoplankton 

develops stead ily at t he posit ion of t he thermal bal' unt il 16 days have elapsed, when 

nu trient limi tation at the very centre of t he bloom causes a localised reduction in growth 

which eventually produces the 'double-bloom ' phytoplankton distribut ion. 

It is very difficult to quantify the role of zooplankton grazing in the development of 

t his structure, but a close examination of the Michaelis-Menten factor in the photosyn

t hesis fo rmulation (equation 2.23 ) confi rms t hat nutrient limitat ion must be responsible 

for actually ini t iating the depression in t he centre of the original phytoplankton bloom. 

Nevertheless, zooplankton grazing significantly depletes phytoplankton concentrations 

in the region between the t wo blooms t hroughout the later stages of the simulation 

(figure 9.6(b)) . 

Observing the posit ion of the primary production maximum in comparison to the 

T,nd in figure 9.6(a) allows us to conclude the earlier discussion of t he temporal variation 

of t he posit ion of t he phytoplankton bloom wit h respect to the thermal bar. After 8 

days t he maximum phytoplankton concentration is found at the positon of the Tmd due 
I 

to the sharp decline near the river which results from the inflow boundary condi tions, 

but after 16 days t he blooms are situated inshore of t he Tmd because the t hermal bar is 

far enough from the river for the benefi ts of the stable stratification inshore to become 

apparent. 
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9.2.3 Zooplankton Bloom 

A simil al' ana lys is of the zooplank to n bloom in simul ation F reveals t hat comments 

rela ting to a ll convect ion a nd diffusion terms of t he phytoplank ton t ransport equat ion 

hold for zoopl a nkto n, as indicated by table 9.2, leav ing only the two components of §z to 

be discussed (equation 2.21). While mortali ty solely depends upon zoopla nk ton concen

t rat ions, grazing is a funct ion of both zooplank ton a nd phytoplankto n concentrations, 

and profil es of each term in fi gure 9.7 show that the sharply increasing phytoplankton 

concent rations soon lead to an imbala nce and net zooplank ton growth . 

(a) Assimilated zooplankton grazing 
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F igure 9.7: Source terms in t he zoopla nkton t ransport equation a t 5 m depth 

throughout simulation F : (a) assimilated zoopla nk ton grazing, 

(b) zoopla nkto n mortali ty. 
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Term in Z transport equation 

Assimilated grazing 

Ilortali ty 

Vertical diffusion 

Horizontal diffusion 

Vert ical convection 

Horizontal convection 

iVlinimum 

3 x 10- 7 

- 6x 10- 6 

- 2x 10- 5 

- 7x 10- 6 

- I x 10- 7 

-8x 10- 6 

lvlaximu m 

2 X 10- 5 

-5x 10- 7 

1 x 10- 6 

2 x 10- 5 

2 x 10- 6 

5 x 10- 6 

Ta ble 9.2: Range of values of each term in the Z transport equation a long a 

near-surface horizontal profile during the first 24 days of simula

t ion F. All units are mmol N m- 3 S-I. 

Assimila ted grazing and mortali ty are roughly equal for the first 8 days of the sim

ulation , causing tracer- like zooplankton concentrations (see section 9. 1.1), but after 12 

days the zooplankton start to show signs of a net increase in biomass. However , it is not 

unt il 20 days of grazing have passed that zooplankton populations start to sign ificant ly 

exceed riverine concentrations and begin to bloom in their own right. 

9.3 Variation of Riverine Boundary ConditIOns 

This section is concerned with the results of alternative simulations in which t he state of 

the inftowing river ecosystem is varied. In the case of the plankton components Pn and 

Zn th is work is done solely as a sensit ivi ty study of the lake ecosystem to t he arbitrarily

assigned river plankton levels, but the simulations wi th a varying Nn also have a physical 

just ificat ion in that t he South Thompson River shows a significant variability in available 

Nitrogen on both spring-warming and interannual timescales (St. John et al. 1976). 

9.3. 1 N ut rients 

As the observed nutrient limitat ion of phytoplankton growth could be significant ly de

layed by t he nutrient-rich inflow, it could easi ly be assumed that altering the value of 

inflow nutrients N n will have a drastic effect on t he resulting plankton growth. This 

hypothesis is tested by the introduction of simulations F30 and FM30, which have Nn 

increased by 30% and decreased by 30% respectively (see appendix A). 
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Results of these simulations reveal that changing Nn has little effect upon the pre

dicted concentrations of either phytoplankton or zooplankton after 8 days (not shown). 

Close scrutiny of the Michaelis-Menten nutrient-limitation factor in equation (2.23) re

veals that productivity changes of up to 30% could theoretically occur as a result of t his 

nutrient variation, but th is fai ls to happen in pract ice. This is because the significantly 

altered nutrient levels are confined to a very narrow region near to t he river inflow, 

paJ·tly due to the flow regime of the thermal bar , and plankton growth is suppressed in 

this area as a result of the fixed values of Pn and Z'I. 

After 16 days the influence of the N n variation has spread away from the near-river 

region and induced significant changes in the growth rates of phytoplankton (figure 

9.8(a)). Interestingly, it is only a.t the position of t he bloom that large differences in 

phytoplankton concentration are noted , because t his is the only place where nu trient , 
levels seriously limi t growth in simulation F and phytoplankton variation between sim

ulations is not suppressed by the fixed value of Pn. Zooplankton populations are still 

relatively unaffected as these differences in phytoplankton concentrat ion produce only 

slight changes in t he grazing rates. 

Figure 9.8(b) shows the results of varying inflow nutrients after 24 days, when the 

effects of N R variation have finally filtered through the food web and significantly altered 

concentrations of zooplankton. By this stage the differences in Iwtrient levels between 

each case are generally less than the dillerences in phytoplankton and zooplankton con

centrat ion at the location of their respect ive blooms. This is because the phytoplanktCln 

take up all nutrients available to t hem during the simulation, transferring the river's 

vaJ' iation in Nitrogen content from the nutrients to the plankton levels of the model. 

These simulations confirm that nutrient limitation of photosynthesis is very impor

tant in the later stages of case F and show that most qualitative features of t he ecosystem 

model are independent of reasonable variations in the ri ver nutrient level. These results 

imply that a difference in t he spring riverine nutrient loading to a lake will not become 

apPaJ'ent in plankton levels for a considerable time, but could eventually have noticeable 

consequences for the near-shore flora and fauna. This delay must be at least partly due 

to the riverine t hermal bar , as varying nu trient concentrations from the river are not , 
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a llowed to m ix away from the low ri verine levels of plank ton for some t ime. T hese re

sul ts a lso suggest t hat a lake of this sort could act as a ' nu t ri ent regulator', transferring 

inflow nu t ri ent flu ctuations to pl ank ton bi omass a nd thus suppress ing the vari at ion in 

the nu t ri ent itself. 
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F igure 9.8: Compari son of N-P-Z cha racterist ics for F simulat ions wit h var

ious values of N n : (a) 16 days, (b ) 24 days. 

9 .3 .2 Phytoplankton 

F ixing a Pn value of 1 mmol m- 3 could have a disproport ionate effect upon t he 

quali tat ive behav iour of the ecosystem model by promoting excessive growth at the 

start of the s imul ation or sup pressing phytoplank ton development later on. As there is 

little plankton data for t ile South T hompson Ri ver, a crude idea of the effects of the PR 
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level is obtained from simulation FPM50, which has a reduced PR value of 0.5 mmol N 

m - 3 . 

Decreasing the phytoplankton influx PR has a noticeable effect on the Franks et 

al. (1986) model much more quickly than varying N R. Although zooplankton concen

trations are hardly affected after 8 days, the lower PR level apparently depletes the 

phytoplankton concentration at the most important time, reducing the thermal bar 

bloom when it is near the river inflow in the early stages of the simulation . This is ev

ident from the disappearance of the localised phytoplankton maximum at the thermal 

bar which is seen in simulation F at th is time. 

The reduced magnitude of the phytoplankton bloom after 16 days which arises from 

this situation has a marked effect on zooplankton concentrations, removing the zoo

plankton maximum seen in figure 9.4(b). Due to the suppression of primary production, 

nutrient levels are also higher and do not limit photosynthesis at this stage. 

Zooplankton levels are eventually affected the most by decreasing P/l, as shown 

111 figure 9.9, because the phytoplankton population manages to attain similar bloom 

values to case F, albeit at a position which is slightly further away from the riverine 

boundary conditions. The zooplankton bloom takes place much later and is therefore 

less substantial and a little further to the shoreward side of the main phytoplankton 

bloom, which follows the thermal ba.r 's propagation. This lea.ds to a less symmetrical 

'double bloom' in the phytoplankton, allowing slight ly higher maximum phytoplankton 

concentrations after 24 days than simulat ion F. 

Although the value of PR is clearly very important for fixing t he exact size and po

sition of the respective plankton blooms, greatly reducing its value does not suppress 

either bloom or prevent nutrient limitation from creating a local minimum in t he ear

lier phytoplankton bloom. It is therefore shown that the qualitat ive behaviour of t his 

ecosystem model does not directly result from the arbitrarily-chosen value of P/l . 
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F igure 9.9: Compari son of N- P- Z cha racteristics for simuJat ions F and 

FPM50 after 24 days. 

9.3.3 Zoo plankton 

With the zooplankton blooming in their own right after 24 days and play ing an a ncilla ry 

role in the development of the double phytoplankton bloom, the potent ial exists for the 

arbitraril y- fi xed Zn value of 1 mmol N m- 3 to have a controlling influence on t he qual

itative behav iour of the \~ h o le ecosystem model. Since the fixed zoopla nk ton mortali ty 

rate ensures that concent rat ions in the lake immediately recede from this value during 

the simulation , the influence of t he Zn value is tested here by a di scussion of resul ts 

from simulation FZM50, 'which has a reduced Zn value of 0. 5 mmol N m- a 

In contrast to the inodel's behavour when nut ri ents and phytoplankton are varied , the 

alterat ion of ZR has a rapid effect on the state of every component of the N -P-Z model. 

T his happens because, in non-limi ted feeding situations, grazing or photosynthesis rates 

are a ffected more quickl y by changes to the ' feeder' concentrat ion than by changes to 

the 'food ' . Reducing Zn immed iately allows more phytoplank ton growth by decreasing 

the grazing rate, and availab le nutrient levels are reduced accordin gly in t he near-shore 

regIOn. 

Although fairly significant, t he net effect of these changes after 24 days is rest ricted 
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F igure 9.10: Compa ri son of N- P- Z characteristics for simulations F and 

FZM50 a fte r 24 days. 

to t he absolu te values of plank ton concent rations rather tha n t heir spatia l tendency 

(fi g ure 9.10) , which is not unduly worry ing given that the lack of data means t hat the 

model is only capable of giving quali tative resul ts anyway. Important ly, the cha nge in 

lake zooplank ton concent rat ions is no larger tha n t he cha nge appli ed to Z'I, confirming 

t hat var iations in ri verine condi tions a re not magnified in any part of t he la ke ecosystem . 

9.4 Discussion and Comparison with BK 

In cont rast to the 'bloom a nd bust ' cha racter of the phytop lank ton predicted by t hi s 

model, St.John et a l. (1976) fo und tha t phytoplank ton popula tions in Kamloops Lake 

conti nue to develop steadily throughout spring and in to late summer. Although the 

resul ts detailed here could be completely accurate and a re a correct solu t ion of the 

Franks et a l. (1986) model, the pred ict ion of this double phytopla nkto n bloom a fter 

only 24 days is viewed as suspicious because it li es in contrad iction to these (admittedly 

spa rse) observations and other available data on the distribution o f pl ankton around a 

spring thermal ba r or simila r convergence zone. In reali ty, the absence o f any detailed 

plank ton data from Kamloops Lake on t he spatia l and tempora l scales required for 

t his study makes it impossible to qua nt itatively validate resul ts, a nd so thi s di scuss ion 

regards only the quali tative predictions of this plank to n model. 
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Using an identical version of the Franks et a1. (1986) model, BI< produced a reason

able preliminary fit to the data of Likhoshway et a1. (1996), so it is the purpose of this 

section to justi{y why these results differ from t hose of BK and are not considered to be 

as satisfactory. Comparing contours of phytoplankton and zooplankton concent ration 

after 16 days (figure 9.2) with those from BK after 20 days (figure 12 of BK), it is 

obvious to the reader t hat the rate of phytoplankton growth is strongly promoted in t he 

riverine simulation. This considerable photosynthesis rate is responsible for the qui c;:k 

succession of simulat ion F, which is why plots of primary production in BK (their figure 

16) show the double phytoplankton bloom only just beginning to appear after 40 days 

of simulation. 

Comparing the photosynthesis terms of § p throughout the work of BK and simula

t ion F (figure 16 of BK and figure 9.6(a) respectively) , it can be seen that phytoplank ton 

growth rates are simi lar after 10 days , but that simulation F has a maximum produc

tivi ty which is 50% higher than BK after 20 days. Furthermore, N-P-Z profiles after 

20 days of simulat ion (figure 9.5 and figure 10 of BK ) show that t he two ecosystems are 

in a very similar state in the unstable waters offshore of the Tmd , but that the riverine 

scenario promotes t he growth of plankton both inshore of and at the thermal bar. 

These observat ions can now be used to explain the differing plankton growth rates 

between BI< and this work. As all model parameters are the same in each study, there 

are only two broad potential causes: the lake's thermal regime ruld the influence of 

the ri verine boundru-y conditions. The work on the effects of stabili ty and boundary 

conditions presented in sections 9.2. 1 and 9.3 provides the necessary background for 

t his discussion, and indicates t hat it is t he stability-led differences in vertical diffusivity 

which leads to the differences in growth rate rather than increased nutrient supply from 

the river. 

This conclusion is reached because simulations wi t h NR , PR, and Z/l reduced by 

30%, 50%, and 50% respectively still have zoo plankton bloom levels of a t least double 

the BI< magnitude after 24 days. In addi t ion, vertical N-P- Z vru·iations are shown to be 

strongly correlated with N 2 profiles, and stability values ru-e generally several orders of 

magnit ude higher in simulat ion F than in BK In simulat ion F, the growth of plankton 
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at the stability maximum inshore of the thermal bar exceeds that at the Tmd , despite the 

suppressive effect of the riverine boundary conditions for plankton, and actually exceeds 

t he magnitude of the BK bloom at the location of t he thermal bar. Tests have shown 

that the high growth rate is independent of PR and ZIl values, and these featmes can dot 

be due to the continued riverine nutrient input because growth is not Nitrogen- limi ted 

at t his stage in t he BK case. Therefore this extra growth must be due to the stronger 

static stability imparted by the rapidly-warming river inflow. 

It is reasonable to assume that a strong enough river inflow cou ld cause enough 

turbulence in the near-shore region to offset these effects of stabili ty on the plankton 

growth. As t he neglect of shear effects in t he vertical eddy viscosity is fully justified 

in chapter 4, t he consequences of this effect are ignored here, as t hey are beyond the 

resolution of the present model. Considerable improvements to the tmbulence model 

could form the basis of an extension of this study, and are probably necessary to prop

erly describe the effects of river-generated t urbulence and their influence on plankton 

populations. 

It is concluded that the phytoplankton growth in this model is probably excessive, 

even though the available data on plankton about a riverine thermal bar is not of a fine 

enough scale to refute the existence of the predicted 'double' phytoplankton bloom after 

only 24 days of spring warming. In adopting the Franks et aL (1986) model, BK argued 

that its growth rates were not ideally sui ted to temperate lake plank ton modelling in 

spring due to the lack of any temperature dependance (see sect ion 2.5.1). When the 
" 

absence of self-shading and the immediate return of detritus to the available nutrie,nt 

pool are also considered , it is clear that the most controversial simplifications of this 

model all tend to produce higher productivity than would otherwise be t he case. 

The lower stabili ty of BK allowed plankton growth values to remain reasonable in 

their work, but in the case of the riverine thermal bar a model incorporating a more 

realistic photosynthetic production is probably required. The extent to which this model 

oversimplification can be rectified realistically and at reasonable computat ional expense 

is explored in the next chapter by discussion of the results of t he N-P-Z-D ecosystem 

model of Parker (1991), which is coupled to these Kamloops Lake dynamics. 
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Chapter 10 

R esults - Improved Plankton 

Mode lling 

It is shown in this chapter th at doubts over the validi ty of the resul ts in chapter 9 a rc 

probably well-j ustified . By studying the development of a more sophisticated plankton 

model on t he same fl ow- fi eld a nd therma l regime, it is possible to test the influence of 

some of the 1Il 0re cont rove rsia l simpli ficat ions of t he Fmnks et a !. (1986) IIlode!. 

As detailed thoroughly in ch,lpter 2, t he pl ank toll model of Par ker (1991) contains 

a detri tus component and is full y dependent upon temperature, with e,·ery biological 

in teract ion rnul t ipli ed by a thermal vari ation factor q. Resul ts of t he Fra nks et a!. mod c'l 

presented in chapter 9 lead to a part icular in terest in the effects of improvements to t he 

photosynthesis formulation, catered [or in t he Parker model wit h t he incl usion of I;he 

d iurnal light fluctuation, self-shad ing, and opt imu m light in tensity for phvtop lank to ll . 

This chapter proceeds wit h a discussion of results from simulat ion P, the predictions 

of t he basic Parker model on Kamloops Lake under ri verine boundary condi t ions of 

Nf/.-Pn-Zn-DIl = 4-1-1-1 mmol N m- 3 . A closer inspect ion of each of the source terms 

in the Parker model is then presented , and t he relative importance of each is discussed. 

In order to provide a t horough basis for the comparison of the two 1Il 0dels a t t he 

end of this cha pter, the efl·ects of simplifying the Parker model a re stud ied in detail. A 

part icula rly important fi nd ing is that by removing the det ri t us com ponent a nd ignoring 

temperatur dependance a nd self-shad ing, it is possible for the Parker model to qua l-
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itatively reproduce the suspicious 'double-bloom ' results of t he previous chapter. This 

suggests t hat the oversimplification of the Franks et a l. model could be responsible for 

the potentially excessive phytoplankton growth seen in simulation F and illustrates t hat 

t he qualitative N-P-Z behaviou r is independent of model parameter choices. 

10.1 Temporal Evolution of Plankton Population 

10.1.1 8 days of simulation 

After only 8 days of simulation it is obvious from phytoplankton concentrations t hat 

simulation P will produce a totally diff'crent ecosystem to simulation F. Phytoplankton 

growth is obviously less prolific in the Parker model because concentrations are much 

lower after th is time than in simulation F (compare figures 10.1(a) and 9.1(a)) . The 

growth which has taken place is restricted to the near-river region a nd seems to be 

dominated by t he inflow boundary conditions, wi th riverine phytoplankton values being 

transported vert ically in a similar manner to the tracer concentrat ions in figure 8.15. 
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Figure 10.1: Characteristics of simulation P after 8 days: (a) phytoplankton 

concentration (mmol N m- 3), (b) zooplankton concentration 

(mrnol N m~3) . 
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However, this distribu tion is actually supported by photosynthesis, as the temperature 

dependance prompts growth in the warm ri ver region rather than at the Tmd . 

Zooplankton behave in a qua li tatively similar way in simulations P and F, but t he 

actual zooplank ton concentrations in the lake a fter 8 days are much lower in simulation 

F. In simulation P, t he halved zooplankton mortali ty overcomes the genera lly lower 

assimilated grazing rate and allows far morc zooplankton to survive the ini t ial stages 

of ecosystem development . In fact the mortali ty is reduced to such an extent that 

zooplank ton concentrat ions are virtually uni fo rm at this stage of t he simu lation. 

10 .1.2 16 days of simulation 

Resul ts follow a similar pattern a fter 16 days of simulation. T he phytoplank ton bloom 

which emerges has a much smaller magni tude than that of simulation F (compare figures 

9.2(a) and 1O .2(a)), and is localiscd closer to the ri ver at the stabili ty maximum inshore 

of t he surface T,nd which is descri bed in section 9.2. 1. As shown in later analyses, 
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F igure 10.2: Characteristics of simulation P after 16 days: (a) phytoplankton 

cO;lcentrat ioiJ (mmol N m- 3), (b) zooplankton concent ration 

. (mmol N m- 3). 
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this an ses from the skewing of growth towards the warm river by the temperat ure 

dependance. 

Zooplankton characteristics are very slowly-varying, and after 16 days there is still 

li ttle sign of any growth which is independent of the riverine boundary condi t ions. The 

quali tative similarities between 'contours of zooplankton and t racer at this time indicates 

once again that zooplankton mortali ty and grazing have nearly ident ical distribu tions 

(if not abso lute values) within the lake. 

10.1.3 24 days of simulation 

After 24 days the predictions of phytopla nkton concentration in models P and Fare 

quali tat ively different. While simulation F now has a fully-developed double phyto

pla nk ton bloom, simulat ion P still shows a single bloom, far inshore of the Tmd , with 

maximum phytoplankton concent rations at a value of half of that attained by simulation 

F after only 16 days. Values at depth are also much lower, due to the convection of 
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Figure 10.3: Characteri stics of simulation P after 24 days: (a) phytopla nkton 
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reduced phytoplank to n concentrations downwards, and the la rgest concentrations are 

no longer ca rried downwards by the t hermal bar because the bloom is so much fu r ther 

inshore o[ t he main downwclling motions. 

As with t he earlier stages of simulation P, zooplankton distribu t ions are still dom

inated by ri verine effects after 24 days of open-la ke graz ing. In total contrast to the 

zooplank ton bloom of simulat ion F (figure 9.3(b)) , zooplank ton concent rations experi 

ence a sha llow grad ient of dec rease away from the ri ver plume region to of[5hore of the 

T,ncl and the depths of the lake. 

10.2 Closer Examination of Plankton Growth 

A hori zonta l profi le of a ll [our components of t he plank to n model gives a very econom

ica l view of t he status of the enti re ecosystem and permi ts a d iscuss ion of the nut rient 

and det ri tns components of the model (figure lOA). T he plot shows how slowly the 

Parker nlodcl. deve lops, with the main biologica l inl eractions being t llC gradual bloom

ing of phyto plank ton inshore of the Tmcl and t he death of both plankton types increasing 

detrit us concentrat ions away from the ri ver inflow. T his plot a lso highlights the limi ta

tions of the zooplank ton, which do not seem to display any net growth through grazing 

du ring s imulation P. 

Comparing t hese profil es with t he equi valent for simu lation F (fi gure 9.4) emphasises 

the massive difference in the rates of in teraction between the components of each model. 

T he most important change in simulat ion P is t he decreased photosynthesis rate, and 

these plots show t hat after onl y 8 days there is a s ignifi cant difference in phytop lankto n 

concentrat ions everywhere in the domain . It is especia lly in teresting to note that s imu

lation P rest ricts the majority of phytoplan kton g rowth to the near-ri ver a reas , wh ile a 

fair amoun t of photosynthes is takes place offshore of t he T md in simulat ion F. 

As a resul t or the stunted phytoplank to n growth in the open lake, nutrient levels 

stay constant there th roughout simulation P despite t he delay in retu rning planktonic 

detri tus to the nu t rient poo l. This resu lt is cont ra ry to t he observations of simulation 

F, where nu trients are rapidly depleted everywhere under t he preSS llre of mass phyto-
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plankton growth. Of all components it is the detri tus which gains t he most Nit rogen 

when averaged over t he whole open lake, because plankton mortali ty and unassimilated 

zooplankton grazing exceed t he detri t us to nutrient conversion rate. T he large detri

tus availability means that the conversion rate will be relatively high, so the nu trients 

should continue to grow with time in the open lake. T hese observations are explained 

in t he following sections by a closer analysis of t he source and t ransport terms in the 

governing equations. 
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F igure 10.4: Horizontal N-P-Z-D profil es at 5 m depth throughout simula

t ion P: (a) 8 days, (b) 16 days, (c) 24 days . 

10.2.1 Phytoplankton 

T he single phytoplankton bloom predict.ed by t he Parker model is explained here by 

examining each term of t he govern ing advection-diffusion equation (table 10.1). As in 
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simulat ion P, ve rt ical COJII·cctioll and phytoplankton mortali ty tcrms may be ignored 

immediate ly clue to their small magnitude. Also as before t he distribution of horizontal 

convective a lld diffusive processes is not of particular interest as t hey simply denote 

transport at t he river inflow and across t he thermal bar respectively. 

As in simulation F it can be seen t hat vertical diffusion and photosynthesis (at 

the average light intensity) are the leading-order terms, but unlike simulation F the 

latter significantly outweighs the former almost cverywhere in thi s model. Th is happens 

becausc, despite having a simi lar di stribution, vertical difrusion of phyto plankton is 

lower due to a red uct ion ill t he curvature of the vertical phytoplani<ton profil e whi ch is 

caused by the lower phytoplank ton growth , especia lly offshore of the T,nd. Overall the 

vertical diffusion of nhytop lan kton is reduced by a larger quant ity in simulation P than 

the primary production, a nd therefore production is now largest. 

Term in P transport equat ion N[inimllm Maximu m 

Pr imary production (average) 4 x 10- 6 2 X 10- 5 

Graz ing - 2x 10- 6 -2 x 10- 7 

Mortality - 4x 10- 9 0 

Ve rt ical diffusion - 2x 10- 5 0 

Horizontal difJ'usion - 5x 10- 6 1 x 10- 5 

Ve rtical convection - I x 10- 7 2 x 10- 6 

Hori zontal convection - 5x 10- 6 2 x 10- 6 

T hermal variation factor 0.3 0.6 

Table 10.1: Range of values of each term in the P transport equation a long 

a near-surface hori zonta l profi le duri ng the first 24 days of sim

ulation P. All uni ts a re lflmol N m- 3 S- I 

By comparing fi gures 1O.5(a) and 9.6(a) it can be seen that the horizontal distribu t ion 

of primary prod uction is fund amentally a ltered by temperature dependance even befo re 

the effects of nut rient limi tat ion become apparent in s imulat ion F. Table 10.1 shows t hat 

q changes by a factor of 2 over the domain , and fi gure 1O.5(b) shows t hat thi s variation 

favo urs biological in teraction near the warm ri ver inflow. T his resul ts in the situat ion 
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pictured in fi gure 10.5 (a), where t he photosynthesis is always greater near the river t han 

in the open lake offshore of the T,nd , a result w hich contrasts with simulation F, where 

photosynthesis reaches a minimum near t he ri ver inflow due to t he fixed value of Pn 

(figure 9.6(a)). 
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Figure 10.5: Source terms for phytoplankton throughout the simulation: (a) 

photosynthetic prod uction (taken at the average val ue of light 

intensity) and position of the Tmd (I) , (b) thermal variation 

factor q. 

By stressing the importance of q, it can be argued that t he temperature d ependance 

of the Parker model is responsible for both the lack of phytoplankton growth offshore 

of t he T md (which is noted in the discussion of figure 10.4) and the lagging of t he 

phytoplankton bloom fur ther behind the Tmd than in simulation F, which was noticed 
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throughout section 1O.l. Temperatu re dependa nce is a lso seen to influence zooplankLoll 

grazing in simulation P, but the eflects of this parti cular phenom enon are minimal 

because overa ll graz ing rates a rc found to be a much lower proport io ll of photosy nthesis 

than in simulat ion F. 

10. 2.2 Zooplankton 

Examining the magni t ude of terms in the zooplankton equat ion (table 10.2) reveals 

the dom i nance of transport processes over the biologica l prod uction and destruct ion 

of zooplankton. This supports t he observat ions t hat zooplankton concentrations a re 

dominated by the riverine boundary condi tions throughout s imulation P, as it implies 

t hat the transport of ri verine values around the domain wi ll obscure any zooplankton 

graz ing or morta lity which may take place. 

Term in Z transport equation Miuimum lvlax illlul1l 

Ass imilated graz ing 5x 10- 8 7 x J 0- 7 

Mortali ty - 7x 10- 7 - 2x 10- 7 

Vertical difl·usion - 2x 10- 6 0 

Ho rizonta l diffusion - 8x 10- 7 2x 10- 6 

Ve rtical convection - I x 10- 8 2x 10- 7 

Horizontal convect ion - 4x 10- 7 I x 10- 6 

Table 10.2: Range of values of each terlll in the Z t ransport equation a long 

a near-surface horizontal profil e during the first 24 days of s im

ulat ion P. All uni ts are mmol N m- 3 s- '. 

In addi tion, plotting the assimilated grazing and mortali ty rates for zooplank to n 

in fi gure 10.6, wc call sce tllat mortality overt urns most of the zooplankton growth 

throughout the simu lation. Tltis is partly du e to temperature dependance, which will 

ensure that all biological in terac tions tend to attain I;heir most significa llt values in t lt e 

same area of the domain . It can be concluded from th is study t hat zoopla nkton behave 

as a virtually neut ral tracer in simulation P. 
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(a) Assimilated zoo plankton grazing 
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Figure 10.6: Source terms for zooplankton t hroughout the simulation: (a) 

assimilated zooplankton graz ing, (b) zooplank ton mortali ty. 

10.3 Effect of New Features in Model 

The quali tative differences in the plankton predictions of each model lead to the ques

tion of why these simple models would give such vastly different answers in t he same 

dynamical and thermal regime. The intention of this sec tion is to gradually strip away 

the sophisticated features of the Parker model until the bas ic funct ionality of the Franks 

et al. model is recovered. This is done in order to assess the contribu t ion of each in-

dividual improvement of the Parker formulation .over Franks et al. so t he neglect of 

each component is discussed individually before all l:elevant components are removed in 

section 10.3 .4. 
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CompRring t he formu lation of the two plan kton rnodcls it is eRsy to ded ucr t hat 

there are fi ve majo r differences: t he detri tus component, temperature dependance, the 

zoopla nk ton grazing formulation, the phytopla nk to n mortality formulat ion, a nd the 

inclusion of self-shading. Sin ce the phytopla nk ton mortali ty and zooplank ton graz ing 

terms are found to be relatively unimportant in this test (table 10.2), we proceed by 

discussion of three Parker model simulations which each have one of the other factors 

removed. 

In the following sections, the simulations with and without detritus, self-shad ing, or 

temperature de pendance (the fOrlnulat ions of which are a ll ful ly descri bed in section 2.5) 

a rc referred to as s imulations PD, PS, a nd P T respec t ively. In addi t ion, a simulation 

wit hou t any of these components wi ll be referred to as PTSD here. 

10.3.1 Detritus Removed 

[ t can be sc('n from the resu lts of simulat ion PD a fter 24 days in fi gnre 10.7 t hat re

mov ing the detritus component of simulat ion P act ua lly has ve ry little effect on the 

plankton ecosystem . Nutricnt le\·cls are increascd by the same amount that detrit ns 

gained prev iously, as a ll plankto n waste products are now returned directly to t he nu

t rient poo l. In t urn this a llows a very s light ly larger bloom of phytoplankto n due to a 

minor reduction in nutrient limi tation. However , this does not prompt a not iceable in

crease in zoopla ll kton because t he assimil ated graz ing rates a rc so sma ll (sce t able 10.2), 

so that overa ll t he effects of incl udi ng the detri t us component do not seem part icula rly 

importa nt. T his resul t is in full agreement wit h the findings of Edwards (2001 ), who 

showed t hat the incl usion of det ri t us onl y affects a model's behav iour s ignifican t ly when 

zooplank to n are a llowed to graze it . 

10.3.2 Self-Shading Removed 

T he removal of phytop\ankton self-shading has a rather more profound effect on t he 

whole ecosystem (fi gure 10.8). T he obvious conseq uence of t hi s step is an increase in 

photosynt h is, and comparing the N-P- Z- D profi les in fi gures lO.4{c) a nd 10.8 shows 

t hat t his leads to a doubling in phytoplankton growth over t he first 24 d ays of s imulation. 
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Phytopla nkton levels a re mainly increased at the bloom inshore of the t bermal bar, 

where the la rge quantit ies of biomass would norma lly produce significant shad ing, but 

a detailed co mparison reveals that a small increase is also present t hroughout the rest 

of the lake. 
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F igure 10.7: N -P-Z profil e from simu lation PD after 24 days. 
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Figure 10.8: N -P-Z-D profi le from simulation PS after 24 days . 

This inCl'eased primary production leads to a greater nu trient depletion, so tha t 
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further photosynthesis is limited inshore of the Tmd . T he zooplankton and detri tus 

components are surprisingly unaffected by the removal of self-shading, however, with 

only small increases in each component due to increased grazing and phytoplankton 

mortal ity respect ively. 

10 .3 .3 Temperature D ependance Removed 

Ignoring the temperature dependance of t he Parker model has a fa r more profound effect 

on the ecosystem predictions than either of the two previous changes. As this simulation 

was performed by fixing q to be constant at a value corresponding to the Franks model, 

t he effects of this step are to remove the preferentia.l interaction rates in the warm river 

inflow and to generally increase the rate of a ll biological interactions. 
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F igure 10;9: N-P-Z-D profile from simulation PT after 24 days. 

Figure 10.9 shows that the effect of standardising q is to increase t he phytopla nkton 

production and promote photosynthesis over a much wider area, including offshore of the 

Tmd . This extra growth may not seem obvious from a comparison of figures 10.4(c) and 

10.9, but must happen because the detritus component is so vastly increased. T his im

plies that phytoplank ton growth is constantly 'increased here, but the similarly-increased 

mortali ty rates (particularly offshore of the Tmd ) t ransfer t he plankton biomass to de

tritus. 
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Incrcascd photosynthcs is Icads to a grcat0r nu t ricnt depiction, causing thc 'flatter' 

phytoplankton bloom seen in fi gure 10.9, wh ich could be t he precursor to a double bloom 

caused by nu t ri ent li mitation. Zooplankton graz ing rates a re not suffi ciently increased 

by t he removal of te mperature dependance to cause a bloom inshore of the therma l bar, 

and the increased mortali ty makes zooplank ton dcpletion in the OpCIl lake even more 

prevalent. 

10.3.4 All Three Components Removed 

T he resul ts of simulation PTSD are crucial to this study, sincc it is postulated in t he 

rcst of thi s chapter that the t hrec removed components contain the most important 

quant it ics sepa rat ing t he Franks et a l. model from thc Parker model. None of t he va ri a nt 

simn lations above seem to be much closer to simul ation F t han s imu lation P, but thc 

progression of s imulation PTSD which is plotted in figure 10.10 shows resul ts which are 

remarkab ly simila r to t hose of fi gurc 9.4. Considcr ing t hc diffcrences in formu lat ion a nd 

para metcr va lucs which a rc st ill prescnt bctwccn simul at ions F a nd PTSD, it is vcry 

interesting t hat t his simplifi ed vcrsion of simulation P is ablc to quali tatively rcproduce 

the results of chapter 9. 

B compar ing fi gures 9.4 and 10.10 we can asscss cxactly how difJ'crcnt thc two sim u

lations a re. Aftcr 16 days it is obvious that t hc photosynthcsis ratc is still slightly lowcr 

in simulat ion PTSD, a difl·crcncc which becomes morc substantia l wit h t ime. T his is 

a consequence of the higher nu t ri ent half-saturation constant, ks, in the Parker model, 

which Icads to nu t ri ent li mitation of photosynt hes is at much higher nu trient conccn

t rat ions t han in simula tion F. Also from these plots it is obvious that thc zoo plank toll 

morta li ty rate is much la rge r in simulat ion F. 

After 24 clays of simu lation, case F has the full y-developed double bloom descri bed 

previously but despi te having a simila r dist ribu t ioll o f a ll three ccosys tcm componcnts , 

simulation PTSD only shows a small inflexion in t hc centre of t he phytoplankton bloom. 

T his is mainly due to t he differencc in ks value, as nu t ri ent limitat ion in . imulation PTSD 

causes a much gentler process than the sudden drop in photosynth t ic production ratcs 

which takcs place in the cent rc of the phytoplank ton bloo l11 of simulation F. It should 

also be noted that the zooplank ton grazing ra te is much lower in simula tion PTSD, 
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which explains the low predictions of zooplankton concentration in all of the Parker 

model variants. 
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Figure 10.10: Horizontal N -P-Z profiles throughout simulation PTSD : (a) 

16 days, (b) 24 days, (c) 30 days. 

After 30 days, simulation PTSD has qualitatively reproduced all of the predictions of 

simulation F. Nutrients are not r educed to such a drastic level, and as a result the double 

bloom is much wider as t he smoother impedance of photosynthesis allows a more gradual, 

and therefore less localised, bloom development . Zooplankton levels are also much lower, 

so t he effect of zooplankton graz ing on the double bloom formation is lessened. It is 

therefore proposed that with alteration of the nutrient-limitation factor and zooplankton 

growth and mortalityj·a.tes it .would , certainly be' possible to quantitatively reproduce 

simulation F from the basis of the Parker model. 
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lOA Discussion and Comparison With Franks et al. 

Before full y comparing the results of the Parker model wi t h those of t he Franks et al. 

model, it is vitally important to note t hat, in t he absence of any high-reso luti on data on 

the spring phyto plank ton bloom in Kamloops Lake, it is impossible to conclusively say 

wh ich of t he two models produces t he most reasonable approximation to real plank ton 

populat ions. T his is why the 'do uble bloom' pred ictions of Franks et al. a re no\·er 

defini t ively held to be wrong; a lthough it has been shown tha t t hey a re not found in 

a more sophist icated model, t here is no certain way of knowing whether t his complex 

model is a more a ppropriate formulat ion for Ka mloops Lake in the spring. How('ver, 

it is noted here that the Parker model pred icts photosynt hesis rates which genera lly 

agree wi th a steady producti vity over several months, as observed in I(am loops Lake by 

St. John et a l. (1976). 

As t he availab le data a rc so sparse, t he strength a nd motivat ion of t his \Yor k primarily 

comes from t h(' desire to test and extend t he res lll ts of /3[( to a ri n 'rine thermal bar in !l 

shallow la ke, in iti a lly produci ng a pn rely qua litat ive comparison b0tween t he 'classica l' 

thermal bars of their work and t he ri\·erine t hermal bars of this study. After t he results 

were found to di fFer in chapter 9, thi s chapter is in tended to study the sensit ivity of 

those earl y resul ts to greater levels of sophist icat ion in the bas ic Illodel fo rmu lation. 

Although there is no proof, it is thought that growt h is probably excessive in simu

lation F since t he Franks et al. model is condi t ioned to t he marine pelagic ecosystem 

in summer and t here are no reports of a 'double bloom' in phytoplank to n in temperate 

lakes in spring. By experimentation wit h a more complex model (which adm itted ly is 

also condi t ioned for summer marine waters) it is shown in th is cha pter t hat the doub le 

bloom resul ts may only be reproduced by ignoring three of t he most Significant facets 

of the new model. 

In teres tingly, it is found that t lwse resul ts may only be a.chieved by neglect ing a ll 

t hree of these differences at t he same t ime. T he removal of temperature dependa nce 

and self-shading simul taneously allows a la rge increase in photosynthesis and a shift of 

phytoplank to n growth away from the river inflow (not shown), and the removal of the 

det ritu component in simula tion PTSD then ensures t ha t nu t rient limi tat ion acts in 
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exactly the ma nner required for the prediction of a double bloom. T his supports t he 

contention that the double bloom is proba bly due to the excessive phytoplank ton growth 

which resul ts from oversimplificat ion of the Franks et a l. model, since it takes a part ic

ular combination of three clearly un phys ical assumpt ions to produce thi s phenomenon. 

T he main achievements of thi s chapter are therefore t he elucidation of the effects 

of detri t us, self-shad ing, a nd temperature dependance on simple plankton forlTlul ations. 

Each of these factors can clearly produce quali tat ive difFerences in the predi ctions of a 

plankton model, so they should be included whenever an application includes sufficient 

data for parameter-fi tting. Of course a great deal of useful information can be gained 

from a very simple plankton lTIodel, as shown by BI< , but this s tudy concludes that the 

applicabili ty of these results sholrld be viewed with ext reme caution. 
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Chapter 11 

Conclusions and Suggested Further 

Work 

Chapters 5 - 10 of this thesis present the results of three different studies of t he riverine 

t hermal bar which have implications for several areas of limnology. The validity of these 

results, however, reli es upon the assumptions made in the formulation of the original 

model. Due to limitations in observational data and available computer power , these 

assumptions are rather restrictive, so that most results are considered to be a qualitative 

fir st step towards a full understanding of this previously-un modelled phenomenon. 

The intention of t his chapter is to summar ise the results and consequences of each set 

of simulations and , more importantly, suggest ways in which this rather basic research 

could be extended in future. In particular , it is argued how the project could proceed 

given greater computational resources, but wo rk on the riverine thermal bar is also 

limited by a serious lack of field observations. In order to provide a.ccurate initial and 

boundary conditions for t hese suggested model improvements, new lield studies of the , 

river ine thermal bar must be made, paTticularly in Lake Baikal. 

11.1 Numerical Procedure 

A significant impediment to progress on this work, to which a large proportion of this 

t hesis is dedicated , is the cumbersome nature of the solution procedure. A highly

accurate solution of the eJliptic pressure correct ion equation is requiTed in order to 

enforce continuity and thereby avoid spurious flows, as discussed in section 3.3 . This 
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necessitates the use of a direct matrix so lver which places heavy demands on memory, 

limiting the number of grid points, and consumes a large proportion of the total solution 

time. 

With hindsight , a far more economical solution procedme could be implemented by 

adopt ing a streamfunction/vorticity formulation of the governing equations. A stream

function could be defined for the two-dimensional How, with values fixed on the bound

ary, so that the vorticity equation becomes a Poisson equation with a known right-hand 

side for t he time derivat ive. T he advantage of this approach is t hat mass is always 

conserved exactly, so an acceptable solution to the How field could be achieved by solv

ing the ellipt ic vorticity equation to a much lower accuracy than that required for the 

pressure-correction equation. 

11.2 Lake Baikal 

The study of Lake Baikal is undertaken on a deep, rectangular section which is nominally 

representative of the Selenga River delta. Different thermal scenarios are modelled at 

three stages of the spring development of a thermal bar , elucidating a range of possible 

dynamics available to this single phenomenon. A river which is only slightly wanner than 

the Tmd is found to produce a cabbeling plume which sinks down the nearshore boundary, 

while warmer rivers will create a buoyant gravity current inshore of the thermal bal' 

which moves the cabbeling away from the river inflow by overpowering return Hows 

on the bar's offshore side. Increasing the salini ty of the inHow tends to convert the 

How regime from the latter situation towards the former, with the density increase 

due to salinity generally suppressing the horizontal propagation of the thermal bal' and 

increasing the downwelling rate and maximum plume penetration depth. 

This study explicitly illustrates the buoyancy forces involved in thermobaric control 

of a thermal bar 's sinking plume for the fi rst t ime. In the absence of salini ty differences, 

t he depth at which thermobaric control operates is where the in itial temperature profile 

crosses the T = T md profile. If very cold waters were present at all depths , there would 

be no thermobaric control (Kay 2001); however in lake Baikal there is a winter mid

depth temperature maxi mum of 3.4 - 3.6°C (Shimaraev & Granin 1991) , implying the 
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thermobar ic cont rol at depths of 200 - 300 m which is observed in the non-saline cases 

of this model. 

As detailed in chapter 7, a saline thermal bar 's increased mineralisation counteracts 

the thermobaric deceleration by raising the plume's density relative to that of the am

bient lake water. This increases the maximum plume penetration depth, because the 

water has to sink further for the thermobaric bouyancy forcing to become large enough 

to halt the downwelling. 

The evaluation of saline effects on a riverine thermal bar is probably the most signili

cant ad vance of this work. The curtailment of horizontal propagation of the thermal bar 

which is associated with a riverine salinity increase could severely inhibit the dispersion 

of riverine pollutants and nu trients in a temperate lake, while the increased vertical 

mixing could substant ially increase the residence times of these undesirable substances 

(Killworth & Carlnack 1979). A river ine loading of pollutants which is safe when dis

persed throughout the lake could be concentrated to a harmful level when localised by 

flow patterns within specific regions, and it is therefore important to consider t he possi

ble effects of salinity when determining acceptable levels of pollution in a deep temperate 

lake. 

Of most importance to Baikal is t he deepened vertical advection which results from 

a salinity increase suppressing the thermally-induced resistance to sinking. The model 

predicts that t he thermal bar plume could certainly be involved in deep mixing of Lake 

Baikal if combined with an increased riverine salinity of t he magnitudes studied here. 

The crucial point is that salinity cannot be ignored in any temperate lake during 

spring and autumn overturn, when temperatures are close to t he T,nd . Neglect of the 

buoyancy forcings arising from salinity variation in Baikal has been shown here to be 

flawed , at least when considering regions in the vicinity of a river delta. There is clearly 

an important range of conditions under which the complex interplay between thermal 

and haline effects must be included in modelling efforts. 

Although this study yields new results on the riverine thermal bar in a deep lake and 
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is an important base for future work , the model employed is barely satisfactory in t llis 

particular case due to t he limi ted domajn size and simulation timespan which is caused 

by restrictions on computational power. The first and most important improvement 

which could be made to this model on a more powerful machine is to run longer si mu

lations, preferably of the ent ire spring warming, so that a varia ble inflow temperature 

cou ld be employed. A longer simulation time would also allow the inclusion of coriolis 

forces and a surface heat flux , removing the main potential cri ticisms of the existing 

model. Introducing a wind stress on this more realistic riverine thermal bar could pro

vide an interesting and important robustness study by quantifyi ng t he wind-sensitivi ty 

of t he motions predicted in t he origina l model. 

After many basic results have been achieved on a rectangular domain by varying river . 
discharge and temperat ure and the surface heat flux and wind stress, t he next model 

development phase would be an improvement of the section bathymetry. A selected 

Selenga delta cross-section would be more realist ic, but a truly accurate prediction of 

the flow in t his area of Lake Baikal can only be made with a three-dimensional model. 

Supercomputing t ime would almost certain ly be required for this intensive simulation, 

but its use would be thoroughly justified by the considerable increase in realism that a 

t hird active dimension would bring. 

In order to properly quantify the effects of turbulent mixing of t he river and lake, 

future high-resolu tion studies should attempt to include more sophisticated turbulence 

closure schemes than the algebraic model applied here. Shear in horizontal Hows will 

increase vertical mixing inshore of t he t hermal bar , so that the results presented here 

may be altered as the vertical diffusivi ty is based solely upon stability. As a related 

study, a Large-Eddy Simulation could be employed under carefully controlled conditions 

to examine the reported inducement of the thermobaric instabili ty by a thermal bar 

(Shimaraev et al. 1993) and the effect of salinity on this potential mechanism for deep-

water renewal. 

As mentioned in section 1.1 , most studies of the thermal bar concentrate upon the 

spring warming period. It would be a fitting counterpart to the work in t his t hesis if a 

similar model were applied to the autumn riverine thermal bar. A detailed numerical 
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comparison of the properties of both classical and riverine, spring and autumn thermal 

bars could then complete our knowledge of the thermal bar in all its guises. The ulti

mate aim of this study would therefore be to perform a three-dimensional model of the 

Selenga inflow and its influence on mixing in Lake Baikal throughout the entire annual 

temperature cycle, including both spring and autumn thermal bars. 

11.3 Kamloops Lake Dynamical Work 

The dynamical study of Kamloops Lake presented in chapter 8 is basically successful as 

it qualitatively reproduces the measured temperature fields of Carmack et al. (1979). In 

particular, the riverine thermal bar's transition from sinking boundary plume to surface 

gravity current is reproduced so that three distinct stages of thermal bar development 
, 

may be defined, These three stages are found to correspond quite closely to the dy-
.' 

namics of the three thermal cases selected in the Lake Baikal study. The thermal bar's 

circulation is found to weaken as it propagates across the lake due to the slackening of 

horizontal density gradients away from the inflow, 

This verified simulation is then tested for sensitivity to \rarious model factors in 

order to gain insight into their overall importance, The study shows that a surface 

heat flux unsurprisingly increases the propagation rate of the thermal bar slightly by 

warming more water through the Tmd in a given time. Unexpectedly, switching to a 

rectangular bathymetry has little effect upon the horizontal propagation of the thermal 

bar, but does seem to weaken downwelling flows in this model. Thermobaricity is also 

rather ineffectual in this shallow lake, despite significantly influencing the positioning of 

maximally dense water in the mid-depths (see section 8.3). 

Removing coriolis forces from the model, however, changes the resulting dynami?s 

drastically. Coriolis forces are found to regulate the horizontal movement of the thermal 
, I 

bar and suppress its downwelling, transferring momentum to the strong longshore flow 

predicted by previous authors (Huang 1972). However, it should be noted that in 

reality this flow would soon be deflected by the sides of the inflow region. Indeed, the 

narrow fjord-like bathymetry of Kamloops Lake clearly contravenes the assumption of 

no variation in the longshore direction upon which the model formulation is based (see 
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section 2.1). Despite this caveat, simulations K and KQ show that with the inclusion 

of coriolis forces the flow field within the modelled section produces a temperatu~e 
distribution which is closer to that observed by Carmack (197~J). 

In contrast, the Selenga River inflow to Lake Baikal is located in a region which 

provides a reasonable basis for the neglect of variations in the longshore direction. How

ever, coriolis forces are not adopted in the deep-lake model because the effects of rotation 

are subject to a misleading period of spin-up which persists for longer than the entire 

timespan of these simulations, as discussed in section 8.6. 

Another surprising result from these simulations is that it takes an extremely large 

increase in riverine salinity to noticeably affect the thermal bar circulation. This hap

pens because the spatial temperature variation (which follows observed values) is so 
1. '1' 

great during most of the simulation that thermal effects dominate buoyancy, unlike the 

delicately-balanced temperature gradients in the Selenga delta model, which is rather 

more susceptible to saline effects. 

Many of the later improvements recommended for the deep-lake model in section 

11.2 would also be sensible model development steps when applied to this study. Since 

simulation K has been validated against measurements, a full study of the effects of 

other inflow and surface heating rates, river delta slopes, and wind forcings in the style 

of MaIm (1995) could use this base simulation to build a body of theory on the dynami?s 

of the riverine thermal bar. 

The changes proposed above tend to bias the model towards a general description 

of the riverine thermal bar, but the study could also produce an accurate model of the 

particular flow conditions of Kamloops Lake. The three-dimensional bathymetry of the 

whole lake could probably be adopted at reasonable computational cost due to its rela

tively small proportions. The wide range of information on the lake's annual circulation 

cycle and river plume dynamics present in the literature means that, under a variable 

surface heat flux and river temperature, the entire annual range of flow conditions in 

Kamloops Lake could be predicted. 
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11.4 Kamloops Lake Biological Work 

The plankton studies in this thesis were originally conceived as an extension of the work 

of BK (in modelling plankton populations in the presence of a classical thermal bar) to 

the riverine case. To this end, the Franks et al. (1986) model is first fully studied in the 

context of the riverine thermal bar and then the simple results from this simulation are 

compared to those of the Parker (1991) ecosystem model, which is considerably more 

sophisticated. 

The Franks et al. (1986) model predicts a swiftly-developing phytoplankton bloom 

at the position of the thermal bar. This bloom soon suffers depletion in its centre due 

to nutrient limitation and zooplankton feeding, so that by the end of the simulation 

there are two distinct blooms, one centred upon the position of the thermal bar and 

one halfway between the bar and the river mouth. The zooplankton also grow rela

tively quickly and have produced a small local population maximum by the end of the 

simulation. 

Analysis of this 'double bloom' in phytoplankton populations reveals that one bloom 

is supported by the convergence of the thermal bar, while the inshore bloom is at the 

position of a stability maximum caused by the mixed interface of river and lake water. 
" 

Further investigations show that the double bloom is also present in simulations in which 

the riverine boundary conditions have been drastically altered. The extra stability of 

the riverine thermal bar is therefore responsible for generating the second inshore bloom 

and producing a generally higher growth rate than is present in BK. As this double 

bloom distribution has never been observed in the field, these results raise suspicions 

about the applicability of the Franks et al. (1986) model. 

The Parker (1991) model has lower growth rates from the very beginning, with the 

phytoplankton only producing a shallow, single bloom at the end of the simulation. 

Zooplankton growth rates are also comparatively tiny and the.zooplankton distribution 

is generally that of a neutral tracer. 

The Parker (1991) model's behaviour is compared to the suspicious results of the 

Franks et al. (1986) model by removing the extra features which separate the two formu-
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lations. Removing the detrital component has surprisingly little effect on the ecosystem 

dynamics, but neglecting self-shading or temperature dependance has a massive effect 

upon the phytoplankton productivity. By removing all three together it is possible to 

produce a double bloom similar to that of the Franks et al. (1986) model, which shmys 

that this feature is caused by a qualitative oversimplification of the model. The use of 

this formulation to predict lake plankton in spring is therefore brought into question: 

In the absence of the detailed data required to justify more complex ecosystem models 

it is difficult to propose a reasonable extension of these numerical studies. The discussion 

of river and lake plankton trends in section 1.6 shows that the riverine thermal bar may 

have a wide range of interesting effects upon plankton populations, but without accurate 

river and lake measurements of each biological component, nutrients, and turbidity, it 

is difficult to produce any useful results which are specific to Kamloops Lake. 

Given a more sophisticated turbulence model, there is some scope for development?f 

an abstract model of the ecological implications of the riverine thermal bar, based on' a 

range of different boundary and initial conditions on the river and lake. Improvement of 

the turbulence modelling would be absolutely vital to this study, as the eddy diffusivities 

have been shown to control the plankton productivity and the possibility exists that the 

present model is over-predicting growth due to the lack of shear effects in the vertical 

eddy diffusivity. 

Two basic phenomena which are not resolved in the Parker (1991) model are plank

ton sinking and the shading of plankton by riverine turbidity. As mentioned by BK, 

sinking could possibly be represented by applying a fixed rate proportional to the vertical 
( 

turbulent diffusivity, as plankton re-suspension is a conseque*e of convective motiotJs 

associated with instability (Kelley 1997). Turbidity could be represented by the tracer 
I 

variable, introducing an extra shading term into the exponent of equations (2.23) and 

(2.30). A specifically riverine plankton model could also be developed in order to pro

vide boundary conditions for a coupled river and lake solution, but river plankton are 

currently far too poorly understood to begin this development. 

Throughout this thesis I have tried to emphasise that all results are considered to be 
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a qualitatively correct first modelling attempt, and could be ~astly improved by future 

researchers in posession of a powerful computer. I sincerely hope that this work will 

promote the continued study of the riverine thermal bar, perhaps to such an extent that 

field workers might undertake the highly detailed and wide-ranging field studies of the 

riverine thermal bar which are required to support further numerical models. 
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Appendix A 

Simulation Details 

Preliminary Models: 

Identifier SR (mgkg-l) 

C 96.3 

81 97.3 

82 98.3 

Table A.I: Characteristics of the deep-lake control simulations in this work. 

All have TR = T£ = 3.4°C and SL = 96.3 mgkg-l. 
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Lake Baikal Dynamical Models: 

Identifier Time (days) SR (mgkg-1) Features 

T7 7 96.3 

T7S1 7 97.3 

T7S2 7 98.3 

T7S5 7 101.3 

T7S10 7 106.3 

T9 9 96.3 

T9S1 9 97.3 

T9S2 9 98.3 

T9S5 9 101.3 
-

T9S10 9 106.3 

T9P 9 96.3 Thermobaricity neglected 

T9D 9 96.3 Domain width 10 km 

T9UP 9 96.3 QUICK differencing neglected 

T9UO 9 96.3 UR = 0 

T9Ul 9 96.3 UR = 0.01 ms- 1 

T9A2.5 9 96.3 Ah = 2.5 m2s- 1 

T9A7.5 9 96.3 Ah = 7.5 m2s-1 

Tll 11 96.3 

TllS1 11 97.3 

TllS2 11 98.3 

Tl1S5 11 101.3 , 
Tl1S10 11 106.3 

Table A.2: Characteristics of the deep-lake simulations in this work, includ

ing simulation time of the one-dimensional preconditioning mod

els, inflow salinity level and details of special features. 
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Kamloops Lake Dynamical Models: 

Identifier Features 

K Basic Kamloops simulation 

KD Domain width 20 km 

KQ QUICK differencing included 

KH No surface heat flux 

KB Rectangular-box bathymetry 

KP Thermobaricity neglected 

KC Coriolis neglected 

KS5 SR = 105 mgkg- 1 

KS10 SR = 110 mgkg-1 

KS20 SR = 120 mgkg-1 

KS50 SR = 150 mgkg- 1 

Table A.3: Characteristics of the dynamical Kamloops Lake simulations in 

this work. 

Franks et al. Ecosystem Models: 

Identifier Features 

F Basic Franks simulation 

F30 NR = 5.2 mmol N m-3 

FM30 NR = 2.8 mmol N m-3 

FPM50 PR = 0.5 mmol N m-3 

FZM50 ZR = 0.5 mmol N m-3 

Table A.4: Characteristics of the plankton simulations employing the model 

of Franks et at. (1986). 
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Parker Ecosystem Models: 

Identifier Features 

P Basic Parker simulation 

PS No self-shading 

PT No temperature dependance 

PD No detritus component 

PTSD All of the above 

Table A.5: Characteristics of the plankton simulations employing the model 

of Parker (1991). 
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Nomenclature 
Roman script: 

ai, anb, ax coefficients representing neighbouring node influence 

A coefficient matrix 

Ah , Av horizontal and vertical eddy viscosities 

B solid boundary 

Bo, Bor , Boo open boundary, inflow boundary, outflow boundary 

cp specific heat at constant pressure 

Ci concentration of the ith component of a plankton model 

Co detritus to nutrient conversion rate 

d general depth 

d cut-off depth for vertical eddy viscosity 

D detritus 

F height of free surface above lake bed 

F external forcing vector 

9 acceleration due to gravity 

G phytoplankton primary production rate 

hx, hz horizontal and vertical grid spacing 

H pressure variation function in the equation of state 

i, j grid indices in x and z directions 

I zooplankton grazing rate 

1 unit tensor 

k turbulent kinetic energy 

ks phytoplankton nutrient uptake half-saturation coefficient 

K, K h , Kv eddy diffusion coefficients for scalar variables 

L length of domain 

L" Ld light intensity at surface and depth d 

mp, mz phytoplankton and zooplankton mortality rates 
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M 

n (nx , nz ) 

nl 

no 

N 

N2 

Nmin 

1'1(0<,(3) 

p 

pi 

P 

Pe 

maximum phytoplankton death rate 

number of cells (in horizontal and vertical directions) 

phytoplankton mortality rate N dependance coefficient 

coordinate direction normal to a given boundary 

nutrients 

stability (square of Brunt-Viiisiilii frequency) 

cut-off value of stability 

normal distribution with mean 0< and variance (3 

pressure 

pressure correction 

phytoplankton 

cell Peclet number 

P,Q,L,V matrices used in the solution procedure 

plankton interaction thermal dependance factor 

surface heat flux 

q 

Qs 

Qj,Sj 

r,s 

Rm 
Ri (Rie) 

Res(x) 

s 

general result of forward-elimination step in TDMA 

constants in vertical eddy viscosity parameterisation 

maximum zooplankton ingestion rate 

Richardson number (critical value of) 

residual of solution x 

vector of source terms 

Se light saturation coefficient 

Sj jth-level source term in one-dimensional model 

B salinity 

Be east-face source term minus pressure gradient 

Ss self-shading coefficient 

§e" §x, § .. , SP' source term associated with subscript 

t 

T 

u,v,w 

time 

temperature 

temperature of maximum density 

velocity vector (ith component of) 

velocity components 
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Vm 

V.p 

x,y 

X,Y,Z,Xi 

Z 

Greek script: 

Cl< 

(3 

I, IN, ID 

r 

5 

5ij 

!J.t 

!J.B 

!J.B s, !J.BT 

C 

7J 

A 

p" p,v, p,R 

lib 

lIO 

lire! 

P 

Pc 

Po 

O",T 

T [TV] (Tij) 

TR (Tm 

V 

r/> 

'P 

1> 

maximum phytoplankton growth rate 

control volume of integration 

general system solution 

model coordinates 

zooplankton 

thermal expansion coefficient 

coefficient of haline contraction 

unassimilated fractions of zooplankton grazing 

adiabatic temperature gradient 

angle of section relative to north 

Kronecker delta 

time step 

buoyancy change from initial conditions 

buoyancy change due to salinity, temperature 

dissipation rate of k 

light attennuation coefficient 

Ivlev constant for zooplankton grazing 

general, molecular and turbulent eddy viscosity 

background vertical eddy viscosity 

vertical eddy viscosity for unstable conditions 

reference molecular viscosity 

density 

maximum density at p = S = 0 

general density at p = 0 

salinity difference and preconditioning time for Baikal studies 

viscous shear stress tensor [averaged] (component of) 

Reynolds stress tensor (component of) 

percentage change in riverine plankton model component 

latitude of section 

riverine tracer 

general scalar variable 
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<I> vector of node values of <I> 

n Earth's angular velocity vector 

Dx, Dy, Dz components of Earth's angular velocity vector 

subscripts: 

e, w, n, s value at cell face 

E, W, N, S value at neighbouring node 

f value at general cell face 

i,j 

in 

L 

nb 

R 

U,C,D 

X 

superscripts: 

n,n+ 1 

* 

general indexed value 

initial lake value 

lake value 

value at general neighbouring node 

river value (boundary condition) 

value at upstream, central, and downstream nodes 

value at node of interest 

time step of value 

guessed value 

correction value / fluctuation from mean 

mean value 
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